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iAbstract
Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometry allows to measure accurately geometric parameters of
the Earth such as its surface topography. However, this one can be recovered only after having
restored the continuity of the interferometric phase. This is the aim of the phase unwrapping
(PU) procedure, which estimates the integer number of cycles to add to the measured wrapped
phase. Phase unwrapping is a challenging task and its results have dramatic effects on the overall
accuracy of the restored topography. The conversion of the phase cycles to height (the height
of ambiguity) is ruled by the length of the interferometric baseline. Multiple interferograms or
channels of different baselines may be combined to ease the problem.
The TanDEM-X mission has the primary objective to generate in a short time a global Digital
Elevation Model (DEM) of 10 m absolute vertical accuracy and 2 m relative height accuracy.
In order to achieve this goal, the whole land mass has been mapped at least twice from the
same geometry but with different baselines. Dense forested regions and mountainous terrain
have been acquired a third time with smaller baselines. The success of the TanDEM-X mission
is absolutely dependent on the accuracy of the final DEM and therefore on the reliability of the
phase unwrapping algorithm. Hence, a robust and versatile PU method, which is in accordance
with the acquisition concept, is necessary.
The main contribution of this thesis is the design and development of a new method which
combines bistatic high-resolution interferometric data in order to perform a correct and ac-
curate phase unwrapping on a huge amount of data. The Dual-Baseline Phase Unwrapping
Correction (DB-PUC) framework addresses this challenge by correcting errors that occurred
during the single-baseline PU procedure. It benefits from the additional information available
through the differential interferogram and the stereo-radargrammetric phase. The differential
interferogram stems from the demodulation of the two interferograms with respect to each
other and provides a third information with a higher height of ambiguity, which is easier to
unwrap. It is used to correct the ambiguity bands of the misestimated unwrapped phases. The
stereo-radargrammetric phase is derived from the (small) local parallactic shifts of the SAR
images in the slant range direction. It is an absolute measurement of the surface topography
but of lower resolution. This phase enables the assessment of the differential unwrapped phase
and the correction of its potential errors region-wise.
Within this work, the proposed method has been compared with relevant phase unwrapping
algorithms from the literature. Results on examples illustrating typical challenges, namely the
noise, surface discontinuities and geometrical distortions issues, have been assessed. It is shown
that the DB-PUC framework outperforms the evaluated algorithms. Its multi-level approach
makes it flexible, computationally efficient and well adapted to deal with the various PU errors
scenarios. Last but not least, the region-wise correction of the integer number of cycles mises-
timated during the single-baseline phase unwrapping allows it to be less sensitive to noise and
possible temporal changes.
The DB-PUC framework is used during the operational processing (or re-processing) of the
TanDEM-X acquisitions, which are used for the generation of the final global DEM. The second
global coverage has been unwrapped with the proposed approach with a success rate of 96.5%.
For the other 3.5%, available data are not of sufficient quality, have unfavourable height of
ambiguity (HoA) ratios and/or exhibit significant terrain changes due to different climatic
conditions.
The final TanDEM-X DEM is being generated from the corrected height maps. It surpasses
all the specifications in absolute and relative vertical and horizontal accuracies. Therefore, it
demonstrates the success of the proposed method.

iii
Kurzfassung
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) Interferometrie erlaubt die genaue Messung geometrischer Pa-
rameter der Erdoberfla¨che wie z.B. ihrer Topographie. Jedoch ist eine genaue Rekonstruktion
der Ho¨heninformation nur mo¨glich, wenn die Kontinuita¨t der urspru¨nglich zyklischen interfer-
ometrischen Phase sichergestellt ist. Dies ist das Ziel von Algorithmen zur Phasenabwicklung
(phase unwrapping, PU), welche die ganzzahligen Zyklen scha¨tzen, die zu den gemessenen,
“aufgewickelten” (wrapped) Phasenwerten hinzugefu¨gt werden mu¨ssen. Phase unwrapping ist
eine herausvordernde Aufgabe und die Qualita¨t der Resultate hat eine dramatischen Effekt auf
die Genauigkeit der abgeleiteten Topographie. Die Konversion von Phasenzyklen zu Ho¨hen (die
Ho¨henmehrdeutigkeit) ist abha¨ngig von der La¨nge der interferometrischen Basislinien. Mehrere
Interferogramme (bzw. Kana¨le) verschiedener Basislinie, ko¨nnen kombiniert werden, um dieses
Problem zu lo¨sen.
Die TanDEM-X Mission hat als prima¨res Ziel, in kurzer Zeit ein globales Digitales Ho¨henmodell
(Digital Elevation Model, DEM) mit 10 m absoluter und 2 m relativer Ho¨hengenauigkeit aus in-
terferometrischen Radardaten zu erstellen. Um dies zu erreichen, wurde die gesamte Landfla¨che
der Erde mindestens zweimal unter gleichen geometrischen Aufnahmebedingungen abgedeckt,
jedoch mit jeweils unterschiedlichen Basislinien. Regionen dichter Vegetation sowie gebirgige
Gebiete wurden noch zusa¨tzlich mit kleineren Basislinien erfasst. Der Erfolg der TanDEM-X
Mission steht und fa¨llt mit der Genauigkeit des finalen DEMs und somit mit der Zuverla¨ssigkeit
des Phase Unwrapping Algorithmus. Daher ist eine robuste und flexible PU Methode notwendig,
die im Einklang mit dem Aufnahmekonzept die Daten korrekt verarbeitet.
Der Hauptbeitrag der vorliegenden Arbeit ist der Entwurf und die Entwicklung einer neuen
Methode, welche bi-statische, hoch-auflo¨sende interferometrische Daten kombiniert, um ein ko-
rrektes und exaktes Phase Unwrapping fu¨r eine extrem große Datenmenge durchzufu¨hren. Das
System fu¨r eine Phase Unwrapping Korrektur mittels zweier Basislinien (Dual-Baseline Phase
Unwrapping Correction, DB-PUC) geht diese Herausforderung an, in dem es einen Mecha-
nismus schafft, PU-Fehler, die aus der Verarbeitung der Daten nur einer Basislinie entstehen,
vor der Weiterverarbeitung zu korrigieren. Es nutzt dafu¨r die zusa¨tzlichen Informationen des
differentiellen Interferogramms und der stereo-radargrametrischen Phase. Das differentielle In-
terferogramm stammt aus der gegenseitigen Demodulation der zwei unterschiedlichen Phasen
und liefert somit eine Zusatzinformation mit einer ho¨heren Ho¨henmehrdeutigkeit, die sich
wesentlich leichter abwickeln la¨sst. Sie wird benutzt, um die Mehrdeutigkeit der Zyklen der
falsch gescha¨tzten Phase zu korrigieren. Die stereo-radargrammetrische Phase wird aus der
(geringen) parallaktischen Verschiebung der zwei SAR-Bilder, die das Interferogramm bilden,
gewonnen. Es ist eine absolute, aber schlechter aufgelo¨ste Messung der topographischen Ho¨he.
Diese Phase ist frei von Mehrdeutigkeiten und ermo¨glicht so die Beurteilung der Genauigkeit
der abgewickelten differentiellen Phase und gegebenenfalls eine Korrektur mo¨glicher PU-Fehler
in einzelnen Regionen.
In dieser Arbeit wird die entwickelte Methode mit den relevanten PU-Algorithmen der Literatur
verglichen. Analysiert wurden die Ergebnisse fu¨r einige Beispiele, welche die typischen Heraus-
forderungen die fu¨r reale Daten bewa¨ltigt werden mu¨ssen, illustrieren; das wa¨ren insbesondere
Phasenrauschen, Diskontinuita¨ten in der Topographie sowie geometrische Sto¨rungen. Es ergibt
sich, dass der DB-PUC Ansatz alle evaluierten Algorithmen in der Qualita¨t der Resultate
u¨bertrifft. Sein Mehr-Ebenen Aufbau macht ihn flexibel, numerisch effizient und hervorragend
an die unterschiedlichsten Fehlerszenarien angepasst. Nicht zuletzt ist die regionenweise Kor-
rektur von falsch gescha¨tzten ganzzahligen Zyklusnummern der abgewickelten Phasen einer
einzelnen Basislinie ist wesentlich weniger anfa¨llig fu¨r das Rauschsignal und mo¨gliche zeitliche
Vera¨nderungen.
Der DB-PUC Ansatz wird in der operationellen Verarbeitungskette der TanDEM-X Aufnah-
iv
men zur Erzeugung des globalen Ho¨henmodells eingesetzt. Er wird ebenfalls zur nachtra¨glichen
Korrektur von Daten, die zuna¨chst mit nur einer Abdeckung verarbeitet werden mussten, be-
nutzt. Die zweite globale Abdeckung wurde so mit Hilfe der ersten Abdeckung verarbeitet
und erreicht dabei eine Erfolgsquote von 96,5% in der Konsistenz der PU-Resultate. Bei den
restlichen 3,5% sind die verfu¨gbaren Daten meist von unzureichender Qualita¨t und/oder haben
ein ungu¨nstiges Verha¨ltnis der jeweiligen Ho¨henmehrdeutigkeiten. Auch sind es oftmals sig-
nifikante A¨nderungen der in den beiden Abdeckungen gemessenen Ho¨he durch unterschiedliche
saisonale und klimatische Bedingungen, die eine Kombination der Daten vereiteln.
Das bis heute erstellte finale Produkt der TanDEM-X Mission, dass aus diesen korrigierten
Ho¨hendaten erstellt wurde, u¨bertrifft in allen Aspekten die urspru¨nglichen Spezifikationen an
Ho¨hengenauigkeit und demonstriert den Erfolg der Methode unter schwierigen Bedingungen.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Many scientific, medical or industrial applications such as spectroscopy, Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI) or Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) use coherent imaging systems. They are
able to collect both the backscattered amplitude and phase signals, where the phase depends on
the wavelength and the time or travel distance. However, the signal being periodic per nature,
only the fraction of the last wave cycle can be measured. An illustration of this problem is
depicted in Fig. 1.1 by means of a sinusoidal wave. The returned phase is then constrained to
its principal value and exhibits 2pi-phase jumps: it is the so-called wrapped phase.
Phase
distance ܴ
or phase 
߶ ൌ െ
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wavelength ߣ
Fig. 1.1. Example of a 2pi-periodic signal: the sinusoidal wave. The phase is proportional to the travel distance of the
wave and the wavelength. However, the measured phase is circular and only its fractional part can be monitored. The
integer number of cycles is thus lost and the acquired phase is wrapped between −pi and pi.
In SAR, the measured phase of a distributed scatterer is generally random and meaningless.
Still, two reflected signals can interfere to form an interferogram. In this case, the resulting phase
is the difference of both phases and is related to the sensor-target path-length differences. This is
the principle of Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometry (InSAR). The interferometric phase is
then exploited to retrieve heights or displacements. Naturally, the interferometric phase is also
wrapped. Hence, it is not further valuable as long as its continuous counterpart has not been
recovered through the so-called phase unwrapping (PU) procedure. Nevertheless, discontinuities
from real objects (real phase jumps) but also the possible violation of Shannon’s theorem
(undersampling) or the presence of noise (both suggesting false phase jumps) complicate the
unwrapping procedure. Therefore, PU is challenging and its results have dramatic effects on
the overall performance of the aforementioned applications.
InSAR became popular in the last decades of the 20th century (Zebker and Goldstein, 1986;
Goldstein et al., 1988; Massonnet and Rabaute, 1993) thanks to its ability to extract different
geophysical information. For example, the wrapped phase difference between two points in an
interferogram provides an ambiguous measurement of the relative terrain height. As a result, if
the unwrapping process is successful, a topographic map can be generated and, after geocoding,
a Digital Elevation Model (DEM). Two-dimensional phase unwrapping grew accordingly to be
a primordial research topic in InSAR (and in parallel in MRI).
Many PU methods have been proposed all providing different results (Goldstein et al. (1988);
Ghiglia and Romero (1996); Flynn (1997); Costantini (1998); Zebker and Lu (1998) in InSAR
and Hedley and Rosenfeld (1992); Adi et al. (2010) in MRI). Nonetheless, no correct solution
is guaranteed because of the difficulty to discriminate real and false phase jumps. Instead, PU
algorithms generate estimations of the true solution which are the most likely according to
various criteria. Most of the approaches are based on the integration of the estimated gradients
and produce a phase, which is still globally ambiguous. For this reason, a single constant integer
number of cycles has to be determined afterwards to obtain the absolute phase making terrain
2height retrieval possible. Nevertheless, terrain complexity and the need of high accuracy render
phase unwrapping almost impossible with only one interferogram. Alternative approaches had
to be found.
The idea of combining several phase images taken under different configurations arose instinc-
tively already in the late 90s (Xu et al., 1994; Ghiglia and Wahl, 1994; Jakowatz et al., 1996;
Massonnet et al., 1996; Lombardini, 1996; Homer et al., 1997; Schmitt and Wiesbeck, 1997).
Indeed, acquired with different baselines (different spatial distances between the sensors) or
wavelengths, interferograms present distinct fringe patterns (see Fig. 1.2 for an example). In
other words, the phase representing the height variation between two pixels is not identical.
Furthermore, a phase variation of 2pi (a cycle or an ambiguity) is equivalent to a certain height
change called the height of ambiguity (HoA), which is inversely proportional to the baseline. In
consequence, an interferogram acquired with a high HoA has few fringes and is easier to unwrap
(Fig. 1.2 right). Larger baselines, on the contrary, imply more cycles per height and thus more
difficulties in the unwrapping process (Fig. 1.2 left). After all, the ensued interferograms are
measures of the same physical variable: the topography. On the other hand, for a given phase
noise, the height accuracy is directly dependent on the height of ambiguity. Accuracy increases
accordingly (or the height noise decreases) with larger baselines. In this way, interferograms
with different baselines deliver complementary information. Additionally, their combination fa-
cilitates phase unwrapping and, theoretically, is even able to retrieve the absolute phase directly
(Eineder and Krieger, 2005).
Fig. 1.2. Interferometric phases of the same scene but acquired with different baselines. The wrapped phase depicted on
the left side of the scene has a large baseline so that the height accuracy is good but PU difficult. On the other hand,
the phase on the right side exhibits less fringes and is thus easier to unwrap but has a lower accuracy.
The topic of this thesis is the phase unwrapping of multi-channel Synthetic Aperture Radar
data and its application to the TanDEM-X mission. To this end, a new multi-channel phase
unwrapping method has been developed. It is robust regarding data diversity (i.e. mapping of
the whole landmass with different baselines but same viewing geometry, various coherence and
distinct coverages) and computationally efficient to enable operational usage.
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1.2 Scientific relevance
A wide range of applications (cartography, navigation, environmental researches, geology, etc.)
requires accurate, uniform and up-to-date information about the Earth’s topography. As an
active sensor, SAR has the capacity for working almost independently of weather conditions
(a significant advantage over optical imaging systems). Radar is thus able to provide a global,
uniform and reliable data set.
In 2000, the Shuttle Radar Topographic Mission (SRTM) (Rabus et al., 2003; Farr et al., 2007)
provided the first global DEM with a posting of 90 m (restricted to latitudes between 57◦S and
60◦N). However, the need for higher accuracy and higher resolution always increases. More-
over, the latitudinal coverage must be extended. This leads to the necessity of generating a new
high-resolution global DEM. For this reason, the TanDEM-X (TerraSAR-X add-on for Digital
Elevation Measurement) mission has been designed (Moreira et al., 2004a). The TanDEM-X
satellite, together with the TerraSAR-X satellite, form a single-pass bistatic radar interferome-
ter. These two SAR sensors fly in a novel closely controlled HELIX formation allowing precisely
adjustable cross-track baselines (see appendix A and Fig. A.1).
The main TanDEM-X mission objective is to generate a three-dimensional model of 12 me-
tres resolution of the whole Earth’s landmass, which is consistent, homogeneous in quality and
unprecedented in accuracy (10 m absolute vertical accuracy and 2 m relative height accuracy).
Figure 1.3 exhibits visually the resolution difference between TanDEM-X and SRTM DEMs.
In order to achieve the required accuracy, the whole landmass is mapped twice over two years
with the same viewing geometry (Krieger et al., 2007) but with different baselines. These are
the multi-channel data considered in this thesis. The first coverage provides a higher HoA to
ease PU whereas the second, which is acquired one year later with a larger baseline and shifted
beams, yields the full height accuracy at the cost of more demanding phase unwrapping. In
addition, mountainous regions are acquired two more times following the same approach but
from crossing orbits to fill layover and shadow regions.
No appropriate solution existed at the start of the mission to solve this particular phase un-
wrapping problem on a global scale. Indeed, it is well-known that, for small HoAs and difficult
terrain, PU (with only one interferometric phase) fails. Some algorithms based on Maximum
Likelihood Estimate (MLE) or Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) combine multiple interferograms
(Eineder, 2003a; Ferraioli et al., 2008) but in the framework of TanDEM-X, only two acquisi-
tions are in general available (more are available for areas exhibiting poor performance). Earlier,
specific studies succeeded to unwrap jointly two interferograms with MLE/MAP. However, the
two interferometric phases were issued from systems with three antennas (Lombardini, 1998)
and consequently did not suffer from temporal changes between them contrary to TanDEM-X
interferograms. Therefore, a new multi-channel PU method specific to the mission challenges is
absolutely required to enable the generation of the high resolution global TanDEM-X DEM. In
contrast to existing algorithms which were designed for ideal stationary data, this thesis deals
with real world data and problems. Thus a more robust approach is followed. It consists in
correcting the possible errors in the unwrapped phases.
1.3 Objectives and focusses of this thesis
The general goal of this thesis is to combine multi-temporal bistatic high-resolution interfer-
ometric data in order to perform a correct and accurate phase unwrapping on a global scale.
More particularly,
”a robust and fast multi-channel phase unwrapping algorithm which is reliable, fully automatic
and usable operationally for the TanDEM-X mission”
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has to be designed, implemented and demonstrated.
Since the success of the TanDEM-X mission is absolutely dependent on a correct phase un-
wrapping, the following requirements have to be met:
• the algorithm has to work well with a limited data set of heterogeneous quality and coverage;
• it has to be stable and robust; the quality of the results has to be controlled automatically;
• it has to be computationally efficient in order to process more than 400 scenes per day.
Aiming at the design and development of a new multi-channel phase unwrapping concept
fulfilling these different requirements, several objectives related to the main goal have to be
achieved:
Objective 1: New multi-channel phase unwrapping method
Although many PU algorithms exist, none of the tested ones can successfully unwrap
TanDEM-X data on a global scale in a reasonable time (see section 4.3). Therefore, the new
multi-channel phase unwrapping approach has to respond to the specific TanDEM-X mission
challenges and be adapted to its special acquisition plan. The algorithm has to ensure the
delivery of correctly unwrapped data in a limited time.
Objective 2: Robustness and flexibility of the algorithm
The largest part of the world has been acquired twice from the same orbital track (same
viewing geometry) but with different beams (different spatial coverage). The algorithm has
thus to deal with these interferometric data with different footprints on the Earth. Moreover,
the reliability of the outcomes should be independent of the number of available interferograms
(at least 2). The algorithm has to be optimised for dual-baseline data with the specified HoA
ratio of about 0.7 (see section 4.1). Last but not least, its performance has to be assessed in
terms of success rate and accuracy and its limits have to be described.
Objective 3: Make good use of all available independent information
Since the number of InSAR acquisitions is very limited, every additional data produced dur-
ing the standard TanDEM-X scenes processing (see section 4.2 and appendix B) should be
used. Especially, the stereo-radargrammetric parallax measurements provide reliable indepen-
dent absolute height information. On the contrary, the use of external data such as SRTM has
to be avoided to eliminate the risk of introducing external errors.
1.4 Outline of this thesis
This thesis is structured as follows. After a brief recall on SAR and InSAR basics, chapter 2
exposes phase unwrapping causes and principles. Chapter 3 gives an overview of different
ways to retrieve the absolute phase and the terrain elevation such as multi-channel PU or
stereo-radargrammetry. Chapter 4 describes the different data available in the framework of
the TanDEM-X mission and discusses the performances of the several relevant PU algorithms
on these data. The proposed multi-channel PU concept, the Dual-Baseline Phase Unwrapping
Correction (DB-PUC), which aims to correct potential PU errors fully automatically, is the
topic of chapter 5. In chapter 6, practical demonstrations for typical representative terrain and
global results of the operational TanDEM-X DB-PUC are analysed. The limitations of the new
PU method are also shown. Finally, the conclusion of this thesis and an outlook on further
work are given in chapter 7.
62 InSAR and phase unwrapping principles
In this chapter, fundamentals on Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) acquisition geometry and
on Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometry (InSAR) that are necessary for the understanding
of this thesis are first recalled. In the second part, phase unwrapping (PU) basics and a brief
overview of algorithms to unwrap one single phase image are provided.
2.1 Synthetic Aperture Radar and SAR Interferometry
2.1.1 SAR imaging and SAR geometry
A SAR is an active sensor, that transmits microwave pulses to an area of interest and co-
herently receives the backscattered signal from the target. The use of active microwave radar
enables to be independent of weather conditions and day/night time. Two-dimensional images
of the Earth’s surface are then formed by looking into the series of radar echoes. Curlander
and McDonough (1991); Cumming and Wong (2005); Massonnet and Souyris (2008) address
extensively the SAR processing. The SAR flight direction defines the azimuth axis of the image,
while the acquisition direction, perpendicular to the trajectory (and typically in side-looking
with a look angle θ) is the (slant) range axis (see Fig. 2.1). The range R, representing the dis-
tance between the sensor and the target, is known through the time delay between the emitting
and receiving times τe and τr following R = (τr − τe)c0/2, where c0 is the speed of light. SAR
systems map the 3-D world into a 2-D image in the azimuth-range plane. Terrain topography
results in geometric distortions in SAR images (see Fig. 2.1). Terrain slopes directed towards
the sensor appear smaller (foreshortening and layover) while those tilted away appear bigger.
When terrain slope is opposed to the radar and too steep, objects are invisible (shadow).
SAR geometry
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x
x
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ߠ௜
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Fig. 2.1. SAR acquisition geometry and geometrical distortions: smooth terrain where the three points A, B and C are
mapped conventionally to A’, B’ and C’, and the different distortion areas: foreshortening where A and B are mapped
closer than they really are; layover where the top of the mountain B is mapped before its base A; and finally shadow
where no information can be mapped.
2.1.2 SAR interferometry for terrain mapping
SAR interferometry is a set of methods, which employ two complex-valued SAR images and
exploit their phase jointly to derive geometric information about a scene.
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Two modes exist:
• along-track interferometry : the two SAR sensors fly on the same path with an along-
track separation so that a scene is observed from the same point but at different times. It
allows to measure movements in the radar line-of-sight such as ocean currents (Goldstein
and Zebker, 1987; Romeiser et al., 2010) or moving targets (Raney, 1971; Suchandt and
Runge, 2012);
• across-track interferometry : the two satellites have different flying paths, almost parallel
and look at targets from slightly different positions. Surface topography can be measured
(Zebker and Goldstein, 1986; Massonnet and Rabaute, 1993; Bamler and Hartl, 1998;
Rosen et al., 2000). Furthermore, surface changes such as deformations can be monitored
by means of the differential interferometric SAR (D-InSAR).
2.1.2.1 Across-track interferometry
In this configuration, two SARs map the terrain with slightly different look angles θ1 and
θ2 as represented in Fig. 2.2. The antennas are separated by a baseline B. Its perpendicular
component, called effective baseline B⊥, defines the sensitivity to height. A large baseline implies
fast phase variations difficult to resolve but a smaller separation entails a higher level of noise
once the phase is converted to height. Topography measurement with SAR interferometry may
seem similar to optical (or stereoscopic) methods. Yet, the latter are based on parallax effect,
thus directly based on angle measurements whereas radar measures distances (ranging) through
the phase of every pixel (the parallax effect is much smaller, see section 3.2.1).
InSAR geometric parameters
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Fig. 2.2. Across-track bistatic interferometric configuration: the master or active antenna emits and receives, whereas
the slave or passive sensor only receives (θ1, R1 refer to the master antenna and θ2, R2 to the slave one).
The SAR images can be obtained in two different acquisition ways:
• in repeat-pass, the same antenna acquires a scene at different times to get the various
acquisitions, stacks of repeat-pass data enable to monitor ground deformations;
• in single-pass, the acquisition system has two (or more) antennas, which either transmit
and receive independently within a short time interval (monostatic) or where one antenna
transmits and receives and the other only receives (bistatic or multistatic case), temporal
decorrelation is then reduced (former case) or even eliminated (latter setup).
Repeat-pass interferometry is widely employed with images from sensors like ERS-1/ERS-2
(Geudtner, 1995; Schwa¨bisch, 1995), RadarSAT or TerraSAR-X. Single-pass interferometers
are mostly airborne systems, but in space, there was the Shuttle Radar Topographic Mission
8(SRTM) (Rabus et al., 2003; Farr et al., 2007) and nowadays the TanDEM-X mission (TDM)
(Moreira, 2003; Krieger et al., 2007; Zink et al., 2014). Figure 2.2 shows the interferometric
principle with two antennas acquiring simultaneously in a bistatic configuration (the default
acquisition mode for TDM and the one considered in this thesis). The active antenna transmits
and then acquires the master channel and the passive antenna acquires the slave image.
2.1.2.2 Interferometric phase
As a coherent imaging system, SAR records both the amplitude and the phase of the received
signal as a complex number ui = |ui|ejφi where |ui| is the amplitude, φi the phase and the
subscript i represents either the master (i = 1) or the slave (i = 2) channel. The notations are
largely inspired by Bamler and Hartl (1998). The observed phase value is:
φi = −2piRtotal,i
λ
+ φscat,i + φN,i (2.1)
where λ is the radar wavelength, Rtotal,i the sum of the transmitter-target and target-receiver
distances, φscat,i the phase of the scatterer and φN,i the noise phase. In the considered bistatic
case (i.e. for TanDEM-X), Rtotal,1 = 2R1 and Rtotal,2 = R1 +R2. After image coregistration, the
complex interferogram v is formed by calculating:
v = u1u
∗
2 = |u1||u2|ej(φ1−φ2) = |u1||u2|ejφ (2.2)
where u∗2 is the complex conjugate of u2 and φ = φ1−φ2 the interferometric phase. Considering
constant scattering characteristics (φscat,1 = φscat,2), the single-pass interferometric phase φ is:
φ = −2pi(R1 −R2)
λ
+ φN =
2pi∆R
λ
+ φN (2.3)
with ∆R = R2 − R1. φ is the non-ambiguous absolute interferometric phase. It depicts very
precisely the slant range difference with an accuracy of a fraction of a wavelength. Nonetheless,
it is measurable only in the principal interval [−pi; pi[ i.e. modulo 2pi. In this way, the measured
or observed phase ψ is:
ψ = W (φ) = mod {φ+ pi, 2pi} − pi = φ− 2pik (2.4)
where W () is the wrapping operator, mod{, 2pi} the modulo-2pi operation and k ∈ Z the
ambiguity band. ψ is wrapped and ambiguous exhibiting the so-called fringes.
2.1.2.3 Phase to height relation
Several fundamental relations are derived geometrically hereafter with the help of Fig. 2.2. These
are only approximate equations to make the understanding easier. Under the assumption that
B  R1, R2 (parallel-ray approximation, Zebker and Goldstein (1986)), ∆R can be written as:
∆R ≈ B sin(θ − α) (2.5)
where α is the baseline tilt angle i.e. the angle between the horizontal plane and the baseline.
The resulting phase φflat = −2piλ B sin(θ − α) is the phase representing a flat Earth i.e. it
depicts the variation of the line-of-sight across the scene. Let us now consider a target of
height h = H − R cos θ, where H is the altitude of the master antenna. The sensitivity of the
interferometric phase φ with respect to the terrain height h, the height sensitivity, is retrieved
by differentiating φ, ∆R and h (eqs. (2.3) and (2.5)):
δφ
δh
≈ −2pi
λ
B cos(θ − α)
R sin θ
≈ −2pi
λ
B⊥
R sin θ
(2.6)
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where B⊥ = B cos(θ − α) is the effective baseline. In consequence, a bistatic single-pass con-
figuration has only half the sensitivity of a repeat-pass one. Therefore, it can be seen as a
repeat-pass system with half a baseline. Finally, the height corresponding to one ambiguity
(or a phase cycle of 2pi), the so-called height of ambiguity (HoA) h2pi, is obtained by inserting
δφ = 2pi in eq. (2.6):
h2pi =
λR sin θ
B⊥
(2.7)
Observing eqs. (2.6) and (2.7), it becomes clear that the sensitivity of an interferometric sys-
tem is determined by the effective baseline, the look angle and the wavelength. The absolute
interferometric phase φ can be written as:
φ ≈ −2pi
λ
B sin(θ − α)− 2pi
λ
B⊥
R sin θ
h = φflat − 2pi
h2pi
h = φflat + φT (2.8)
φflat is usually removed from the interferometric phase giving the (flattened) topographic phase
φT . In practice, φ deviates from φT because of noise and decorrelation effects. Furthermore,
only the wrapped phase ψ can be measured. The phase has thus to be unwrapped to recover
the absolute phase required for terrain reconstruction. This is further explained in section 2.2.
2.1.3 Statistical description and coherence
2.1.3.1 Interferometric phase statistics
Many scatterers contribute to the response of a single resolution cell to a radar pulse since the
cell is typically larger than the radar wavelength and the correlation length of the rough surface
(Curlander and McDonough, 1991). Consequently, the observed amplitude and phase result
from the coherent sum of the individual signals. Scatterers are called distributed or Gaussian
scatterers if they can be decomposed into a sufficiently high number of random (independent
and uncorrelated) sub-scatterers. This holds for low and medium resolution SAR and for scenes
containing mostly natural scatterers like forest, soil and rocks, agricultural fields or rough water.
In this case, the central limit theorem can be applied and observations can be modelled as zero-
mean complex circular Gaussian random variables (Goodman, 1963; Bamler and Hartl, 1998).
On the contrary, the Gaussian assumption is violated with high-resolution SAR systems or as
soon as few dominant scatterers such as artificial objects are present in a resolution cell (see
Oliver and Quegan (1999); Frery et al. (1999); Kuttikkad and Chellappa (2000) for alternative
statistical models). Nevertheless, the Gaussian model is convenient and acceptable, especially
in the context of global terrain mapping.
The bivariate Gaussian distribution of the two SAR images u1 and u2 is (Goodman, 1963; Lee
et al., 1994; Tough et al., 1995; Bamler and Hartl, 1998):
p(w) =
1
pi2|C| exp
(
−w∗TC−1w
)
(2.9)
where w = (u1, u2)
T and |C| is the determinant of the complex covariance matrix C defined
by:
C = E
[
ww∗T
]
=
 E
[
|u1|2
]
γ
√
E
[
|u1|2
]
E
[
|u2|2
]
γ∗
√
E
[
|u1|2
]
E
[
|u2|2
]
E
[
|u2|2
]
 =
 I1 γI
γ∗I I2
 (2.10)
where I =
√
E
[
|u1|2
]
E
[
|u2|2
]
is the geometric mean of the expectations of the pixels intensity
of the two data sets and γ the complex coherence (or correlation coefficient, see section 2.1.3.2).
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From eq. (2.9), the marginal probability density function (pdf ) of the true interferometric phase
p(φ; γ) is derived (Sarabandi (1992); Lee et al. (1994); Tough et al. (1995)):
p(φ; γ) =
1− |γ|2
2pi
1
1− |γ|2 cos2(φ− φ0)
1 + |γ| cos(φ− φ0) arccos(−|γ| cos(φ− φ0))√
1− |γ|2 cos2(φ− φ0)
 (2.11)
p(φ; γ) describes how the interferometric phase φ differs from the noise-free phase φ0 used for
terrain reconstruction because of decorrelation effects. If only an interval centred in φ0 (i.e.
φ − φ0 ∈ [−pi, pi[) is considered, E [φ] = φ0. Figure 2.3a depicts p(φ; γ) considering different
coherences. Usually, a multi-looking procedure is applied to denoise the data and to reduce
statistical variation. Multi-looking assumes interferogram values inside a small window to be
independent and uses them jointly to estimate the phase 1 . The pdf of the multi-looked phase
estimate p (φ; γ, L) turns into (Lee et al., 1994; Joughin et al., 1994; Tough et al., 1995):
p (φ; γ, L) =
Γ(L+ 1/2)(1− |γ|2)L|γ| cos(φ− φ0)
2
√
pi Γ(L)(1− |γ|2 cos2(φ− φ0))L+1/2 +
(1− |γ|2)L
2pi
2F1
(
L, 1; 1/2; |γ|2 cos2(φ− φ0)
)
(2.12)
where 2F1 is the hypergeometric function. Fig. 2.3b shows the influence of the number of looks
on p (φ; γ, L). The error or phase standard deviation decreases as the number of looks increases
(as depicted in Fig. 2.4a, Just and Bamler (1994)). The phase error approaches the Crame´r-
Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) (dashed lines in Fig. 2.4a, Rodriguez and Martin (1992)) for high
number of looks and coherence:
σ2φ,CRLB =
1− |γ|2
2|γ|2L (2.13)
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Fig. 2.3. Interferometric phase pdfs (a) for different coherences and 1 look and (b) for |γ| = 0.75 and different number of
looks. The green curve represents in both plots the pdf for |γ| = 0.75 and 1 look.
2.1.3.2 Coherence coefficient and coherence estimation
The complex coherence γ is defined as the normalised complex cross-correlation of the two SAR
images u1 and u2 (Papoulis, 1991; Zebker and Villasenor, 1992) and quantifies the similarity
between two radar echoes:
γ =
E [u1u
∗
2]√
E
[
|u1|2
]
E
[
|u2|2
] = E [v]
I
= |γ| exp(jφ0) (2.14)
1 approximating ensemble averages by spatial mean implicitly assumes that pixels have stationary statistics
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Fig. 2.4. (a) Standard deviation of the interferometric phase (the dashed lines represent the Crame´r-Rao bounds) and
(b) bias of the estimated coherence for different number of looks and coherences.
The phase of γ is the expected interferometric phase φ0 and its amplitude, the interferometric
coherence, is related to the phase noise and quantifies disturbances. |γ| can be written as the
product of different contributions (Rodriguez and Martin, 1992; Zebker and Villasenor, 1992;
Bamler and Just, 1993):
|γ| = γthermalγspatialγtempγcoreg (2.15)
where
- γthermal represents the influence of the thermal noise reflected by the finite signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) (Just and Bamler, 1994; Zebker and Villasenor, 1992). Other decorrelation sources
coming from the system (e.g. quantisation noise) may be included in it;
- γspatial summarises the decorrelation effects of the signals coming from two different antennas.
It is composed from:
· γgeom, which gives an account of the baseline and geometric decorrelation for flat surfaces
due to the difference of both incidence angles (Gatelli et al., 1994). Higher baselines lead
to reduced range resolution and to decorrelation (the extreme case of totally uncorrelated
images is obtained for the critical baseline (Zebker and Villasenor, 1992; Gatelli et al.,
1994)). Geometrical decorrelation can be reduced through spectral shift filtering;
· γvol, which is the volume decorrelation caused by different penetrations in the scattering
medium, it gives a rough estimate of the thickness of the scattering layer. It depends on
incidence angles, thus it is also due to the geometry. In TanDEM-X, this is a major issue
(De Zan et al., 2013);
· γDC, which characterises the loss due to the differences in the Doppler centroids of both
acquisitions. This is the azimuth equivalent to the geometrical decorrelation;
- γtemp exhibits the temporal decorrelation when the scatterer properties have changed (rele-
vant in repeat-pass interferometry);
- γcoreg comes from inaccurate coregistration of both images. Error contributions issued from
the processing (e.g. interpolation errors in the resampling procedure) may be included in it.
In practice, the estimate of the local coherence is computed by averaging the considered pixel
with its neighbours 2 . However, properties of the signal and the imaging system result in biased
estimates of the underlying correlation (see Fig. 2.4b and Touzi and Lopes (1996); Touzi et al.
(1999); Zebker and Chen (2005)). The two main biases are (1) an underestimation resulting
from the presence of residual interferometer fringes, and (2) an overestimation due to the limited
2 assuming that all the scatterers within the estimation window are independent with identical statistical properties
(ergodic process)
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sample number used for the estimation. New methods using for example non-local approach
(Deledalle et al., 2011) provide a more accurate coherence estimate.
2.2 Phase unwrapping basics
The observed interferometric phase ψ is ambiguous and known only in the principal interval
[−pi; pi[. To derive the terrain height, an estimate φˆ of the true absolute (flattened) phase φ has
to be recovered by adding a certain integer number of cycles kˆ to ψ:
φˆ = ψ + 2kˆpi (2.16)
This inverse problem is not trivial because it is non-linear and the amount of solutions is
infinite. If no further information is considered, there is no safe way to determine which of
these solutions is correct. Two possible approaches are worth considering to retrieve φˆ:
• conventional phase unwrapping (PU) methods, which mainly consist in integrating gradi-
ents, estimate φˆ up to a constant integer kˆoff multiple of 2pi called absolute phase offset :
φˆ = ψ + 2kˆPUpi + 2kˆoffpi (2.17)
where kˆPU is the ambiguity band retrieved during the PU procedure.
• multi-channel techniques, which extract the absolute phase jointly from several interfer-
ograms using the Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) or the Maximum A Posteriori
(MAP).
Phase unwrapping is a major research area and many methods have been developed. This
section explains first the problem and then describes the usual (single-channel) PU algorithms
with an emphasis on Minimum Cost Flow (MCF). The absolute phase retrieval is detailed in
chapter 3 with a special focus on multi-channels approaches.
2.2.1 Phase unwrapping principle: gradient integration and residues
2.2.1.1 PU process and path dependence
To solve the PU problem, most algorithms assume that the terrain is (mostly) smooth. In signal
theory, it means that the spatial sampling rate is assumed to be high enough in (most parts
of) the complex interferogram to avoid aliasing (Nyquist criterion). Accordingly, true phase
differences between two adjacent pixels are smaller than pi: this is known as the Itoh condition
(Itoh, 1982). In this case, PU is straightforward. The difference between two neighbouring pixels
is first calculated. If the measured difference is greater than pi, then a cycle (2pi) is subtracted.
On the contrary, if it is lower than −pi, a cycle is added. At this point, the estimated gradients
are assumed to be the ones of the true phase. Finally, ambiguities are solved by integrating the
gradients along a path from a first pixel chosen arbitrarily to the last pixel (Itoh, 1982). Any
estimate φˆ obtained by adding a phase offset with a constant integer cycle to this unwrapped
phase is also a possible solution. The key of phase unwrapping is thus not to estimate the
unwrapped phase itself but to estimate the unwrapped phase differences. However, the Itoh
condition is not fulfilled in case of noise or surface discontinuity. Consequently, the estimated
gradients may be wrong and lead to the addition or subtraction of incorrect multiples of 2pi,
which propagate to the following pixels. Without any further information, the true phase cannot
be recovered. Thus, phase unwrapping is an ill-posed problem. In 2-D, a wrong estimation of
the gradients renders unwrapping dependent of the integration path. Figure 2.5 illustrates this
problem: the wrapped phase (Fig. 2.5a) is unwrapped following two different paths (Fig. 2.5b
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and Fig. 2.5c) resulting into two different estimated phases, which can be both considered as
correct. Nevertheless, gradients in azimuth and range are dependent and their relationship can
be exploited to identify corrupted regions.2D PU and path dependenc
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Fig. 2.5. Path dependency in phase unwrapping: from the wrapped phase (a), two distinct unwrapped phases (b) and
(c) can be obtained by following two different paths (all values are in cycle, i.e 2pi ≡ 1).
2.2.1.2 Gradient estimate and residues
The gradient of the true phase is defined by ∇φ = (∆rφ,∆aφ)T where ∆r and ∆a are re-
spectively the partial derivatives calculated between adjacent pixels in the range and azimuth
directions. A gradient field is conservative, which means that the curl of this 2-D vector field
has to be 0:
∇×∇φ = ∆r∆aφ−∆a∆rφ = 0 (2.18)
In other words, any integral over a closed loop in the gradient of an unwrapped phase is
necessarily zero. However, the estimated gradients ∇ˆψ of the wrapped phase are also wrapped.
∇ˆψ may thus differ from ∇φ in the presence of noise or undersampling. Therefore, curls may
not be equal to 0 anymore rendering the gradient field of the wrapped phase non-conservative.
Integration results in path-dependent inconsistencies in the unwrapped phase. To avoid that,
Goldstein et al. (1988) suggested to integrate wrapped phase differences on 2× 2 neighbouring
pixels as depicted in Fig. 2.6a. It is equivalent to calculating the curl:
res(r, a) = W (∆rψ(r, a)) +W (∆aψ(r + 1, a))−W (∆rψ(r, a+ 1))−W (∆aψ(r, a))
= ∇×∇ψ(r, a) = {−2pi, 0, 2pi} (2.19)
For four pixels, the result can be either 0 i.e. no residue is present or ±2pi producing a positive
or negative residue. Figure 2.6b depicts the residues found for the example of Fig. 2.5a.
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Fig. 2.6. Residues calculation for the example of Fig. 2.5a: two residues found.
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Residues are local inconsistencies representing configurations which are physically impossible in
the hypothesis that the true phase gradient is conservative (Goldstein et al., 1988). They cause
global phase unwrapping errors if not accounted for. A positive residue has to be connected
to a negative one with a so-called branch-cut (or residue-cut or ghost line) to cancel each
other. After that, any gradients integral over any closed path is 0. Ideally, when residues have
a topographical cause, branch-cuts follow the terrain discontinuity.
Gradients could also be estimated through a frequency estimation, a multi-resolution approach
or a periodogram.
2.2.2 Conventional 2-D phase unwrapping techniques
The residues and branch-cuts concepts are the basis of all path-following unwrapping methods.
Alternatively, minimum-norm algorithms try to minimise the deviation between the estimated
unwrapped phase gradients ∇φˆ and their wrapped counterparts ∇ˆψ. The following subsections
give an overview of these two main algorithm families. A complete explanation of the different
techniques can be found in Ghiglia and Pritt (1998) or Gens (2003). At last, statistical PU,
which opens the door to the multi-channel PU, is reviewed.
2.2.2.1 Path-following methods (local integration)
Path-following methods rely on placing branch-cuts between residues. Phase gradients are then
locally integrated over a path avoiding crossing them so that no integration path can encircle
regions with residues. Within these constraints, path independence is guaranteed (Goldstein
et al., 1988). The corresponding unwrapped and wrapped phase values are ensured to differ
only by an integer number of cycles. This property is called congruence and is actually an a
priori assumption of the PU problem. The real difficulty is thus to match positive with negative
residues especially for those due to terrain discontinuities. A wrong choice in the placement of
the branch-cuts results in an error which may propagate over the whole phase image (Fornaro
et al., 1997). Goldstein et al. (1988) proposed the branch-cut algorithm where positive and
negative residues are linked by applying a nearest neighbour strategy. Nevertheless, it often
leads to unrealistic branch-cuts placements. Chen and Zebker (2000) proposed an improved
weighted version, the minimum spanning tree, that ensures a complete coverage. Later on,
Chen and Zebker (2002) put forward the SNAPHU (Statistical-cost, Network-flow Algorithm
for Phase Unwrapping) algorithm. It poses phase unwrapping as a MAP probability estimation
problem.
Network flow formulation and MCF (Costantini, 1998; Flynn, 1997) consider PU as a
minimisation problem with integer variables introducing weighting or cost functions (cr and
ca) associated to every branch-cut. A low cost specifies a probable placement of a branch-cut
whereas a high cost indicates an improbable location. Branch-cuts are used to correct phase
differences by adding an integer multiple of 2pi. The minimisation problem is described by:
min
drda
{∑
r
∑
a
cr(r, a)|dr(r, a)|+
∑
r
∑
a
ca(r, a)|da(r, a)|
}
(2.20)
where d(r, a) = (dr(r, a), da(r, a))
T =
1
2pi
(
∇φˆ(r, a)− ∇ˆψ(r, a)
)
is an estimate of the phase
gradient error. The curl of d(r, a) is the negative of the curl of the estimated gradients of
the wrapped phase. It can be seen as a correction on ∇ˆψ(r, a) applied before the integration.
In this way, the non-conservative estimated gradient field is compensated and recovers its
conservativeness property. The success of phase unwrapping depends thus on how the residues
are linked.
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For Costantini’s (1998) MCF algorithm, the minimisation of the network of flows defines the
placement of every segment of the branch-cuts guided by cost factors. A node represents a
wrapped gradient loop integral around a 2 × 2 square of pixels. Positive or negative residues
are the surplus and demand nodes. The flow can travel on arcs connecting neighbouring nodes
along paths determined by the cost functions equalising in this way the nodes. The resulting
grid-like network (see Fig. 2.7a) contains thus one arc for each phase gradient. Since phase
gradients are to be estimated in a PU problem, arcs and the quantities of flow on them play
a critical role in the quality of the unwrapping results. Physically, the amount of flow on an
arc represents the difference between the unwrapped and wrapped gradients (∇φˆ− ∇ˆψ) while
the direction of the flow determines the sign of the difference. As a result, any feasible flow
arrangement corresponds uniquely to a valid, residue-free unwrapped solution (Fig. 2.7b).
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Fig. 2.7. Example of the equivalent network to the phase unwrapping problem of 2.5a: (a) the network itself: positive
and negative residues (respectively depicted in green and red) are the supply and demand nodes, neighbouring nodes are
connected by arcs or possible flow paths, (b) placement of a possible branch-cut (in blue) discharging the residues.
The only critical point of the MCF is to find physically meaningful cost functions. Special
features of the interferogram such as layover, shadow or incoherent areas are generally preferred
to position branch-cuts. For this reason, costs generators use local information such as the
coherence (Costantini, 1998), the residue density (correlated to the coherence), wrapped phase
gradients, or the amplitude of the images (correlated to the topography) (Eineder et al., 1998;
Carballo and Fieguth, 2000; Suchandt and Eineder, 2003). The coherence has been found to
be always a good helper in guiding the MCF algorithm. Chen and Zebker (2000, 2002) define
costs for topography or deformation mapping through statistical models.
The application of network flow methods is however limited because of the required compu-
tational power. Eineder et al. (1998) optimised it with respect to memory and speed for the
SRTM mission. In the last decade, several works proposed two-step algorithms to parallelise the
minimisation problem for large interferograms (Carballo and Fieguth, 2002; Chen and Zebker,
2002; Zhang et al., 2011).
2.2.2.2 Minimum-norm methods (global integration)
Global integration methods are also based on phase gradients. Nevertheless, they try to find an
unwrapped phase which minimises the Lp norm of the difference between ∇ˆψ and ∇φˆ (Ghiglia
and Romero, 1996):
min
φˆ
{∑
r
∑
a
wr(r, a)
∣∣∣(∇rφˆ(r, a)− ∇ˆaψ(r, a))∣∣∣p +∑
r
∑
a
wa(r, a)
∣∣∣(∇rφˆ(r, a)− ∇ˆaψ(r, a))∣∣∣p
}
(2.21)
where p determines how the differences between ∇φˆ and ∇ˆψ are penalised and w(r, a) are
weights comparable to the costs in eq. (2.20). It is a global approach since all samples are
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used together to find the solution. However, the congruency property is lost. When p = 2,
eq. (2.21) becomes the well-known least-squares estimation, which can be unweighted (Fried,
1977; Hudgin, 1977; Ghiglia and Romero, 1994) or weighted (Ghiglia and Romero, 1994, 1996).
Like for the MCF, the success of the weighted algorithm depends strongly on how the weights
are chosen. Bamler et al. (1998) demonstrated that these approaches (with p = 2) underestimate
phase gradients and erode the terrain in the presence of residues. Zebker and Lu (1998); Ghiglia
and Pritt (1998) confirmed it empirically. Examples of alternative solutions are multi-grid
techniques (Pritt, 1996), Green’s formulation (equivalent to p = 2, Fornaro et al. (1996)),
Fourier-domain vector projections (Pritt and Shipman, 1994), bi-orthogonal wavelet transform
(Kim and Kim, 2005) or graph-cuts (Bioucas-Dias and Valada˜o, 2007).
2.2.2.3 Links between local and global integrations
Both apparently diverging families of methods agree that a good solution to PU minimises
some error norm. In the late 90s, several links have been found between them:
1. the generalisation to the Lp norm by Ghiglia and Romero (1996) allowed to recognise that
local gradients of the solution match well the measured wrapped gradients when p < 2. In
the limit of p approaches 0 (L0-norm), the number of discontinuities is minimised. Goldstein
et al.’s (1988) residue-cut can thus be seen as an unweigthed minimum L0-norm algorithm.
The gradients of the two unwrapped maps differ only when there is a branch-cut.
2. sophisticated path-following methods like Flynn (1997) or Costantini (1998) actually min-
imise the L1-norm. Empirically, L0 and L1 algorithms tend to deliver more accurate solutions
than L2 ones (Zebker and Lu, 1998; Ghiglia and Pritt, 1998).
3. Pritt (1997) restored the congruence to the output of least-square solutions and thus trans-
formed the least-square approach more or less into a minimum L0-norm.
4. Fornaro et al. (1996) show with the Green’s formulation that, at a given point, the least-
squares estimation is the average of all solutions obtained by simple path-following on radial
paths from the point to the boundary.
2.2.2.4 Statistical estimation methods
Statistical approaches rely on a data observation mechanism model in which a priori knowledge
of the phase may be considered. They are optimal from the information theoretical point of view
but cannot ensure the uniqueness of the solution. Coherence properties, phase and amplitude
statistics or instrument response can be used in a statistically optimal way in the likelihood
term. Prior information about terrain properties (e.g. roughness or fractal dimensions) may
constrain the solution. Many works tried to benefit from the statistical estimation: Marroquin
and Rivera (1995); Marroquin et al. (1995); Guerriero et al. (1998); Leitao and Figueiredo
(1998); Loffeld et al. (2008); Martinez-Espla et al. (2009). Nico et al. (2000) analysed the differ-
ent existing phase unwrapping algorithms in the context of Bayesian inference and showed the
influence of different priors. Bioucas-Dias and Leitao (2002) used a Gaussian Markov Random
Field (GMRF) to model the absolute phase in their prior. The algorithm simultaneously solves
the phase unwrapping problem and smoothes the observations.
Statistical estimation methods open a door to an efficient solution for the PU problem: the
multi-channel PU, which uses several interferometric SAR data jointly.
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3 Multi-channel interferometry and elevation
extraction
Phase unwrapping (PU) is a key procedure to reconstruct a Digital Elevation Model (DEM)
from SAR images. Unfortunately, it is not uniquely solvable in the presence of noise or disconti-
nuities. To get around this problem, several interferograms or channels with different baselines
or frequencies can be combined. The first part of this chapter gives an overview of the multi-
channel PU techniques and more specifically of the multi-baseline approaches. In the second
part, alternative methods to get an absolute elevation map are introduced.
3.1 Multi-channel interferometry and phase unwrapping
Multi-channel interferometry combines at least two interferograms of the same scene in order
to simplify or even avoid the single-channel integration-based PU. The different channels are
acquired from the same viewing geometry either at different frequencies and/or with various
baselines. For this reason, multi-channel InSAR takes advantage of the data diversity to sig-
nificantly increase ambiguity intervals of the interferometric phases. It makes also possible to
estimate the unwrapped phase in isolated regions. In this context, the PU problem is addressed
on a single phase value basis instead of on a phase difference basis. This section is divided
as follows. First, the differences between multi-frequency and multi-baseline interferometry are
stated. Then, approaches based on combination of channels are presented followed by statistical
estimation methods. Finally, the advantages and drawbacks of these techniques are summarised.
3.1.1 Multi-frequency and multi-baseline interferometry
Multi-frequency interferometry uses 1) SAR image pairs acquired with sensors operating at
different frequencies or, 2) interferograms obtained by partitioning the Doppler bandwidth into
non-overlapping sub-bands (Pascazio and Schirinzi, 2001, 2002). The interferometric data are
statistically independent since they do not overlap in the frequency domain. Nonetheless, in
the second case, the bandwidth is narrowed implying a reduction of the spatial resolution so
that a trade-off has to be found between the spatial resolution and the number of sub-bands
to consider.
Another way to get multiple interferograms is to acquire several SAR images from slightly
different look angles so that the image pairs exhibit different baselines. Yet, statistical inde-
pendence is fulfilled only if the baselines of the cross-interferograms are larger than the critical
baseline so that the spectra of the different interferometric pairs do not overlap (Pascazio and
Schirinzi, 2002).
The height of ambiguity (HoA) of a specific channel is hc2pi =
λcR sin θ
B⊥
with λc = c0/f
c
0 in case
of multi-frequency or hc2pi =
λR sin θ
Bc⊥
for multi-baseline interferometry. Short baselines or low
frequencies result in higher height error while large baselines or high frequencies can cause
greater phase unwrapping problems. Accordingly, multi-channel interferometry provides the
solution to tackle both problems by increasing the ambiguity intervals of interferometric phases
without degrading the height accuracy.
3.1.2 Phase ambiguity resolution by combining interferograms
Xu et al. (1994) proposed the linear combination and the projection method explained thereafter
to unwrap multi-channel interferograms.
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3.1.2.1 Linear combination of interferograms
An initial measure of the height is obtained from a short baseline or low frequency interferogram.
A first estimate of the ambiguity band is then deduced and later used to resolve phase wraps
in the next interferogram. In this way, the height is iteratively determined for every baseline or
frequency from highest to lowest HoA leading to an accurate final height estimate (Thompson
et al., 1999). For the sake of simplicity, the following demonstration considers only two inter-
ferograms A and B, where A has the higher HoA. In the absence of noise, both interferograms
deliver the same height estimate hˆ, which is equal to (eqs. (2.8) and (2.16)):
hˆ =
hA2pi
2pi
(
ψA + 2kˆApi
)
=
hB2pi
2pi
(
ψB + 2kˆBpi
)
(3.1)
Once kˆA has been estimated, the ambiguity band kˆB can be easily figured out as follows:
kˆB =
1
2pi
(
hA2pi
hB2pi
ψA − ψB
)
+
hA2pi
hB2pi
kˆA =
1
2pi
(
1
µ
ψA − ψB
)
+
1
µ
kˆA ∈ ZZ (3.2)
where µ is the HoA ratio defined as µ = hB2pi/h
A
2pi (with h
B
2pi < h
A
2pi i.e. µ < 1). Lombardini (1998)
called 1/µ the phase Unambiguous Range Magnification (URM) because the combination of
two interferograms exhibiting a HoA ratio µ provides a phase estimated modulo 2pi/µ. The
smaller µ, the more straightforward it is to retrieve kˆB from kˆA and the easier PU is made
(Jakowatz et al., 1996; Lanari et al., 1996; Corsini et al., 1997; Schmitt and Wiesbeck, 1997). If
the short baseline can be chosen so that it covers the full range of heights present in the scene to
be mapped, PU is completely avoided for the interferogram A and ambiguities in interferogram
B can be recovered directly (without noise reduction).
Alternatively, if no interferometric pair with a sufficiently high HoA is available, it is possible to
combine linearly the two interferograms (Xu et al., 1994). Massonnet et al. (1996) published a
similar approach called the Integer Interferometric Combination (IIC). It aims to multiply the
interferograms by the integers qA and qB before their combination. The resulting interferogram
exhibits a HoA hR2pi given by:
1
hR2pi
=
qA
hA2pi
+
qB
hB2pi
(3.3)
where qA and qB have to be chosen so that hR2pi is greater than both h
A
2pi and h
B
2pi to ease un-
wrapping. Unfortunately, this method is highly sensitive to noise since any integer combination
results in an increase of the noise in the phase (nonetheless, an addition entails a reduction of
the equivalent noise in the height domain since hR2pi would be smaller). In practice, q
A and qB
have to remain low (and of opposite signs) so that the noise distribution does not exceed one
cycle.
3.1.2.2 Projection method
A good means to reduce noise effects is provided by the projection method. The latter relies
strongly on the satellite configuration to deduce the behaviour of the phases. From eq. (3.1),
the following relation is obtained:
ψA + 2kˆApi
ψB + 2kˆBpi
=
hB2pi
hA2pi
= µ (3.4)
It is clear that ψA is a linear function of ψB where the HoA ratio µ is the slope of the line
segments (with µ < 1). As long as µ is a rational number, the number of segments is finite and
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they reconnect in a wrapped sense (see Fig. 3.1 where only few lines are depicted). Theoretically,
it is thus possible to expand the unambiguous range just by changing the ratio µ (the smaller
µ, the larger the range is). However, points do not lie on the line segments in the presence of
noise and have to be projected to the correct line segments (Xu et al., 1994; Wu et al., 2009). As
noise increases or line segments get closer, the projection method becomes unreliable. Figure 3.1
depicts the relation between ψA and ψB for two different HoA ratios, the noise remaining
unchanged. For a small µ (Fig. 3.1a), the lines segments are clearly separated and the points
can be easily projected to the correct line. In contrast, when µ is higher (Fig. 3.1b), the segments
are closer from each other and the points cannot be assigned unequivocally to a specific segment
even if the noise level is the same. A cluster analysis as suggested by Yu et al. (2011); Liu et al.
(2015) may improve the results.
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Fig. 3.1. Relationship between the wrapped phases ψA and ψB with two different HoA ratios µ but the same low level
of noise (σA = 0.2 rad, σB = 0.33 rad). (a) when the HoA ratio is small (here µ = 0.31), the line segments are well
separated and points can be projected to the correct line whereas in (b), the lines are closer because of the greater HoA
ratio µ = 0.77, in this case, the projection is not anymore straightforward already with little noise.
3.1.3 Statistical estimation of the terrain height
During the last ten to twenty years, most multi-channel approaches have been formulated in a
statistical framework (Baselice et al., 2014b). Indeed, estimation theory is an appropriate tool
as it allows to deal with uncertainties introduced by the noise. The different interferograms can
be combined efficiently in order to retrieve the terrain height (the unknown to be estimated).
The objective is thus to find an optimal estimate of the true terrain height according to some
(statistical) criterion. Height can be estimated either pixel-wise or by considering the neigh-
bourhood of every pixel. It is presumed that the reader is already familiar with estimation
theory. Kay (1993) provides a comprehensive explanation.
3.1.3.1 Pixel-wise height estimation
By replacing the expected noise-free phase φ0 by its equivalent height h (eq. (2.8)) in the multi-
looked interferometric phase probability density function (pdf ) (eq. (2.12)), the single-channel
pdf p(ψc|h; γc, L) of the measured wrapped phase given the actual height can be written as:
p(ψc|h; γc, L) =
Γ
(
L+ 1
2
)
(1− |γc|2)L |γc| cos
(
ψc − 2pi
hc2pi
h
)
2
√
pi Γ (L)
(
1− |γc|2 cos2
(
ψc − 2pi
hc2pi
h
))L+1/2
+
(1− |γc|2)L
2pi
2F1
(
L, 1;
1
2
; |γc|2
(
ψc − 2pi
hc2pi
h
))
(3.5)
where ψc, γc and hc2pi stand respectively for the observed interferometric phase, the coherence
and the HoA of the considered channel. Once ψc has been observed, p(ψc|h; γc, L) is the likeli-
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hood function. It is hc2pi-periodic and exhibits an infinite number of maxima. The combination
of likelihoods of distinct HoAs (i.e. periods) empowers to reduce the number of global maxima.
For C independent phase measurements, the joint likelihood is given by:
p(Ψ|h) =
C∏
c=1
p(ψc|h; γc, L) (3.6)
where Ψ = (ψ1, ψ2, ..., ψC)T is the measured wrapped phase data vector related to the con-
sidered pixel. Notwithstanding, in the multi-baseline case, observations are usually dependent
so that the joint multi-baseline likelihood cannot be obtained through eq. (3.6). Meglio et al.
(2006) established a closed form of p(Ψ|h) for three SAR correlated signals. They showed also
that the two interferograms can be assumed as independent as long as the baselines differ sig-
nificantly. Corsini et al. (1999) and, lately, Baselice et al. (2014a); Schmitt (2014) used the pdf
of the complex SAR pixel to compute the joint likelihood to counter the dependency prob-
lem (at the same time they took benefit of the amplitude in the estimation). In practice, the
independence is generally presupposed.
If no further information is considered, the height h is assumed to be a deterministic parameter,
which can be determined by means of the classical estimation theory. The location of the
global maximum of the multi-channel joint likelihood function p(Ψ|h) is called the Maximum
Likelihood Estimate (MLE) of the height (Ghiglia and Wahl, 1994; Lombardo and Lombardini,
1997; Pascazio and Schirinzi, 2001; Fornaro et al., 2006):
hˆMLE = arg max
h
p(Ψ|h) = arg max
h
C∏
c=1
p(ψc|h; γc, L) (3.7)
MLE approaches are able to deal with discontinuities and high sloped areas and they allow to
restore the uniqueness of the solution. The MLE is asymptotically unbiased and efficient since
it reaches the Crame´r-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) when a large set of data is considered.
Figures 3.2a to 3.2c exhibit the one-look height likelihoods combining up to four interfer-
ograms of different HoAs (h12pi = 67 m/cycle, h
2
2pi = 50 m/cycle, h
3
2pi = 30 m/cycle and
h42pi = 37, 5 m/cycle) of different coherences (γ
1 = γ3 = 0.7 and γ2 = γ4 = 0.4). Starting
with only two likelihood functions, the calculated joint likelihood exhibits two global maxima
(Fig. 3.2d). A third and eventually a fourth measurements are added to demonstrate the de-
crease of the number of local and global maxima (Figs. 3.2e and 3.2f). The more channels
available, the more reliable the height estimate is. The single-channel likelihoods overlap per-
fectly at the real height h = 600 m implying that the different wrapped phases are equal to their
respective wrapped nominal phases (ψc = W (φc0) = ψ
c
0). This is an optimum but unrealistic
case.
In reality, the measured wrapped phases deviate from ψc0 so that the different likelihoods do not
superimpose exactly at h as depicted in Fig. 3.3. In this case, the multi-channel likelihoods have
totally different shapes and the (global) maxima may be positioned at different ambiguity bands
depending on the noise of the different channels (Figs. 3.3d to 3.3f). Consequently, the resulting
estimated height image may appear noisy because hˆMLE may be in different ambiguity bands
from one pixel to the next. A large number of interferograms is therefore required to ensure a
good terrain reconstruction.
Additional knowledge about the terrain can be used to reduce this effect. Subsequently, the
height h of a pixel is seen as a random variable and is modelled by an a priori distribution.
Such an approach is termed Bayesian estimation. According to the Bayes’ rule, the joint or
the posterior probability is proportional to the product of the multi-channel likelihood function
given by eq. (3.6) and an appropriate a priori distribution. Henceforth, the height estimate is
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Fig. 3.2. Height likelihood functions: optimum but unrealistic case. Different HoAs (h12pi = 67 m/cycle, h
2
2pi = 50 m/cycle,
h32pi = 30 m/cycle and h
4
2pi = 37, 5 m/cycle) and two coherences (γ
1 = γ3 = 0.7 and γ2 = γ4 = 0.4) are considered. (a,b,c)
overplot of the single-channel likelihoods; (d,e,f) multi-channel likelihood function. One channel is added per new pair of
plots (2 channels in a,d, 3 in b,e and 4 in c,f). The different wrapped phases are supposed to be equal to the respective
wrapped nominal phases so that the single-channel likelihoods overlap perfectly at the actual height h = 600 m. The
number of global maxima decreases and the first-to-second peak ratio increases by adding new measurements.
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Fig. 3.3. Height likelihood functions: realistic case. Different HoAs (h12pi = 67 m/cycle, h
2
2pi = 50 m/cycle,
h32pi = 30 m/cycle and h
4
2pi = 37, 5 m/cycle) and two coherences (γ
1 = γ3 = 0.7 and γ2 = γ4 = 0.4) are consid-
ered. (a,b,c) overplot of the single-channel likelihoods; (d,e,f) joint likelihood function. One channel is added per new
pair of plots (2 channels in a,d, 3 in b,e and 4 in c,f). The measured wrapped phases deviate from their respective
wrapped true phases so that the pdfs do not overlap perfectly at the real height h = 600 m. The joint likelihoods exhibit
more peaks and at different positions.
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the the maximum of the a posteriori distribution, which is retrieved through the Maximum A
Posteriori (MAP) estimator (Kay, 1993). On a pixel basis, a priori knowledge coming from a
reference Digital Elevation Model (DEM) (Ferretti et al., 1997; Eineder and Adam, 2005) is
usually exploited at least to constrain the range of interest.
3.1.3.2 Approaches using neighbourhood information
Approaches using neighbourhood information take into account that a pixel height is somehow
similar to the surrounding heights. Accordingly, like in single-channel PU, it is assumed that
the terrain is rather smooth (Ferraiuolo et al., 2004).
In the literature, the prior is mainly modelled as a Gaussian Markov Random Field (GMRF). It
is a powerful tool to describe the interaction between neighbours and is well-suited for natural
scenes. Geman and Geman (1984); Li (2009) provide complete theoretical information about
MRF and GMRF. A local GMRF can be tuned pixel-wise to be applicable to any terrain profile.
The considered a priori distribution follows (Ferraiuolo et al., 2004):
p (h;β) =
1
Z(β)
exp
− N∑
n=1
∑
j∈Nn
(
(h(n)− h(j))2
2β2n,j
) (3.8)
where Z(β) is the so-called partition function, β is the unknown hyperparameter vector gath-
ering all βn,j, Nn is the neighbourhood of the n
th pixel and N the number of phase/height
samples. Hyperparameters enable the image to be locally described by quantifying the spa-
tial correlation between neighbouring pixels. A high value indicates high height discrepancy
whereas low values mean that the neighbours are likely to have a similar height. They balance
the regularisation (prior) and the data (likelihood) terms in the maximisation process. The
MAP estimate of the terrain height hˆMAP is obtained by maximising the posterior distribution
or equivalently by minimising the total energy:
hˆMAP = arg max
h
p(Ψ|h)p (h;β)
= arg min
h
− N∑
n=1
ln p(Ψ|h(n)) +
N∑
n=1
∑
j∈Nn
(h(n)− h(j))2
2β2n,j

= arg min
h
[Edata(Ψ|h) + Eprior(Ψ;β)] (3.9)
where h = (h(1), h(2), ..., h(N))T is the unknown output image seen as a realisation of the
random vector H. Since the GMRF prior restores the smoothness, ambiguity is solved while
the noise is reduced (and as a consequence the needed number of interferograms too). The
uniqueness of the solution is restored without external constraints.
Hyperparameters have to be estimated. A complete explanation can be found in Ferraiuolo et al.
(2004). Usually the Expectation-Maximisation algorithm (Li, 2009) is applied. After that, the
different height values have to be calculated. Several algorithms exist (Li, 2009) like the Iterated
Conditional Modes (ICM) or the Metropolis algorithms (Ferraiuolo et al., 2004; Ferraioli, 2010).
Nonetheless, the computation load is often critical for large size images and the global optimum
may not be found so that alternatives using different priors have been proposed.
Ferraioli et al. (2009) suggested a MAP approach where the prior is the Total Variation (TV).
TV is well-known in image processing (Rudin et al., 1992) or for SAR image restoration (Denis
et al., 2008). It is a non-local model (the hyperparameter is a constant for the whole image)
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but it favours neither discontinuity nor smoothness. The TV prior energy is given by:
EpriorTV(Ψ; β) = β
N∑
n=1
∑
j∈Nn
|h(n)− h(j)| (3.10)
The estimation is faster because the hyperparameter β is constant for the whole image. The
latter can be determined for example by finding the corner of the L-curve (Hansen and O’Leary,
1993; Castellanos et al., 2002). Ferraioli et al. (2009) solved this energy minimisation problem
with graph-cuts. This algorithm is more robust with respect to local optima and more efficient
computationally. Moreover, it is possible, under certain conditions, to find the global optimum
(Ishikawa, 2000). Nevertheless, the memory consumption is considerable: the graph has N ×K
nodes and N × K2 edges, with K being the number of labels i.e. the different height levels.
Shabou et al. (2012) used jointly the amplitude and the phase to reconstruct the terrain height.
Lachaise and Bamler (2010); Lachaise et al. (2010) proposed a two-stage multi-baseline PU
method where the ambiguity and errors in the gradient estimation are first reduced by means
of a MAP estimation. This is performed either separately or jointly through belief propagation
on the azimuth and range gradients. Based on these estimates, the Minimum Cost Flow (MCF)
algorithm is used in a second step to unwrap the phase accounting for the overall conservative
condition of the gradient. This method takes advantage of the fact that a gradient should not
be too high except at few places (e.g. in the presence of terrain discontinuities) to constrain
the range of possible unwrapped values and reduce the memory consumption. However, this
approach is sensitive to noise and cannot solve the unwrapping problem properly with only two
interferograms.
Lately, another series of algorithms based on Kalman filters have been proposed (Loffeld et al.,
2008; Chirico and Schirinzi, 2013; Osmanoglu et al., 2014).
3.1.4 Main characteristics of the multi-channel approaches
3.1.4.1 Multi-frequency versus multi-baseline
Multi-frequency and multi-baseline configurations are formally compared in Table 3.1. In prac-
tice, the configuration is imposed by the acquisition concept.
Advantages Drawbacks
Multi-frequency
• frequency is known accurately • sub-bands (if used) reduce the spatial resolution
• statistical independence of the channels • small frequency separation
• limited number of channels
Multi-baseline
• possibility to get arbitrary many channels • baseline knowledge has a limited accuracy
• independence is usually not satisfied
Table 3.1. Comparison of multi-frequency and multi-baseline configurations.
3.1.4.2 Advantages and drawbacks of the different approaches
Table 3.2 summarises the pros and cons of the different multi-channel approaches presented
in the previous sections namely the interferograms combination, the pixel-wise approaches and
the ones using the neighbourhood.
As long as multi-channel methods do not exploit phase gradients (like most single-baseline
approaches), they ensure the uniqueness of the solution in the case of piecewise continuous
elevation patterns with strong discontinuities (even several pi phase jumps between adjacent
pixels). MLE and MAP provide the absolute elevation. Ferraiuolo et al. (2009) give a complete
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Advantages Drawbacks
Interferograms
combination
• computationally efficient • very sensitive to noise
• usable only with two image pairs
Pixel-wise
(MLE/MAP)
• asymptotically efficient and unbiased • requires lots of data
• can reconstruct any terrain • performance highly dependent on data (coherence,
HoA, ...)
• parallelisable • no smoothness criterion
Neighbourhood
(MAP)
• a priori information with neighbours • possibly computationally heavy and time consuming
• less data required • reconstruction quality depends on terrain slope
Table 3.2. Advantages and drawbacks of the different multi-channel approaches.
analysis of the reconstruction accuracy achieved by the MLE and MAP approaches. Briefly, the
accuracy of the MLE depends clearly on the number of images and their baseline configuration.
By way of contrast, MAP has difficulties to reconstruct strong slopes.
The MLE can take place in ground range (i.e. include a geocoding part) to directly fuse as-
cending and descending interferometric data into a DEM (Eineder and Adam, 2005). However,
this method is computationally expensive.
3.2 Absolute elevation extraction from SAR data
This section describes three alternative methods to PU that are able to retrieve absolute eleva-
tion from SAR data. First, radargrammetry, also applicable under interferometric conditions, is
described more deeply since it is of special interest for this thesis. Then, split-band interferom-
etry is shortly explained as it resembles to multi-frequency interferometry previously exposed.
Finally, a totally different approach, clinometry or shape-from-shading is briefly mentioned.
3.2.1 Radargrammetry and interferometric stereo-radargrammetry
Quoting Leberl (1990), radargrammetry is “the technology of extracting geometric object infor-
mation from radar images”. Since two images taken from different angles exhibit differences due
to the relief and the parallax, height information can be derived by matching the two images.
It is the SAR equivalent of photogrammetry in optical imagery and has been largely developed
by Leberl et al. (1986); Leberl (1990).
3.2.1.1 Radargrammetry as a SAR stereoscopic method
Stereoscopic methods have been first employed on radar images with the aim of reconstructing
terrain elevation by La Prade (1963). From the 1980s on, radargrammetry has been applied to
spaceborne SAR systems (Leberl et al., 1986; Toutin, 1995). Toutin and Gray (2000) provide a
precise historical overview. More recently, stereo-radargrammetry has been studied with high
resolution sensors like RADARSAT-2 (Toutin, 2010) or TerraSAR-X (Raggam et al., 2010) to
determine buildings height (Soergel et al., 2009; Dubois et al., 2013) or ships velocity (Duque
et al., 2014).
Technique for terrain reconstruction A stereoscopic configuration is similar to the in-
terferometric one but is characterised by a much larger baseline (few hundred kilometres in
comparison to only several hundred metres in InSAR, see Fig. 3.4). The sensors A1 and A2
form a stereo pair and their convergence angle ∆θs = θ1−θ2 increases with the baseline B. The
displacement due to the different projections of the target P of height h on the ground leads
to the terrain induced stereo-parallax ∆x (assuming a flat Earth for simplification). ∆x is the
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Fig. 3.4. Stereo-radargrammetric acquisition geometry: ∆x is the displacement in ground range or shift due to the
parallax i.e. the difference between the two projections of the target P with height h on the ground observed by two
sensors at different positions.
key to reconstruct the terrain. ∆x and ∆θs play an important role regarding the quality and
the accuracy of the terrain reconstruction. Shifts or disparities ∆x are usually estimated on
detected images (i.e. ground range geometry). Furthermore, shifts accuracy depends strongly
on image content.
The key of radargrammetry is to match two radar images by a registration process, which
aligns the two images viewed from different positions (like in InSAR). The matching of grey-
level images is commonly performed using the normalised cross-correlation coefficient (Leberl
et al., 1994), the sum of mean normalised absolute difference (Ramapriyan et al., 1986) or
alternatively with edge-based matching methods (Me´ric et al., 2009). Ground response can
however vary significantly depending on the illumination angle (contrary to optical systems)
and might cause mismatching. Finally, absolute heights are recovered from ∆x by means of
equations describing the geometry of the flight paths (Leberl, 1990; Me´ric et al., 2009).
Limits Typical side-looking SAR systems enable only two acquisition configurations (assuming
parallel trajectories): both images are taken either from the same side of a scene or from op-
posite sides. The opposite side stereo configuration allows theoretically better accuracy thanks
to the larger baseline providing a higher parallax (Leberl, 1979; Toutin, 1996). However, the
stereoscopic angle is de facto wide so that illumination differs strongly and occlusions may ap-
pear making the feature matching more complicated. A compromise has to be reached between
a better stereo-viewing (small radiometric differences) and a more accurate elevation determina-
tion (large parallax). Usually, the same-side acquisition configuration is adopted. Mismatching
remains the most significant source of height errors in the reconstructed DEM. Last but not
least, ground control points are essential to correct the geometric model of the terrain in order
to obtain a reliable DEM.
3.2.1.2 Stereo-radargrammetry applied in an interferometric configuration
The main difference between the interferometric and the (same-side) radargrammetric config-
urations is the baseline length. In fact, radargrammetric baselines are much larger than the
critical interferometric one. An interferometric pair can still be seen from the geometrical point
of view as a stereo pair with a very small convergence angle. Another similarity arises during
data processing: the coregistration. In radargrammetry, coregistration shifts are geometrically
transformed to terrain heights and allow to reconstitute the DEM. As for InSAR, a good
coregistration is absolutely required to build an accurate and coherent interferogram without
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knowing the target height. Relying on these similitudes, one could think about applying stereo-
radargrammetry in an InSAR configuration but is it possible or is the accuracy high enough?
Radargrammetry and InSAR work at different scales. Typical viewing angle differences vary
from 5◦ to 45◦ in radargrammetry whereas in InSAR, even with a baseline in the order of the
critical one, the convergence angle is usually narrower than 1◦. The shifts of the image contents
between both SAR images are consequently much smaller. Bamler and Eineder (2005) showed
that the scale difference between InSAR and radargrammetry is given by the ratio f0/WR
where WR is the range (or chirp) bandwidth and f0 the carrier frequency. TerraSAR-X and
TanDEM-X offer ratios of 32 to 100 (WR = 100 MHz for standard StripMap mode and up
to 300 MHz for High-Resolution Spotlight, in X-band with f0 = 9.65 GHz). As a matter of
fact, it is now possible to take advantage of the absolute stereo-radargrammetric measurement
to support InSAR in the ambiguity resolution. Moreover, DEMs can be generated following a
stereo-radargrammetric approach in an interferometric configuration. An advantage is that the
coherent signatures (i.e. speckle and phase) can be used to estimate the shifts. For this reason,
the achievable accuracy is much higher than in the radargrammetric case (no image contrast is
required). Bamler (2000) introduced the term interferometric stereo-radargrammetry because
partially coherent complex signals are used to estimate the shifts merging interferometry and
stereo-radargrammetry.
Principle Parallactic shifts computed during the coregistration are a measure of the timing
differences between both images. Considering that the active satellite sees a target P at τP,1 =
2RP,1/c0 and the passive one sees it at τP,2 = (RP,1 +RP,2) /c0 (bistatic mode), the shifts in
slant range ∆χ can be written as:
∆χ = ((τP,2 − τ0,2)− (τP,1 − τ0,1)) fRS (3.11)
where τ0,1 and τ0,2 are the active and passive images reference times and fRS the range sampling
frequency. As described in section 2.1.2, the absolute interferometric phase φ (eq. (2.3)) is
proportional to the slant range difference i.e. to the time delay between both acquisitions:
φ = 2pif0∆τP (3.12)
with ∆τP = τP,2 − τP,1. The so-called stereo-radargrammetric phase φrdgr is thus:
φrdgr = 2pif0
(
∆χ
fRS
+ ∆τ0
)
(3.13)
with ∆τ0 = τ0,2 − τ0,1. It represents the absolute phase retrieved from the stereo-parallaxes.
Coregistration shifts are found using correlation techniques. Existing algorithms are the residual
delay estimation from Madsen (1995), speckle tracking from Gray et al. (1998) (specially used
for glacier monitoring). Yague-Martinez et al. (2010a) proposed a method which combined both
coherent and incoherent cross-correlation to calculate highly precise shifts for the TanDEM-X
mission (TDM) (see appendix B.3.2).
Accuracy of the stereo-radargrammetry In the coherent cross-correlation, both the am-
plitude and the terrain compensated phase are used. On the other hand, incoherent cross-
correlation, also known as speckle tracking, correlates only the (detected) amplitude of the
signal, discarding the phase information. For this reason, incoherent cross-correlation is a sub-
optimum. Bamler (2000); Bamler and Eineder (2005) evaluated and compared the performance
of the coherent and incoherent cross-correlations.
It is known that the complex or coherent cross-correlation between images is optimal in the
case of Gaussian signals. In other words, if distributed correlated circular Gaussian scatterers
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are assumed, maximising the complex cross-correlation between images produces the best esti-
mate (maximum likelihood) for differential shifts. Bamler (2000) demonstrated that the error
standard deviation (CRLB) of the shifts σ∆χcc for homogeneous patches is:
σ∆χcc =
√
3
2Nc
√
1− γ2
piγ
osf 3/2 (3.14)
in units of resolution elements, where ‘cc’ stands for coherent cross-correlation, Nc is the number
of samples in the estimation window and osf the oversampling factor (depicted in green in
Fig. 3.5 for osf = 1). To compute a correct estimate, systematic non-noise phase differences
(such as topographical fringes) have to be removed carefully.
Incoherent cross-correlation accuracy is worse because it depends only on the presence of co-
herent speckle or features in the patches (even if it is also more robust because it is not affected
by possible significant errors in the phase). De Zan (2014) found out that the error deviation
of the incoherent shifts σ∆χic under the assumption of homogeneous patches is:
σ∆χic =
√
3
10Nc
√
2 + 5γ2 − 7γ4
piγ2
osf 3/2 (3.15)
where ‘ic’ stands for incoherent cross-correlation (displayed in purple in Fig. 3.5). Note that
before computing incoherent cross-correlation, intensity images have to be oversampled by a
factor 2.
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Fig. 3.5. Normalised error of the coherent and incoherent shifts estimations
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Ncσ∆χcc and
√
Ncσ∆χic respectively in
green and purple (with osf = 1).
Application: absolute phase offset retrieval A critical stage of an interferometric chain
is the absolute phase retrieval once the phase has been unwrapped. Stereo-radargrammetry
offers a possibility to find out this offset without the help of external data. Usually, at least
one reference point with known position and recognisable in the radar image is necessary to
determine this phase offset. It can be also obtained with a reference DEM (used for SRTM
mission, Rabus et al. (2003)). A last solution when no external data is available, is to match
DEMs from crossing orbits (Rabus et al., 2003).
Comparing eq. (2.17) giving the absolute interferometric phase after PU and eq. (3.13), the
absolute phase offset is calculated as follows:
2pikˆoff = 2pif0
(
∆χ
fRS
+ ∆τ0
)
−
(
ψ + 2kˆPUpi
)
(3.16)
Madsen (1995) proposed to compare the interferometric and the stereo-radargrammetric mea-
surements with its residual delay method. The absolute phase offset is found by correlating the
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master image with the slave image previously resampled with the unwrapped phase. It leads
to a biased phase offset estimate in the presence of phase unwrapping errors. In the frame-
work of the TanDEM-X mission, both stereo-radargrammetric and unwrapped interferometric
phases are compared in a single step since the coregistration achieves a sufficient accuracy
(Rossi et al., 2012) (see section 4.2.2 and appendices B.3.2 and B.3.5 for the technical details
of the Integrated TanDEM-X Processor (ITP) implementation). In order to solve the absolute
phase offset, the shift estimation accuracy must be smaller than half the wavelength or smaller
than λ/2ρr = WR/f0 in units of resolution cells where ρr is the range resolution (Bamler and
Eineder, 2005). It means that the standard deviation σ∆χ must be smaller than one third of a
phase cycle (supposing Gaussian distribution of the shifts, 99% of the possible values are inside
±3σ∆χ). Thus, the required standard deviation is:
σ∆χ 6
WR
3f0
(3.17)
i.e. about 1/300 of a range resolution for TanDEM-X standard DEM acquisitions. Section 4.2.2
and section B.3.5.3 give a detailed analysis of the accuracy of the interferometric stereo-
radargrammetry in for TanDEM-X DEM acquisitions.
3.2.2 Split-band interferometry
Split-band interferometry utilises the carrier frequency dependence of the interferometric phase.
The absolute interferometric phase is retrieved using the frequency diversity provided by sub-
bands within a wide bandwidth.
In the Delta-k method (Madsen and Zebker, 1992; Madsen et al., 1993; Madsen, 1995), the
available range bandwidth is subdivided into two bands providing two slightly different inter-
ferograms. They can be seen as interferograms acquired at frequencies f1 and f2 (see Fig. 3.6).
Delta‐k
f1 f2f0
WR1 WR2WR
range spectrum
sub‐band 1 sub‐band 2
Fig. 3.6. Delta-k method: the received signals are filtered bandpass to have non-overlapping lower and upper sub-bands
with bandwidth WR1 and WR2 centred in f1 and f2 respectively.
The idea is to exploit the small wavelength dispersion within the range bandwidth to determine
the absolute phase constant of an interferogram. This is a similar concept as these presented in
section 3.1.2 but in the frequency domain so that only one interferogram is required. The phase
difference of the two interferograms corresponds to third interferogram obtained with a system
having a carrier frequency which is the difference between the two band centres fs = f2 − f1
(Brcic et al., 2009). Since fs is low, phase unwrapping occurs less frequently. Indeed, the HoA
of the obtained differential interferogram is:
hs2pi =
f0
f2 − f1h2pi (3.18)
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where h2pi is the HoA of the full band interferogram. The ambiguity problem is considerably
reduced and allows absolute ranging estimation (Ulander and Frolind, 1998). The centre fre-
quencies of the two sub-bands must be chosen carefully since the smaller fs the more increased
is the ambiguity but at the same time, the noise too and the resolution decreased. A trade-off
has to be found.
Both the phase of a sub-band and the phase of the differential interferogram, which however
contains more noise, can be inputs to an estimation algorithm to recover the absolute phase.
Statistical multi-frequency techniques presented in section 3.1.3 and Delta-k both use frequency
diversity. However, Delta-k is model free whereas statistical multi-frequency methods use the
phase distribution as a model so that their results depend on the correctness of this model.
3.2.3 Radarclinometry
Radarclinometry, called shape-from-shading in the robot vision community, is rather an un-
known technique. Its aim is also to reconstruct the relief. Shading is the variation of the bright-
ness in an image resulting from the different reflection because of the various orientations of the
surface. In this way, radarclinometry uses shade, shadows and occluded areas to retrieve terrain
elevation from a single image. The principle is simple: it estimates the geometric parameters of
the imaged ground pixel from the backscattered intensity (Wildey, 1986). However, its applica-
tion to SAR is not trivial since it is sensitive to the reflective properties of the Earth’s surface.
Another problem is that shadow and layover regions are correctly reconstructed only if they
are caused by vertical structures. As a result, radarclinometry is not able to render accurate
heights but rather gives an idea of the relief. This technique is only used empirically when just
one SAR image is available.
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4 TanDEM-X multi-baseline interferometric
data
Before designing a specific phase unwrapping (PU) algorithm for the TanDEM-X mission, it is
essential to understand the peculiarities of the received interferometric data and the challenges
stemming from them. Therefore, this chapter has two main objectives: 1) it describes the
specifics of the TanDEM-X data and 2) it assesses the results of several state-of-the-art PU
algorithms. The initial acquisition plan and the key parameters for the dual-/multi-baseline
PU are described in the first part as well as the actual acquisition plan and its consequences
on the acquired data. In the second part, data available from the interferometric processing by
the ITP are introduced. Finally, several common challenging cases for PU are unwrapped with
three algorithms from the literature and their results and deficits are discussed.
4.1 TDM acquisition plan and key parameters for the
dual-/multi-baseline PU
The aim of the TanDEM-X mission is to generate a global high resolution DEM with a relative
height accuracy of 2 m and a maximum absolute height error of 10 m (see appendix A 3 ). To
fulfil these requirements, a suitable acquisition plan has been conceived following different key
parameters to enable dual/multi-baseline PU (see first subsection). However, due to the high
volume decorrelation over dense forested areas, this strategy had to be adapted (described in
the second subsection) affecting these various parameters (refer to the last subsection).
4.1.1 Original acquisition plan and resulting key parameters
According to initial performance analyses (Krieger et al., 2007), acquisitions with a HoA in
the order of 30 to 40 m/cycle are necessary to achieve the expected relative height accuracy
of the TanDEM-X DEM. However, such a HoA is likely to cause severe phase unwrapping
problems, e.g. for steep terrain or trees. As a consequence, the whole landmass is mapped twice
over two years with the same viewing geometry (i.e. incidence angle) but different baselines.
The first global mapping has a higher HoA of around 45 to 50 m/cycle. The corresponding
height noise is thus higher but the phase is easier to unwrap. The second coverage acquired
with a larger baseline, has typically a lower height of ambiguity of about 30 to 35 m/cycle (thus
approximately 0.7 times smaller than the first one) to reach the imposed relative height accuracy
by combination of both data sets. The two global mappings are ideally separated by one year
to avoid seasonal changes. Furthermore, second coverage acquisition beams are shifted by half
a beam width compared to first coverage acquisitions. The mosaicked dataset exhibits then
a more homogeneous signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) pattern (Bachmann et al., 2013). Table 4.1
summarises the main parameters, which constrain the design of the multi-baseline PU algorithm
for the TanDEM-X mission.
Nonetheless, this acquisition plan, especially the shifted beams, implies several difficulties for
the PU algorithm. First, every scene of the second mission phase is covered by two half scenes
from the first coverage 4 . Second, overlapping data have different SNRs thus interferometric
quality may vary dramatically. Last, there is a high temporal decorrelation between the SAR
images of both acquisitions and possibly terrain changes due to the one year time span.
3 Appendix A gives a complete description of the TanDEM-X mission. In particular, appendix A.3 reports the exact
acquisition plan and appendix A.7 details the interferometric performance monitoring.
4 The necessary special handling of the shifted acquisitions is described in appendix B.4
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Typical number of acquisitions 2
First coverage acquisition HoA ∼ 45− 50 m/cycle
Second coverage acquisition HoA ∼ 30− 35 m/cycle
HoA ratio ( second coveragefirst coverage ) ∼ 0.7
Acquisition type bistatic
Time span between acquisitions ∼ 1 year
Spatial repartition whole world
Amount of data ∼300,000 InSAR pairs
Table 4.1. Planned key parameters constraining the design of the dual-baseline phase unwrapping algorithm.
4.1.2 Adapted acquisition plan
Acquired interferograms suffered from strong volume decorrelation over dense forested areas
especially when the tree height was in the order of the height of ambiguity (De Zan et al.,
2013). Accordingly, the acquisition plan has been adjusted. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 depict on a
global map, respectively the HoAs and coherences for the different mission phases i.e. for the
first and second global coverages and for the additional acquisitions over dense forested and
difficult terrain. Each dot represents one scene and corresponds to the average value of the HoA
or the coherence over the whole scene.
The first global mapping has been performed with HoAs between 40 and up to 60-80 m/cycle de-
pending on terrain and vegetation types. In this way, interferometric quality has been improved
so that a better and more robust phase unwrapping is ensured. Besides, these latter regions
as well as strongly varying forests and some difficult terrain have dedicated additional acquisi-
tions with even higher HoAs (Martone et al., 2012). The range differences of the HoAs between
the first global coverage and the additional acquisitions can be clearly observed in Figs. 4.1a
and 4.1b as well as the resulting improved coherences in Figs. 4.2a and 4.2b. Finally, the second
global coverage has also been adapted so that these identified difficult regions have a higher
HoA (see Fig. 4.1c).
This thesis is focussed on the multi-baseline PU of the second global coverage data. The mo-
tivation is twofold: 1) this is the most challenging coverage and 2) it has to be processed
operationally by default with multi-baseline PU (see appendix B). In this context, acquisitions
of the first global mapping and the additional ones over dense forested and difficult terrain sup-
port the unwrapping of the second coverage. These interferometric data constitute the different
channels for the multi-baseline PU. More specifically, data from the second coverage are called
master data (typically of lower HoAs) and are indicated by the superscript m. The supporting
data are referred as slave 5 and identified by the superscript s.
4.1.3 Impact on the key parameters
The different modifications of the acquisition plan lead the initially planned parameters listed
in Table 4.1 to be dramatically affected (Lachaise et al., 2013). Among them, the HoA ratio
and the time span between the interferograms are the most important parameters that are
influenced.
5 This designation has been chosen by analogy to InSAR processing where the slave SAR image has to be coregistered
and resampled to the master one to build an interferogram. Here, the slave or supporting interferogram has to be
coregistered to the master data (i.e. second coverage) so that they can be jointly used further on (see appendix B.4 for
the procedure).
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First acq: HoA (smallest)
Height of ambiguity
(m/cycle)
HoA
(m/cycle)
(a) First global coverage acquisitions (131,698 scenes acquired from end of December 2010 to March 2012)
Add acq: HoA (smallest)
HoA
(m/cycle)
(b) Additional acquisitions over dense forested and difficult terrain (57,768 scenes acquired from April 2011 to
March 2012)
Sec acq: HoA (smallest)
HoA
(m/cycle)
(c) Second global coverage acquisitions (142,716 scenes acquired from March 2012 to March 2013)
Fig. 4.1. Global maps of the heights of ambiguity (HoAs) for the different TanDEM-X coverages (data processed till
12/01/15). Each dot represents the average HoA over one scene.
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First acq: coherence
Coherence
(a) First global coverage acquisitions (131,698 scenes acquired from end of December 2010 to March 2012)
Add acq: coherence
Coherence
(b) Additional acquisitions over dense forested and difficult terrain (57,768 scenes acquired from April 2011 to
March 2012)
Sec acq: coherence
Coherence
(c) Second global coverage acquisitions (142,716 scenes acquired from March 2012 to March 2013)
Fig. 4.2. Global maps of the coherence for the different TanDEM-X acquisition phases (data processed till 12/01/15).
Each dot represents the average coherence over one scene.
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4.1.3.1 Height of ambiguity (HoA)
The first consequence is that the range of heights of ambiguity (HoAs) is much wider than
initially foreseen.
Figures 4.3a to 4.3c present the distributions of the HoAs (h2pi given by eq. (2.7)) of the first,
additional and second acquisitions. Most interferograms have a HoA lying within the initially
planned ranges of about 45 to 50 m/cycle and 30 to 35 m/cycle for the first and the second
coverages, respectively. Nevertheless, the histograms show a significant amount of scenes with
HoAs higher than 50 m/cycle. Moreover, additional acquisitions have a completely different
range (Fig. 4.3b). Figures 4.3d to 4.3f depict the joint distributions of HoAs and coherence
for the three considered mission phases. They underline how both parameters are directly
related and how coherence improves as the HoA increases (motivation of the acquisition plan
adaptation).
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Fig. 4.3. Distributions of the heights of ambiguity (HoAs) of the three acquisition phases of the TanDEM-X mission
(top) and their joint distribution with the coherence (bottom). A significant amount of scenes have a HoA greater than
50 m/cycle. Moreover, the coherence improves as the HoA increases.
4.1.3.2 Height of ambiguity ratio (HoA) ratio
The HoA ratio µ is a crucial parameter for the multi-baseline PU. The latter is defined as the
ratio of the master HoA hm2pi to the slave one h
s
2pi as follows:
µ =
hm2pi
hs2pi
(4.1)
The second year with lower HoAs being the reference, µ should be lower than 1. However, since
the actual HoAs may take larger values, the HoA ratio may ultimately take every possible value
(instead of being more or less a constant around 0.7).
Figure 4.4 displays the joint distributions of the master HoAs with respect to the supporting
acquisitions HoAs (first row) and the resulting HoA ratios (second row). The supporting ac-
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quisitions are the scenes acquired during the first coverage plus the additional ones. This figure
proves that, even if the majority of data is well centred on the initially planned HoAs and µ,
the diversity of combinations is non-negligible and is mainly due to the additional acquisitions.
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Fig. 4.4. Joint distributions of the master HoAs and (first row) slave HoAs and (second row) HoA ratios: from left
to right, supporting scenes coming from the first coverage, additional acquisitions and both together. The straight line
depicts µ = 0.7. µ exhibits a large variation due to the higher HoAs and especially these of the additional acquisitions.
4.1.3.3 Time span between acquisitions
The season is an important factor for repeated acquisitions. Indeed, after one year, there is
temporal decorrelation between the SAR images of the master and slave acquisitions but the
interferograms should entail the same information if no topographic change occurred. If acqui-
sitions took place at different seasons, natural changes (snow, ice, tree leaves, etc...) implying
different penetration or height of the scattering centre, may affect not only the coherence but
also the scene content. In this case, multi-baseline processing is not usable. Figure 4.5 displays
the acquisition seasons on the global map for the different mission phases. Regions in the tropics
do not suffer from seasonal changes so that acquisitions at different seasons are unproblematic
(see for example the northern part of South America). On the other side, mountains, Siberia,
Patagonia or the north west coast of North America are very likely to present seasonal changes.
4.2 Data from the ITP available for the dual-/multi-
baseline PU
4.2.1 Overview
During the operational interferometric processing of the TanDEM-X images by the ITP (see
appendix B), valuable information is provided. This may be helpful inputs for the multi-baseline
phase unwrapping algorithm. Illustrated in Fig. 4.6, the different inputs are:
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First acq: Season
autumn
summer
spring
winter
Season
(winter starting 
beginning of Dec.)
(a) First global coverage acquisitions (131,698 scenes acquired from end of December 2010 to March 2012)
Additional acq: Season
autumn
summer
spring
winter
Season
(winter starting 
beginning of Dec.)
(b) Additional acquisitions over dense forested and difficult terrain (57,768 scenes acquired from April 2011 to
March 2012)
Second acq: Season
autumn
summer
spring
winter
Season
(winter starting 
beginning of Dec.)
(c) Second global coverage acquisitions (142,716 scenes acquired from March 2012 to March 2013)
Fig. 4.5. Global maps of the acquisition season of the different TanDEM-X mission phases, seasons are given with reference
to the Northern hemisphere and winter is considered starting beginning of December (data processed till 12/01/15).
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• several interferograms, one master interferogram vm and at least two partially overlapping
slave interferograms vs (shifted by half a swath width); their wrapped phases are denoted
by ψm and ψs and their estimated unwrapped phases by φˆm and φˆs,
• their coherences γm and γs,
• their heights of ambiguity (HoAs) hm2pi and hs2pi,
• the so-called stereo-radargrammetric phases φmrdgr and φsrdgr, these are absolute measure-
ments but have a coarse spatial resolution (about 13 × 13 down to 21 × 21 coarser, see
section 4.2.2 and Table B.1).
Av ilable da a
…
…
…
…
…
…
a b
c
d e
a b
c
d e
Coverage 1 Coverage 2
Fig. 4.6. Data from the Integrated TanDEM-X Processor (ITP) available for the dual-/multi-baseline phase unwrapping
(PU): for every coverage, (a) the interferometric phase, (b) the coherence, (c) the HoA map, (d) the stereo-radargram-
metric phase and (e) the simulated absolute phase from a reference DEM (SRTM or GLOBE) as a visual help.
4.2.2 Stereo-radargrammetric phase and PU quality ratio
The content of the two Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images is locally shifted in the slant
range direction from one image to the other as explained in section 3.2.1.2. This is the parallax
due to the different viewing geometries. These shifts are proportional to the time delay between
both acquisitions and consequently to the local height. Hence, they provide a coarsely sampled
but absolute radargrametric DEM. The coregistration shifts are called radargrammetric shifts
in this thesis and the phase derived from them, the stereo-radargrammetric phase.
The ITP coregistration reaches an accuracy sufficient to use the coregistration shifts to retrieve
absolute phase offsets (see section 3.2.1.2) but also to evaluate phase unwrapping outcomes (re-
fer to appendix B.3.5). Indeed, it is capable to segment the portion of the unwrapped phase that
is not affected by errors. Additionally, it provides a convenient indicator namely the percentage
of correctly unwrapped pixels (in the coarse shift matrices grid), the phase unwrapping quality
ratio qratio. In this way, it enables quality control in a fully automatic way for the entire globe.
Figure 4.8 illustrates on the global map the results of the single-baseline phase unwrapping
(1B-PU) by way of the PU quality ratio for the different mission phases. The ITP considers
that the 1B-PU is successful if qratio > 0.97. The scenes considered as correct according to this
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threshold are depicted in green on the different maps. Other colours indicate scenes that are po-
tentially subject to PU errors. However, since the radargrammetric phase is of lower resolution
and noisy, small PU errors or the finer boundaries of a PU error are not detectable.
Shifts are estimated by means of the coherent cross-correlation. Incoherent cross-correlation
is a fall-back solution when the first estimate is not reliable or the coherence is too low (see
appendix B.3.2). Their accuracies σ∆χcc and σ∆χic are given respectively by eq. (3.14) from
Bamler and Eineder (2005) and eq. (3.15) from De Zan (2014). σ∆χcc is the CRLB and depends
only on the coherence and the size of the estimation window Nc. Figure 4.7 depicts the shift
estimation errors for the ITP configuration i.e. Nc = 1, 024 and osf = fRS/WR = 1.1. Following
eq. (3.17), an accuracy of the coregistration shifts better than 1/300 of a pixel is required to
have 3σ∆χ and 1/100 for only one sigma (Rossi et al., 2012). These are obtained respectively
for a coherence greater than 0.95 and 0.8 for coherent cross-correlation and only for coherences
close to 1.0 for speckle tracking. For lower coherences, PU errors cannot be detected for an
individual patch. Furthermore, the CRLB, given by eq. (3.14), is valid for uniform patches i.e.
for flat terrain. It implies that the topographic phase has to be removed perfectly from the
data. Residual artefacts or non-Gaussian scatterers degrade the accuracy. To determine the
absolute phase offset, several thousands of patches are averaged allowing to reach a sufficient
accuracy (see Fig. B.4b). If PU errors happen, several local phase offsets appear. Their accuracy
is lower because of the reduced number of patches to average. The phase unwrapping check and
a possible a fortiori correction is not possible pixel-wise. However, the coarse PU error detection
is reliable for scene exhibiting a good coherence.
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Fig. 4.7. Error of the shift estimation of one patch in pixels using coherent σ∆χcc (green) and incoherent σ∆χic (purple)
cross-correlation for Nc = 1, 024 pixels and osf = 1.1.
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First acq: PU ratio 1B (worst)
1B-PU 
quality ratio
GOOD
(88.7%)
(a) First global coverage acquisitions (131,698 scenes acquired from end of December 2010 to March 2012)
Add acq: PU ratio 1B 
1B-PU 
quality ratio
GOOD
(88.2%)
(b) Additional acquisitions over dense forested and difficult terrain (57,768 scenes acquired from April 2011 to
March 2012)
Second acq: PU ratio 1B 
1B-PU 
quality ratio
GOOD
(84.9%)
(c) Second global coverage acquisitions (142,716 scenes acquired from March 2012 to March 2013)
Fig. 4.8. Global maps of single-baseline phase unwrapping (1B-PU) quality ratios (after unwrapping with MCF algorithm)
of the different mission phases. The Integrated TanDEM-X Processor (ITP) considers that a ratio greater than 0.97 means
success of the phase unwrapping. Other colours indicate scenes exhibiting potentially PU errors.
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4.3 Performance of PU algorithms on TanDEM-X data
Three typical difficulties for phase unwrapping are addressed in this section: large waterbodies,
high plain borders and mountainous terrain. They represent the noise, surface discontinuities
and geometrical distortions issues. Different PU algorithms from the literature are applied to
TanDEM-X interferometric data exhibiting these problems.
4.3.1 Investigated PU algorithms and assessment methodology
Since 1B-PU methods have well-known limits (see section 2.2.2), only results obtained by means
of the MCF algorithm (Costantini, 1998) will be shown hereafter. It is a widely accepted al-
gorithm, which Eineder et al.’s (1998) version was used for the SRTM mission and has been
adopted in the operational ITP (see section 2.2.2.1 and appendix B.3.4). The other widespread
algorithm, SNAPHU (Statistical-cost, Network-flow Algorithm for Phase Unwrapping from
Chen and Zebker (2001)) used in the InSAR processors NEST and Doris 6 , gives similar out-
comes. The unwrapped phase is not absolute so that a global phase offset has to be retrieved
in a second step.
Regarding multi-baseline methods, the pixel-wise MLE and the Maximum A Posteriori (MAP)
approach using neighbourhood information proposed by Ferraioli et al. (2009) are investigated
(see section 3.1.3). The assessed version of the MLE is the one proposed by Eineder and Adam
(2005) that was transformed in order to work in slant range domain for the purpose of this the-
sis (Lachaise et al., 2007). The second algorithm uses neighbourhood information by means of
the Total Variation and solves the MAP with graph-cuts (denoted Graph-Cuts Total Variation
(GC-TV) in the following). The reconstructed unwrapped phases are absolute, hence a global
offset hints inconsistencies (such as uncompensated offsets between interferograms arising from
miscalibration). Likelihood functions need to be computed for all possible height values appear-
ing within the scene. However, the height interval has to remain smaller than the unambiguous
height stemming from the interferograms combination (approximated by the least common
multiple of the rounded 7 HoAs). A compromise is to centre the search area around a reference
DEM to restrain this interval. Although the results presented thereafter have been obtained
on search intervals restricted through prior information coming from a reference DEM, the
pixel-wise results will still be designated as estimated by the MLE.
Results are assessed qualitatively and statistically with respect to the SRTM DEM based on
ambiguity discrepancies to reduce the impact of the resolution differences. The unwrapped
phases recovered with the different algorithms are represented in slant range height along with
the Absolute Ambiguity Deviation (AAD) map where the Ambiguity Deviation is defined as:
AD =

(
φRef − φˆm
)
−median
(
W
(
φRef − φˆm
))
2pi
 (4.2)
where be is the round function to the nearest integer, W () the wrapping operator, φRef the
SRTM DEM-derived unambiguous reference phase and φˆm the estimated unwrapped phase of
the master interferogram. W
(
φRef − φˆm
)
gives the fractional part of the offset.
The median AD is removed from MCF outputs to compensate the absolute phase offset. A
systematic statistical analysis is provided based on
• the percentage of correctly unwrapped pixels %(AD=0),
6 NEST is the Next ESA SAR Toolbox and Doris, the Delft object-oriented radar interferometric software
7 A round number is a number that is the product of a considerable number of comparatively small factors. A positive
integer n is sometimes said to be round if it has no prime factors greater than
√
n (definition from WolframMathWorld).
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• the mean AD,
• the standard deviation σAD,
• the median mAD,
• the Normalised Median Absolute Deviation (NMAD).
The NMAD (Ho¨hle and Ho¨hle, 2009) is a robust estimate of the standard deviation and is
defined by:
NMAD = 1.4826×median (|AD−mAD|) (4.3)
The following test sites are portions of TanDEM-X scenes chosen in the middle (in range
direction) of the master interferogram where the supporting slave interferograms overlap to
have three data sets. Performance evaluation is restricted to the pixels exhibiting a coherence
higher than 0.25. Low coherence pixels are masked out in the different pictures.
4.3.2 Challenging case 1: large waterbodies
Large water surfaces and more generally, incoherent regions may cause parts of a scene to be
isolated and to form islands. In this case, gradient-integration based algorithms are unable to
unwrap the phase correctly since no path exists from one island to the other.
The selected scene is over the fjord near the Preikestolen, south-west of Norway. Figure 4.9
depicts its relief map and the reference slant range height from SRTM. The relief varying
between 41 and 750 m, is smooth and not problematic (apart from the Preikestolen itself). The
master scene is an additional acquisition with a high HoA of 113 m/cycle. The three wrapped
phases and their respective coherence are represented in Fig. 4.10. The scene is split into three
parts because of the water.
PULPIT ROCK
(a) Relief map (Google Maps) (b) Reference slant range height (SRTM)
height range
41 to 750 m
crop size
626 x 1664
Fig. 4.9. Relief map, reference height and height range for the test site of the Preikestolen region.
The MCF is the first investigated algorithm and its outcome is shown in Fig. 4.11. As expected,
the water prevents it from performing properly (%(AD=0) ≈ 69% and NMAD=1.23).
To analyse the MLE and the GC-TV, it is necessary to determine the search interval. The
height variation within the scene is 709 m ≈ 6× hm2pi whereas the total unambiguous height is
13.2 km ≈ 117×hm2pi. The latter is not a constraint so that the search interval is fixed to 7 cycles
i.e. ± 3 cycles around the reference height. Figure 4.12 presents the results of the two multi-
baseline algorithms. The top of each image shows the results where only one supporting scene
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(a) ψm (b) γm (c) ψs1 (d) γs1 (e) ψs2 (f) γs2
Fig. 4.10. Wrapped phases and coherences of the master and the two slave interferograms for the Preikestolen region. The
respective HoAs are hm2pi = −113 m/cycle, hs12pi = 81 m/cycle and hs22pi = 76 m/cycle. Average coherences (for γ > 0.25)
are γm = 0.80 (81% of the pixels), γs1 = 0.74 (75% of the pixels) and γs2 = 0.73 (75% of the pixels).
(a) Reconstructed slant range height (b) AAD map
%(AD=0) AD σAD mAD NMAD
69.65% -0.96 1.73 -0.03 1.23
(c) Error measures (for γ > 0.25)
Fig. 4.11. MCF results for the Preikestolen region: (a) estimated master unwrapped phase converted to slant range
height, (b) Absolute Ambiguity Deviation (AAD) map with respect to the reference DEM and (c) statistical assessment.
was used whereas the bottom depicts the outcomes with 2 supporting Coregistered Single-look
Slant-range Complexes (CoSSCs) i.e. 3 scenes. The common case for the TanDEM-X mission
(TDM) is to have only two interferograms. Table 4.2 summarises the different error measures.
The height has been estimated only every 9 metres (equivalent to 0.5 rad for the master in-
terferogram) because of the size of the graph to optimise in the GC-TV (already 24 GB).
Figures 4.12a and 4.12b have been estimated with the MLE on uncalibrated wrapped phases.
The reconstructed absolute height exhibits an offset of several cycles and a slope over range
due to the HoA variation (the GC-TV estimate, which is smoother, is not shown here). The
offset depicted here (mAD ≈ −1) is restricted by the limited search interval.
Figures 4.12c to 4.12f show the outputs of the MLE and the GC-TV when the different offsets
have been compensated successfully. The unwrapped phases are offset free (mAD ≈ 0). Only
about 70% pixels (%(AD=0)) have been successfully recovered with 2 scenes, which is comparable
to the MCF results. However, no major PU error is visible, this poor result is due to the
extremely noisy solution. With 2 supporting CoSSCs, more than 89% of the points agree with
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(a) MLE height
(uncalibrated)
(b) MLE AAD
(uncalibrated)
(c) MLE height
(calibrated)
(d) MLE AAD
(calibrated)
(e) GC-TV height
(calibrated)
(f) GC-TV AAD
(calibrated)
Fig. 4.12. MLE and GC-TV results for the Preikestolen region with (top) two and (bottom) three scenes: pixel-wise esti-
mation for (a-b) uncalibrated and (c-d) calibrated wrapped phases and (e-f) estimation using neighbourhood information
for the calibrated wrapped phases. (a,c,e) reconstructed slant range height; (b,d,f) Absolute Ambiguity Deviation (AAD)
map with respect to the reference DEM (search interval of ±3 cycles around the reference height, height increment is
9 m and λ = 2.8).
MLE GC-TV
%(AD=0) AD σAD mAD NMAD %(AD=0) AD σAD mAD NMAD
1 CoSSC
Uncalibrated 1.46% -0.48 1.28 -0.99 0.11 - - - - -
Calibrated 70.46% 0.05 1.37 0.04 0.012 96.58% 0.018 0.29 0.005 0.07
2 CoSSCs
Uncalibrated 2.46% -0.63 2.00 -1.08 1.36 0.40% -1.62 0.72 -1.90 0.17
Calibrated 89.36% 0.013 0.71 0.01 0.077 96.89% 0.069 0.35 0.02 0.07
Table 4.2. Summary of the performance of the MLE and GC-TV in terms of ambiguity deviation for the Preikestolen
region with one and two supporting Coregistered Single-look Slant-range Complexes (CoSSCs) (search interval of ±3
cycles around the reference height, height increment of 9 m and λ = 2.8, γ > 0.25).
the reference (%(AD=0)). The estimated height with the GC-TV algorithm is less noisy (about
%(AD=0) = 97% ). The good performance with the three scenes is mainly due to the large HoAs,
their optimal ratio (about 0.7) and to the high coherence of the different scenes.
4.3.3 Challenging case 2: surface discontinuity
A high plain is characterised by a relatively flat surface which is elevated above nearby land
and which is separated by steep slopes. Consequently, the addressed issue is the surface discon-
tinuity. Depending on the acquisition parameters, significant layover and shadow regions may
fractionate the scene.
The following example is located in the Ubajara National Park in Brazil. Figure 4.13 depicts its
relief map and the reference slant range height from SRTM. The relief varying between 146 and
919 m, is smooth apart from the highland border. The master scene is a standard acquisition
from the second global coverage with an average HoA of 40 m/cycle. Figure 4.14 depicts the
wrapped phases and their respective coherence. The scene is divided into two parts because of
the 400 m high cliff and its shadow.
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(a) Relief map (Google Maps) (b) Reference slant range height (SRTM)
height range
146 to 919 m
crop size
622 x 1601
Fig. 4.13. Relief map, reference height and height range for the test site of the Ubajara National Park area.
(a) ψm (b) γm (c) ψs1 (d) γs1 (e) ψs2 (f) γs2
Fig. 4.14. Wrapped phases and coherences of the master and the two slave interferograms for the Ubajara National Park
area. The respective HoAs are hm2pi = 41 m/cycle, h
s1
2pi = −48 m/cycle and hs22pi = 50 m/cycle. Average coherences (for
γ > 0.25) are γm = 0.65 (95% of the pixels), γs1 = 0.79 (98% of the pixels) and γs2 = 0.79 (98% of the pixels).
The MCF is uncapable to restore the plateau (%(AD=0) ≈ 58% and see Fig. 4.15). The height
variation within the scene is 773 m ≈ 19 × hm2pi so that the search interval for the MLE and
GC-TV should be greater than 19 cycles. Nevertheless, the resulting unambiguous height is
about 1,200 m ≈ 40 × hm2pi but only about 200 m ≈ 5 × hm2pi considering hs12pi ≈ hs22pi (equivalent
to considering a higher noise). Different search intervals of ± 4, 7 and 12 cycles (equivalent to
± 180, 300 and 500 m) around the reference height have been considered and results are shown
in Fig. 4.16. The top of every picture shows the outcome of the GC-TV and the bottom, the
ones of the MLE.
Table 4.3 summarises the different error criteria. The noise significantly increases from ± 4 to ±
7 cycles for the MLE (σAD = 0.81 and σAD = 1.95 respectively) but a higher number of cycles
does not deteriorate more the performances (σAD = 2.06). The GC-TV delivers comparable
results independently of the search interval. Nonetheless, the size of the graph triples from
13 GB for ± 4 cycles to 36 GB for ± 12 cycles and the computation time increases from 12 min
to 91 min (refer to Table 4.3). If the reference is trustworthy, the interval could be thus reduced
to decrease the memory consumption.
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(a) Reconstructed slant range height (b) AAD map
%(AD=0) AD σAD mAD NMAD
57.75% -1.35 1.62 -0.12 0.34
(c) Error measures (for γ > 0.25)
Fig. 4.15. MCF results for the Ubajara National Park area: (a) master unwrapped phase converted to slant range height,
(b) Absolute Ambiguity Deviation (AAD) map with respect to the reference DEM and (c) statistical assessment.
(a) ± 4 cycles
i.e. ±180 m (b)
± 4 cycles
i.e. ±180 m (c)
± 7 cycles
i.e. ±300 m (d)
± 7 cycles
i.e. ±300 m (e)
± 12 cycles
i.e. ±500 m (f)
± 12 cycles
i.e. ±500 m
Fig. 4.16. MLE and GC-TV results for the Ubajara National Park area for search intervals of (a-b) ±4 cycles or ±180 m,
(c-d) ±7 cycles or ±300 m and (e-f) ±12 cycles or ±500 m around the reference height: (a,c,e) reconstructed slant range
height, (b,d,f) Absolute Ambiguity Deviation (AAD) map with respect to the reference DEM. The top part of the figures
depicts the results of the GC-TV whereas the bottom shows the MLE outcomes.
MLE GC-TV
%(AD=0) AD σAD mAD NMAD %(AD=0) AD σAD mAD NMAD size time
± 4 cycles 63.46% 0.28 0.81 0.025 0.26 92.63% 0,052 0.31 0.005 0.12 13 12
± 7 cycles 57.98% -0.21 1.95 -0.007 0.29 92.62% 0.053 0.31 0.005 0.12 22 38
± 12 cycles 57.98% -0.22 2.06 -0.007 0.29 92.62% 0.053 0.31 0.005 0.12 36 91
Table 4.3. Summary of the performance of the MLE and GC-TV in terms of ambiguity deviation for the Ubajara National
Park area for different search intervals (for γ > 0.25). For the GC-TV algorithm the size of the graph in GB and the
execution time in minutes are indicated. The values are given for the estimation of half the scene.
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Notwithstanding, if the reference DEM is wrong, the true height can hardly be recovered. Mount
Roraima in eastern Venezuela (see Fig. 4.17) is a plateau located at a height around 2,350 m
in SRTM but its real (local) height is about 2,810 m 8 . Another difficulty is that the huge
abrupt height difference causes a large shadow in the SAR images (see the master coherence
in Fig. 4.18). The HoAs configuration is the same as the preceding one. The true height of the
plateau is thus about 11 to 12 cycles away than the reference height. The MLE requires a search
interval of at least ± 12 cycles around the reference height but still it is unable to reconstruct
the absolute phase (Fig. 4.19).
(a) Reference slant range height
Mount 
Roraima
(b) Reference height profile
height range (SRTM)
577 to 2,354 m
real height
up to 2,810 m
crop size
694 x 1567
Fig. 4.17. Reference slant range height from SRTM, reference height profile and height range for the test site of the
Mount Roraima example.
(a) ψm (b) γm
Fig. 4.18: Wrapped phase and coherence of the master in-
terferogram for the Mount Roraima example. The HoA is
hm2pi = 39 m/cycle and the average coherence (for γ > 0.25)
is γm = 0.68 (80% of the points).
(a) ± 12 cycles (b) ± 12 cycles
Fig. 4.19: MLE reconstructed slant range height of the
Mount Roraima for a search intervals of ±12 cycles around
the reference height.
4.3.4 Challenging case 3: mountainous terrain
Mountainous terrain is the last issue depicted in this chapter. The scene is located around the
Isolation Peak in the Rocky Mountains in the USA. It is a usual test site for PU algorithms
(Ghiglia and Wahl, 1994). Figure 4.20 depicts its relief map and the reference slant range height
from SRTM. The relief varies between 2,976 and 4,065 m and is challenging. The master scene
8 http://www.peakbagger.com/peak.aspx?pid=8684
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Isolation peak
(a) Relief map (Google Maps) (b) Reference slant range height (SRTM)
height range
2,976 to 4,065 m
crop size
754 x 2001
Fig. 4.20. Relief map, reference height and height range for the test site of the Isolation Peak area.
(a) ψm (b) ψs1 (c) ψs2 (d) ψs3 (e) ψs4
(f) γm (g) γs1 (h) γs2 (i) γs3 (j) γs4
Fig. 4.21. Wrapped phases and coherences of the master and slave interferograms for the Isolation Peak region. The re-
spective HoAs are hm2pi = 32 m/cycle, h
s1
2pi = −42 m/cycle, hs22pi = 79 m/cycle, hs32pi = 296 m/cycle and hs42pi = −106 m/cycle.
Average coherences (for γ > 0.25) are γm = 0.64 (83% of the pixels), γs1 = 0.67 (87% of the pixels), γs2 = 0.77 (88% of
the pixels), γs3 = 0.76 (89% of the pixels) and γs4 = 0.74 (89% of the pixels).
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has a HoA of 32 m/cycle. As a consequence, it is impossible for the MCF to unwrap successfully
the phase (see Fig. 4.22).
For this area, additional acquisitions have been acquired so that 4 supporting CoSSCs are
available (Fig. 4.21). The total height variation within the scene is 1,089 m ≈ 34 × hm2pi but
the unambiguous height is only about 240 m ≈ 7.5 × hm2pi with the 2 first CoSSCs and up to
1,200 m ≈ 37.5× hm2pi considering the 4 slave scenes.
MLE results shown in Fig. 4.23 have been processed with 2 and 4 supporting CoSSCs for
the search intervals of ± 4, 7 and 12 cycles (i.e. ±144m, ± 240 m and ± 400 m) around the
reference height. The GC-TV has not been used because of the huge graph size and processing
time required. Table 4.4 summarises the different quality statistics. When only 2 supporting
CoSSCs are used, the reconstruction fails and the result is not absolute even for the smallest
search interval (± 4 cycles) (AD 6= 0 and mAD 6= 0 and see Figs. 4.23a to 4.23d). With 4
supporting slaves, the reconstruction is successful as long as the search interval is not too large.
Nonetheless, one of the additional interferogram has a HoA of 296 m/cycle and is thus not
ambiguous inside the search interval of ± 4 cycles (equivalent to ± 144 m) and only once for
± 7 cycles (± 240 m). Regardless, the noise has already increased significantly (σAD = 0.59 for
± 4 cycles and σAD = 1.62 for ± 7 cycles).
%(AD=0) AD σAD mAD NMAD
2 CoSSCs
± 4 cycles (± 144 m) 1.87% -1.67 1.26 -1.95 0.35
± 7 cycles (± 240 m) 1.31% -2.55 2.52 -2.07 0.52
4 CoSSCs
± 4 cycles 83.02% -0.05 0.59 -0.02 0.30
± 7 cycles 79.95% -0.33 1.62 -0.04 0.32
± 12 cycles (± 400 m) 5.10% 6.41 5.04 9.88 0.90
Table 4.4. Summary of the performance of the MLE in terms of ambiguity deviation for the Isolation Peak region for
different search intervals (for γ > 0.25) and different number of supporting interferograms.
4.3.5 Discussion
In this section, the three main issues for PU algorithms have been presented: incoherent areas,
surface discontinuities and mountainous terrain.
The MCF, and more generally 1B-PU algorithms, are unable to perform correctly when the
Itoh condition is not met. Indeed, as it can be seen from all the test sites, as soon as the scene
is split because of some incoherent regions or if the HoA is small (causing undersampling), they
are not able to recover a correct unwrapped phase.
For this reason, multi-baseline methods have to be employed to take advantage of the baseline
diversity. In this section, the MLE and the GC-TV have been studied. These are methods based
on phases and require that the latter are calibrated. Uncompensated phase offsets would ruin
the absolute slant range height recovery. Such offsets come from the non perfect synchronisation,
possible SAR processing errors, atmospheric effects, baselines estimation errors. In the TDM,
a pi-ambiguity coming from the synchronisation link cannot be estimated properly. This is thus
an important matter. Ferraioli et al. (2008) proposed an approach based on the MLE using the
Expectation Minimisation to retrieve the different offsets, which is however not applicable due
to the high load processing constraints.
Investigating the results estimated by means of the MLE, reconstructed slant range heights
reveal outliers. As mentioned in section 3.1.3.1, the estimated unwrapped phase may lie in a
different ambiguity band from one pixel to the other so that a large number of interferograms
is required to restore the solution. This is confirmed by Fig. 4.12 where the outcomes of the
MLE with only 1 supporting CoSSC is useless and Fig. 4.23 where 4 CoSSCs are required
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(a) Reconstructed slant range height (b) AAD map
%(AD=0) AD σAD mAD NMAD
40.32% -0.69 1.79 -0.38 0.92
(c) Error measures (for γ > 0.25)
Fig. 4.22. MCF results for the Isolation Peak region for the master phase: (a) unwrapped phase converted to slant range
height, (b) Absolute Ambiguity Deviation (AAD) map with respect to the reference DEM and (c) statistical assessment.
(a) ± 4 cycles (b) ± 4 cycles (c) ± 7 cycles (d) ± 7 cycles
(e) ± 4 cycles (f) ± 4 cycles (g) ± 7 cycles (h) ± 7 cycles (i) ± 12 cycles (j) ± 12 cycles
Fig. 4.23. MLE results processed with 2 (a-d) and 4 supporting CoSSCs (e-j) for the Isolation Peak region for search in-
tervals of ±4 cycles (a-b, e-f), ±7 cycles (c-d,g-h) and ±12 cycles (i-j) around the reference phase: (a,c,e,g,i) reconstructed
slant range height, (b,d,f,h,j) Absolute Ambiguity Deviation (AAD) map with respect to the reference DEM.
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to retrieve a satisfactory solution (but sill under the condition of a relatively narrow search
interval). As a result, the estimated height is meaningless when the terrain is mountainous,
the input interferograms exhibit lower and/or different coherences or the HoAs constellation is
unfavourable. Note that for TDM, the standard case is to have only 2 interferograms acquired
with shifted beams so that the coherence may differ in the both available half scenes.
The GC-TV algorithm delivers reliable results and prevents from outliers (see Fig. 4.12
and 4.16). Yet, it necessitates huge memory resources and becomes heavy computationally
as the size of the images and the height interval increase (consult Table 4.3). Consequently, it
is impractical for large images.
A reference DEM may be used as a prior to restrict search intervals as proceeded in all the
previous examples. Nonetheless, if this DEM presents large height errors, the proper solution
cannot be retrieved (see Fig. 4.19).
As a conclusion, none of the tested algorithms is suitable to fulfil the TDM mission require-
ments as illustrated by the various presented examples. Indeed, even under the initially planned
acquisition conditions described in section 4.1.1, their performances are not sufficient. As such,
a global mapping requires a robust and versatile PU algorithm as the one proposed in the
chapter 5. It is able to deal with the variety of data quality and baseline configurations.
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5 Dual-Baseline Phase Unwrapping Correc-
tion (DB-PUC)
Multi-baseline phase unwrapping methods based on statistical signal processing are not suitable
in cases where only two or three interferograms are available. Under these conditions, pixel-wise
algorithms like the Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE) (Eineder and Adam, 2005) provide
noisy unwrapped phases because different ambiguity bands may be chosen from pixel to pixel.
On the other hand, algorithms considering the neighbourhood deliver satisfactory solutions at
a cost of a long processing time (Ferraiuolo et al., 2004) and possibly of huge memory resources
(like the Graph-Cuts Total Variation (GC-TV) from Ferraioli et al. (2009)). All in all, they are
not compatible with a systematic and operational processing of world-wide data as required for
the TanDEM-X mission.
In this chapter, a more reliable and more practicable approach is introduced. It is capable to deal
with dual-baseline bistatic data of different quality and acquired with a long time separation.
This is the major contribution of this thesis. The new proposed framework aims to correct
phase unwrapping (PU) errors by modifying the ambiguity band region-wise with the help of
the so-called differential interferogram (Lachaise et al., 2012b,a). It allows thus to reduce the
impact of noise and terrain changes, which may have occurred between the two acquisitions.
This chapter is structured as follows. In the first section, the overall concept of the Dual-Baseline
Phase Unwrapping Correction (DB-PUC) framework is presented after a short literature review
on PU error detection and correction. Then, the next sections set forth the different stages of the
DB-PUC approach: namely, the phase unwrapping consistency check, the use of the differential
interferogram and the stereo-radargrammetry and finally the unwrapped phase correction itself.
Concurrently, the constraints and requirements on the interferometric data for a successful
detection or correction of the PU errors are precisely studied.
5.1 Overview of the DB-PUC framework
5.1.1 Brief literature review on PU error detection and correction
The means to detect or correct (single-baseline) PU errors can be classified into two categories:
(1) the segmentation map: in Hubig et al. (2000), it is obtained by a thresholding on the
residue density. It is well adapted to branch-cut methods but is very sensitive to the
threshold value. Galli (2001) assigns quality measures (coherence) to the integration paths
from a reference point to each image pixel. The resulting map shows how well each pixel is
connected to the reference one. A low value indicates the location of potential PU errors.
In both approaches, tie points may be used in a second step to correct large-scale errors.
(2) an external Digital Elevation Model (DEM): it helps to localise PU errors via the difference
image of the unwrapped phase and a simulated phase from the DEM (Suchandt and
Eineder, 2003). This was used for the SRTM mission. A (possibly correct) reference DEM,
which has a sufficient resolution is required. For the TanDEM-X mission (TDM), it should
also be global (which does not exist).
These techniques are mainly meant as a preprocessing to facilitate an operator decision. Note
that PU reliability is also discussed in the context of region growing algorithms (Chen and
Zebker, 2002; Lachaise et al., 2008) although their goal is to avoid error propagation during the
unwrapping stage.
In the Integrated TanDEM-X Processor (ITP), the stereo-radargrammetric phase is used to
analyse the quality of the unwrapping outputs (Rossi et al. (2012), appendix B.3.5). This phase
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stems from the coregistration shifts between the two interferometric channels. Since they are
calculated patch-wise, the stereo-radargrammetric phase has a coarser resolution than the inter-
ferometric one. Moreover, its accuracy depends strongly on the coherence and the backscatter
so that it is not suitable to correct pixel-wise PU errors of a standard TDM unwrapped phase
(see section 4.2.2 for an analysis of the accuracy of the stereo-radargrammetric phase).
To our knowledge, no algorithm exists to correct PU errors with multi-baseline InSAR data.
5.1.2 Summary of the proposed approach
The DB-PUC is designed to be independent of the number of interferograms. It could be seen as
a multi-baseline method but the different steps presented thereafter are performed sequentially
on pairs of interferograms, hence referred to as dual-baseline. Figure 5.1 presents the flowchart
of the proposed framework and its different levels of complexity. The unwrapped phase to be
corrected and its relative interferometric data pair are called master data (the acquisitions
of the second global TanDEM-X coverage with typically lower heights of ambiguity (HoAs)).
They are denoted with the superscript m. The supporting data pair is referred to as slave and
denoted with the superscript s.
absolute 
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END
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corrected
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correction
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phase ??
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YES
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PU error 
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differential interferogram
Fig. 5.1. Flowchart of the Dual-Baseline Phase Unwrapping Correction (DB-PUC) framework: the basic idea is to estimate
the absolute unwrapped master (in cyan) and slave (in turquoise) phases separately and to compare them in slant range
height domain. In this way, regions where the absolute unwrapped phases differ significantly can be detected. These local
discrepancies are then corrected for an integer multiple of 2pi determined from the (corrected) unwrapped differential
interferogram phase (in orange). In the diagram, the green symbols indicate a decision and the purple boxes, algorithmic
steps. The absolute unwrapped phase estimation consists of the phase unwrapping by means of the MCF algorithm and
the absolute phase offset estimation.
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The master and slave phases are unwrapped independently with the Minimum Cost Flow
(MCF) algorithm (Costantini, 1998; Eineder et al., 1998) where the costs depend on the co-
herences (appendix B.3.4). Absolute phase offsets are determined afterwards using the stereo-
radargrammetry (see section 3.2.1 and appendix B.3.5). The two estimated absolute unwrapped
phases can be compared once they have been converted to (slant range) heights. If both un-
wrappings are successful, both heights agree. On the contrary, they differ significantly in the
presence of PU errors. This is the topic of section 5.2. At this stage, it is impossible to clearly
state which phase exhibits problems. Errors might be present in both unwrapped phases but,
some might also not be detected. As a matter of fact, no correction is feasible and a third
reliable information is necessary. This one will play the same role as the interferogram with
the smallest baseline in Xu et al. (1994); Jakowatz et al. (1996); Robertson (1998). For this
purpose, the master interferogram is demodulated with the slave one (Xu et al., 1994; Mas-
sonnet et al., 1996) to build a third interferogram, which has a smaller equivalent baseline. It
is the differential interferogram, the central point of the DB-PUC. Due to its higher HoA, the
differential interferogram is easier to unwrap. Yet, unwrapping errors may still arise and must
be corrected. Wrongly unwrapped regions are detected and eliminated with the help of the
coarse absolute height information given by the interferometric stereo-radargrammetry. This
step is the most delicate one because of the resolution differences and the limited accuracy
of the stereo-radargrammetry. This is detailed in section 5.3. Finally, discrepant regions are
corrected in the master unwrapped phase. Only the ambiguity band is altered to reduce the
impact of the different perturbations and keep the solution congruent (section 5.4).
The following sections will be illustrated by one representative example. Further results and
assessments will be given in chapter 6. The chosen scene is the Marble Canyon, upstream of
the Grand Canyon in the USA.
2095
926 [m]
(a) 3-D view of the SAR image amplitude colour-coded with the terrain
height
(b) Relief map (from Google Maps)
Fig. 5.2. Marble Canyon (USA) example: 3-D view and relief map overlaid by the master (green) and slave (blue) scene
frames.
The master scene is a typical acquisition of the second global coverage with a HoA of
33.8 m/cycle . The supporting slave is characterised by a HoA of 50.1 m/cycle and was acquired
about one year earlier. The HoA ratio µ equal to 0.68 is optimal. The region is arid so that
both coherences are good. The difficulties of this scene are the Paria river, which cuts the scene
into two parts and the canyon itself, which causes shadow and layover.
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5.2 PU discrepancy check and error detection
The first stage of the DB-PUC is to check if both estimated unwrapped phases are consistent
and to detect the PU errors otherwise. To begin with, this section describes the principle of
the discrepancy check. Then, it addresses the issue of residual global offsets. Finally, it reveals
how the inconsistencies are identified.
5.2.1 Phase unwrapping discrepancy check: principle
After the unwrapping and the absolute offset determination, the master and slave estimated
phase values φˆm and φˆs can be written as (eqs. (2.8) and (2.17)):
φˆm = ψm + 2kˆmPUpi + kˆ
m
offpi =
2pi
hm2pi
hˆm and φˆs = ψs + 2kˆsPUpi + kˆ
s
offpi =
2pi
hs2pi
hˆs (5.1)
where hˆm and hˆs are the estimates of the actual terrain height h and kˆmPU, kˆ
s
PU and kˆ
m
off, kˆ
s
off ∈ Z
are the ambiguity bands estimated during the unwrapping procedure and the (integer) absolute
phase offset retrieval, respectively. kˆmPU and kˆ
s
PU vary pixel-wise whereas kˆ
m
off and kˆ
s
off are constant
over the whole phase images. In the TDM framework, the integer absolute phase offsets include
the 2pi-ambiguity from the absolute phase offset and the pi-ambiguity from the synchronisation
link (see appendices A.5 and B.2). The case where hm = hs = h i.e. the nominal case of no
terrain changes (or only small scales variations, which are treated as noise) is considered here.
The absolute unwrapped phases are congruent to their respective wrapped phases ψm and ψs.
φˆm and φˆs may deviate from their true phase φm and φs because of possible estimation errors.
Since the two interferograms have different HoAs, possible estimation errors are detectable by
computing the difference of the master and slave height estimates:
∆hˆ = hˆm − hˆs
∆hˆ =
hm2pi
2pi
(
ψm + 2kˆmPUpi + kˆ
m
offpi
)
− h
s
2pi
2pi
(
ψs + 2kˆsPUpi + kˆ
s
offpi
)
(5.2)
Introducing kmPU, k
s
PU and k
m
off, k
s
off as the true ambiguity bands and offsets allowing to retrieve
the true phases φm and φs and the integers εkmPU , εksPU and εkmoff , εksoff representing the errors that
could occur either during the PU or the absolute phase offset estimation, ∆hˆ is rewritten as:
∆hˆ =
hm2pi
2pi
(
ψm + 2
(
kmPU + εkmPU
)
pi +
(
kmoff + εkmoff
)
pi
)
−
hs2pi
2pi
(
ψs + 2
(
ksPU + εksPU
)
pi +
(
ksoff + εksoff
)
pi
)
(5.3)
εkm
off
and εks
off
are constant over the image whereas εkmPU and εksPU change pixel-wise. If both
the absolute phase offset estimation and the unwrapping procedure are correct (εkm
off
= εks
off
=
εkmPU = εksPU = 0), the master and slave height maps are equal to the noise-free terrain height
plus some noise: h = hˆm − hmN = hˆs − hsN . In other words, ∆hˆ is equal to:
∆hˆ =
hm2pi
2pi
(ψm + 2kmPUpi + k
m
offpi)−
hs2pi
2pi
(ψs + 2ksPUpi + k
s
offpi) = h
m
N − hsN = ∆hN (5.4)
The histogram of the height differences exhibits in this case only one peak. Both master and
slave unwrapped phases are consistent and no correction is needed.
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5.2.2 Residual global offset compensation
Residual baselines errors, various differential tropospheric delays (Krieger et al., 2012) but
also wrongly determined absolute phase offsets imply a residual offset to the true absolute
phase. The first effects are quite small due to the extensive TanDEM-X system calibration (see
appendix A.5). They are visible only in the fractional part of the absolute phase offset. As a
consequence, the main component of a residual phase offset arises from a wrong estimation of
the integer absolute phase offsets particularly of the pi-ambiguity (i.e. kˆmoffpi and kˆ
s
offpi). Under
the assumption that both unwrappings are error free (εkmPU = εksPU = 0), eq. (5.3) becomes:
∆hˆoff =
hm2pi
2pi
(
ψm + 2kmPUpi +
(
kmoff + εkmoff
)
pi
)
− h
s
2pi
2pi
(
ψs + 2ksPUpi +
(
ksoff + εksoff
)
pi
)
∆hˆoff =
hm2pi
2pi
(ψm + 2kmPUpi + k
m
offpi)−
hs2pi
2pi
(ψs + 2ksPUpi + k
s
off)pi︸ ︷︷ ︸
=∆hN according to eq. (5.4)
+
hm2pi
2
εkm
off
− h
s
2pi
2
εks
off
∆hˆoff =
hm2pi
2
εkm
off
− h
s
2pi
2
εks
off
+ ∆hN (5.5)
If a residual offset is present, ∆hˆoff is not only a height offset but it manifests itself also as
a tilt over range because of the HoA variation. For the relatively narrow TDM beams, this
dependency with range can be approximated by linear regression lines of slope ahm2pi and ahs2pi .
Due to the formation configuration, they are latitude dependent and vary from ±2% to ±10%
around the HoA from higher to lower (absolute) latitudes (see appendix C). The equation of
the master HoA ramp is (the slave one is similar):
fhm2pi(r) = 2ahm2pih
m
2pi
r
Nmr − 1
+ (1− ahm2pi)hm2pi (5.6)
where Nmr is the interferogram width and h
m
2pi = h
m
2pi ≈ hm2pi(r=(Nmr −1)/2), the HoA at mid-range.
As a consequence, the height difference ∆hˆoff is tilted over range when εkm
off
6= 0 or εks
off
6= 0.
Replacing hm2pi and h
s
2pi by their equations fhm2pi(r) and fhs2pi(r) in eq. (5.5), the variation of the
height differences over range is:
∆hˆoff(r) =
(
ahm2pih
m
2piεkmoff
Nmr − 1
− ahs2pih
s
2piεksoff
N sr − 1
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
tilt
r +
1
2
(
(1− ahm2pi)hm2piεkmoff − (1− ahs2pi)hs2piεksoff
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
offset
(5.7)
Figure 5.3 illustrates the influence of wrongly estimated phase offsets in the master and/or the
slave absolute phases. The HoAs variation are taken from real TDM acquisitions, thus they are
representative for the real phenomena even if the phase is simplified for illustration purpose.
Figure 5.3a presents two possible estimated master absolute phases: the solid line is a correct
estimation (φˆm = φm) whereas the dotted line represents the case of εkm
off
= 1. In Fig. 5.3b,
three estimated slave absolute phases are depicted: φˆs = φs, φˆs = φs + 2pi i.e. εks
off
= 1 and
φˆs = φs−2pi (i.e. εks
off
= −1). Figure 5.3c emphasises the resulting ∆hˆoff(r). The slope increases
together with εkm
off
and εks
off
.
Since the true kmoff and k
s
off are unknowns, the trend due to the possible residual global offsets
must be estimated to enable the PU errors detection. To this end, the median gradient of the
low-pass filtered height difference map is calculated. However, the presence of a multitude of
PU errors (e.g. in mountains) or low coherence areas complicates considerably a correct trend
estimation. In these cases, only an offset is taken into consideration. The residual offset com-
pensation permits the DB-PUC to cope with unknown pi-ambiguities. The perfect knowledge
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Fig. 5.3. Influence of wrongly estimated absolute phase offsets: (a) estimated master absolute phase: correctly φˆm = φm
(solid line) and wrongly φˆm = φm + 2pi (dotted line), (b) estimated slave absolute phases: φˆs = φs = µφm (green),
φˆs = φs + 2pi (light blue) and φˆs = φs − 2pi (dark blue) and (c) the resulting ∆hˆoff(r) for the 2×3 cases.
of the absolute offsets is usually a pre-requirement (and a heavy constraint) for any other
multi-baseline PU algorithms.
5.2.3 Height discrepancies determination
Once the trend is compensated, errors relative to a wrong absolute phase offset estimation are
assumed to be eliminated: εkm
off
= εks
off
= 0. Equation (5.3) becomes then:
∆hˆ = hm2piεkmPU − hs2piεksPU + ∆hN (5.8)
Height discrepancies appear as soon as one of the PU procedures fails. In this case, the height
difference deviates locally from ∆hN . A height discrepancy is considered as a PU error if ∆hˆ
is greater than the difference of a linear combination of both HoAs:∣∣∣∆hˆ∣∣∣ > nhm2pi −mhs2pi (5.9)
with n,m ∈ N and nhm2pi > mhs2pi. For the standard TDM acquisitions (section 4.1.1), m = n = 1
because both HoAs are relatively close. Like ∆hˆoff, ∆hˆ varies also with r. Nonetheless, the
variation is well below this threshold (a HoA ramp with a slope of 6% corresponds to a height
variation of 6 m over the scene width for a HoA of 50 m/cycle).
Height differences are calculated and their histogram is computed. When phases are unwrapped
successfully, both heights have a constant offset (after correct trend compensation) so that the
distribution is unimodal. In this case, both PU outputs are consistent and no further correction
is needed. On the contrary, as soon as the histogram presents several peaks, the two unwrapped
phases are not consistent anymore. The histogram of the height differences ∆hˆ presents ideally
one extra peak per PU error. The main peak is considered as representing the region where both
unwrapped phases are compatible. All the other secondary peaks indicate height discrepancies
of which a mask is generated. It may still happen that some PU errors are not detected.
Figure 5.4 presents the master and slave Absolute Ambiguity Deviation (AAD) maps calculated
with respect to the reference phases simulated from SRTM DEM (from eq. (4.2)) for the Marble
Canyon example. They give the reader hints to comprehend the different errors which arose
during the unwrapping procedures with the MCF algorithm.
Figure 5.6 presents the height differences histogram. For the Marble Canyon example, the
threshold to detect an unwrapping error is hm2pi − hs2pi = 16.3 metres. It is emphasised by the
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striped area on the plot. Only local maxima outside these limits can be detected. These are the
regions depicted in Fig. 5.5 in green in case hˆm > hˆs or in red for hˆm < hˆs. The oval designates
a region where the PU errors could not be detected. Indeed, with the help of Fig. 5.4, the height
in the master scene is found to be 3× 33.8 m and 2× 50.1 m in the slave one. As a result, the
height difference there is close to 0 m.
(a) master AAD map (b) slave AAD map
Fig. 5.4: Absolute Ambiguity Deviation (AAD) maps with
respect to the reference height from SRTM for the Marble
Canyon example: (a) master and (b) slave maps.
Fig. 5.5: Height discrepancies: regions in green indicate
that hˆm > hˆs and in red the contrary. The black part
represents the main peak of the histogram where both
estimated heights are consistent.
H s gram Height diff master‐slave ifgrms
±16.3 m
Fig. 5.6. Histogram of the estimated height difference ∆hˆ. The main peak indicates the consistent area and the other
peaks, the height discrepancies i.e. the PU errors. The strips on the histogram indicate the part below the minimum
height threshold to detect a PU error.
5.2.4 Constraints and requirements on the data
If both unwrappings are correct, then εmkPU = ε
s
kPU
= 0 and ∆hˆ = ∆hN . The height difference
estimate depends then only on the noise present in both height maps. Accordingly, the detection
of a PU error following eq. (5.9) can be successful only if the height threshold given by eq. (5.9)
is higher than the level of noise. Figure 5.7 displays the maximum height noise which still allows
the detection of PU errors depending on the HoAs configuration. The smaller this value, the
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Fig. 5.7. Maximum allowed height noise (hm2pi − hs2pi) to detect a PU error represented as a function of hm2pi and hs2pi.
Significant values of the HoA ratio µ are plotted as lines.
more sensitive the detection is with respect to perturbations. A high value means that a clear
PU error detection is possible. In this way, the worst cases are when the HoA ratio is equal
to 1, 0.5, 2, etc. i.e. when one height of ambiguity is an integer multiple of the other. On the
contrary, the best configurations are for µ ≈ 2/3 or µ ≈ 3/2 for example.
The minimum ∆hˆ which can be identified is thus the maximum value that the noise may take.
The goal is to find out the minimum necessary master and slave coherences, γm and γs. For
simplification, Gaussian distributions are assumed for both height maps. Consequently, the
height noise standard deviation is:
σ∆h =
√
σhm2 + σhs2 =
√√√√(hm2pi
2pi
σψm
)2
+
(
hs2pi
2pi
σψs
)2
(5.10)
or as a function of hm2pi and µ:
σ∆h =
hm2pi
2pi
√√√√σ2ψm +
(
σψs
µ
)2
(5.11)
where σψm and σψs are the master and slave phase errors (see Fig. 2.4a).
σψm and σψs depend only on γ
m and γs and on the multi-looking factor. Presuming that
γm = γs, γm has to be found so that 3σ∆h < h
m
2pi − hs2pi (i.e. 99.7% of the pixels are below
the threshold). The minimum necessary coherence decreases as the number of looks increases.
Figure 5.8 depicts the minimum coherence required to detect a height discrepancy depending
on both HoAs assuming 25 looks. Several key values for µ are overplotted. When the required
coherence approaches 0, it means that a height discrepancy can be detected without limitations.
For 25 looks, a minimum coherence of 0.29 is required in the best case and 0.95 in the worst
case.
To summarise, a HoA ratio of about 2/3 (or 3/2) offers the best configuration to detect PU errors
with a limiting coherence of 0.29. In contrast, for ratios close to 0.5, 1 or 2, the interferometric
quality has to be unrealistically high (γm > 0.95) to enable a detection. It is assumed than no
significant temporal changes happened between the two acquisitions.
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Fig. 5.8. Minimum coherence necessary to detect a PU error with respect to hm2pi and h
s
2pi considering 25 looks (it is
assumed that both interferograms have the same coherence). Significant values of the HoA ratio µ are plotted as lines.
5.3 Differential interferogram
With two interferograms acquired with similar baselines, only the detection of (some) PU errors
is possible. A third (correctly unwrapped) information is required to enable the correction:
this is the differential interferogram. It has typically a higher HoA and is thus less prone to
unwrapping problems.
5.3.1 Characterisation and requirements on the HoA ratio
5.3.1.1 Definition and height of ambiguity
The differential interferogram is obtained by demodulating both master and slave interfero-
grams with respect to each other. All the data related to it are denoted here with the superscript
d. By analogy with eq. (2.2), the complex differential interferogram vd is defined by:
vd = vmvs∗ = |um1 ||um2 |ejφ
m |us1||us2|e−jφ
s
(5.12)
Therefore, its true phase is the difference of both interferometric phases:
φd = φm − φs (5.13)
Considering that φ = 2pi
h2pi
h, its HoA hd2pi is deduced to be:
1
hd2pi
=
1
hm2pi
− 1
hs2pi
⇔ hd2pi =
hm2pih
s
2pi
hs2pi − hm2pi
(5.14)
The differential interferogram 9 can exist only if the master and slave HoAs are not equal.
Figure 5.9 depicts the behaviour of hd2pi with respect to h
m
2pi and h
s
2pi. h
d
2pi tends to infinity when
hs2pi approaches h
m
2pi. Since the aim of the differential interferogram is to have a phase which
is easy to unwrap, the HoA hd2pi has to be greater than h
m
2pi and h
s
2pi. Hence, the following
constraints must be satisfied:
(1) hm2pi 6= hs2pi
(2)
∣∣∣hd2pi∣∣∣ > hm2pi and ∣∣∣hd2pi∣∣∣ > hs2pi
9 In this thesis, the differential interferogram has thus a different meaning than the one used in D-InSAR e.g. in
Permanent Scatterers Interferometry (PSI), where it is the complex interferogram from which a terrain simulated phase
is subtracted (Hanssen, 2001).
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Fig. 5.9. Height of ambiguity (HoA) of the differential interferogram hd2pi with respect to the master and slave HoAs.
hd2pi is positive if h
s
2pi > h
m
2pi (greenish to purple) and negative otherwise (yellow to red). Its limit as h
m
2pi approaches h
s
2pi
is ±∞ (the abrupt change from purple to red).
Figure 5.10 represents the master and slave wrapped phases of the Marble Canyon example
together with the differential phase resulting from the interferograms demodulation. The latter
has a higher HoA and accordingly less fringes, which eases the PU procedure.
(a) ψm, hm2pi = 33.8 m/cycle (b) ψ
s, hs2pi = 50.1 m/cycle (c) ψ
d, hd2pi = 102.9 m/cycle
Fig. 5.10. Wrapped phases of the (a) master, (b) slave and (c) differential interferograms for the Marble Canyon example.
The differential phase exhibits less fringes than both the master and slave wrapped phases and is consequently easier
to unwrap.
5.3.1.2 Requirements on the HoA ratio µ
By inserting the HoA ratio µ given by eq. (4.1) in eq. (5.14), the following relationships are
deduced:
hd2pi =
hm2pi
1− µ and h
d
2pi =
µhs2pi
1− µ (5.15)
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Constraint (1) stated in section 5.3.1 is also obvious with these two new equations: µ is not
allowed to be equal to 1. Let us analyse the effect of constraint (2) on µ:
∣∣∣hd2pi∣∣∣ > hm2pi ⇔ 1|1− µ| > 1⇒
{
µ > 0 when 1− µ > 0⇔ 0 < µ < 1
µ < 2 when 1− µ < 0⇔ 1 < µ < 2
∣∣∣hd2pi∣∣∣ > hs2pi ⇔
∣∣∣∣∣ µ1− µ
∣∣∣∣∣ > 1⇒
{
µ > 0.5 when 1− µ > 0⇔ 0.5 < µ < 1
always when 1− µ < 0⇔ µ < 1
As a result, a differential interferogram able to support the PU correction of the master un-
wrapped phase is obtained only if:
0.5 < µ < 1 or 1 < µ < 2 (5.16)
When µ approaches 0.5, hd2pi gets close to h
s
2pi. Similarly when µ gets near to 2, h
d
2pi approaches
hm2pi. In both cases, the advantage of the differential interferogram is dramatically reduced.
Besides, if µ approaches 1, hd2pi tends to infinity and so does the resulting height noise. Therefore,
a suitable range for µ must be found.
5.3.2 Differential interferogram phase statistics
The statistics of the differential interferogram phase are derived under the assumption that
the SAR images of the master interferogram are uncorrelated with these of the slave one.
In this way, both interferograms are independent. This is a classical simplification in multi-
channel interferometry (see section 3.1). In the special case of TDM, the two acquisitions
are two bistatic independent measurements separated in time (and space) so that the two
interferograms can be treated as uncorrelated. Consequently, the probability density function
(pdf ) of the true differential phase p(φd; γm, γs) is the convolution (Urkowitz, 1983) of the two
master and slave interferometric phase pdfs p(φm; γm) and p(φs; γs) given by eq. (2.11):
p(φd; γm, γs) = p(φm; γm) ∗ p(−φs; γs) (5.17)
p(φd; γm, γs) is centred in φd0 = φ
m
0 −φs0. The differential phase pdf is comparable to the gradient
pdf (Bamler et al., 1998) but with phase values taken from different interferograms. Table 5.1
gathers shapes that p(φd; γm, γs) may take for various values of the coherences γm and γs. Since
the true differential phase is bounded within [φd0 − 2pi;φd0 + 2pi[, every value lying out of the
[φd0 − pi;φd0 + pi[ interval will be wrapped inside [−pi; pi[ when the wrapped differential phase is
computing. It results in an increase of the noise. Consequently, the differential interferogram has
to be computed with the multi-looked phases. In this case, its pdf is:
p(φd; γm, γs, L) = p(φm; γm, L) ∗ p(−φs; γs, L) (5.18)
where p(φm; γm, L) and p(φs; γs, L) are the multi-looked master and slave phase pdfs given by
eq. (2.12). Table 5.2 depicts the shapes that p(φd; γm, γs, L) has with 25 looks for the coherences
of the previous table. With a sufficient number of looks, the master and slave phase pdfs are
well inside an interval [−pi/2;pi/2[ centred in their respective expected phases even for low
coherences. Thus the resulting differential pdf is well bounded within [φd0 − pi;φd0 + pi[ and no
additional noise appears.
Based on simulations, the behaviour of the standard deviation of the differential phase σφd
depending on γm and γs can be studied in more detail. Figure 5.11 displays σφd as a function
of γm and γs. The standard deviation of the differential phase has the same limit as the
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Table 5.1. Single-look pdfs of the true differential phase: (left side) the two true interferometric phase pdfs p(φm; γm)
and p(φs; γs) and (right side) the resulting differential phase pdf p(φd; γm, γs) for γm and γs: γm = γs = 0.3 and for
γm = 0.5 and γs = 0.75.
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Table 5.2. Multi-looked pdfs of the true differential phase assuming 25 looks: (left side) the two true interferometric phase
pdfs p(φm; γm, 25) and p(φs; γs, 25) and (right side) the resulting differential phase pdf p(φd; γm, γs, 25) for γm = γs = 0.3
and for γm = 0.5 and γs = 0.75.
interferometric phase standard deviation when both coherences approach 0. Otherwise, σφd is
obviously always higher than σφm or σφs .
Figure 5.12 presents two profiles of σφd as a function of γ
m: one for γs = γm and the other
for γs = 0.4 for different number of looks. Comparing Fig. 5.12a to Fig. 2.4a that showed
the phase standard deviation, a very similar behaviour is noticeable. Indeed, the relationship
σ2φd = σ
2
φm+σ
2
φs (i.e. presuming Gaussian distributions to derive the differential phase standard
deviation) is true for medium to high coherences and number of looks. In case γm 6= γs, σφd
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Fig. 5.11. Differential phase standard deviation σφd as a function of γ
m and γs for (a) 1 look and (b) 25 looks.
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(b) γs = 0.4
Fig. 5.12. Differential phase standard deviation σφd as a function of γ
m for (a) γs = γm and (b) γs = 0.4 for different
number of looks. The solid lines show the differential phase standard deviation when the master and slave interferograms
are multi-looked before the differential interferogram computation whereas the dash-dotted lines depict σφd when the
multi-looking is applied after the formation of the differential interferogram.
cannot be better than the standard deviation of the lower coherence (see Fig. 5.12b). The
standard deviation has been calculated for the cases the multi-looking has been done after
the formation of the differential interferogram (dash-dotted lines in Fig. 5.12) or prior to its
computation (solid lines). The noise reduction due to a multi-looking carried out in a first step
increases with the number of looks.
To conclude, σφd is always equal or greater than σφm and σφs . In addition, because of its higher
HoA, the height map obtained by means of the differential interferogram is more sensitive to
noise and has to be handled carefully. Finally, it is mandatory to perform a multi-looking on
the master and slave interferograms before the calculation of the differential interferogram to
avoid additional noise and enhance the phase quality.
5.3.3 Differential coherence and compatibility
Similarly to the coherence coefficient for an interferogram, measures to evaluate the differential
interferogram quality are required. The differential phase is assessed by the differential coher-
ence and the compatibility gives an impression on how the master and slave interferograms
agree.
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5.3.3.1 Differential coherence
In InSAR, the complex interferometric coherence is defined as the normalised complex corre-
lation between the two SAR images. It is a local measure of the interferogram quality. The
intention is here to define an alike criterion for the differential interferogram: the differential
coherence. The latter cannot be the complex correlation coefficient of the two interferograms
considering it is equal to the product of the cross-interferogram coherences (see the demonstra-
tion in appendix D). Indeed, the complex correlation would be equal (or close) to 0 due to the
large temporal separation between the interferograms (the SAR images of one interferograms
are considered as uncorrelated with those of the second).
By analogy with the interferometric coherence, the differential coherence γd is defined in this
thesis as:
γd =
E [vmvs∗]√
E
[
|vm|2
]
E
[
|vs|2
] (5.19)
In comparison to the complex correlation coefficient, the mean values are not subtracted before
the computation of the expected values. After similar calculations as those of appendix D, an
expression of γd is obtained:
γd =
γmγs∗ + γ1γ∗2√(
1 + |γm|2
) (
1 + |γs|2
) ≈ γmγs∗√(
1 + |γm|2
) (
1 + |γs|2
) (5.20)
where γ1 and γ2 are the coherences of the cross-interferograms defined by eq. (D.8) thus ap-
proaching 0. In this case, the differential coherence cannot be greater than 0.5.
Its estimate is computed as follows (assuming ergodicity):
∣∣∣γˆd∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∑Ll=1 vm[l] exp−jφmT vs∗[l] expjφsT ∣∣∣√∑L
l=1 |vm[l]|2
∑L
l=1 |vs[l]|2
(5.21)
where vm and vs have already been multi-looked as suggested in section 5.3.2. Figure 5.13
depicts γˆd as a function of γm respectively for γs = γm and γs = 0.4. In a same way as the
interferometric coherence estimate, γˆd is overestimated. The bias is reduced with higher number
of looks. For low values of γm and γs, γˆd converges to comparable values to the interferometric
coherences.
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Fig. 5.13. Estimated differential coherence as a function of γm for (a) γs = γm and (b) γs = 0.4 for different number of
looks.
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5.3.3.2 Interferograms’ compatibility
It is also necessary to know how well the master and the slave interferograms agree or how
compatible they are. The motivation is simple: the correction can be achieved only if the two
interferograms are compatible i.e. if they have the same scene content (i.e. no terrain or extreme
surface properties changes).
This new quality parameter, called compatibility, has the following characteristics:
• when one of the master and slave interferograms is incoherent, the compatibility is low,
• the compatibility may be low although both interferograms are coherent: the terrain may
have changed between the two acquisitions; therefore, it depends also on the differential
coherence γd,
• persistent areas are highly compatible.
The harmonic mean, which allows to average ratios, is chosen. Both master and slave coherences
are first averaged, then their harmonic mean is averaged with γd. As a result, γm and γs have
a bigger influence on the compatibility ξ (which varies between 0 and 1):
ξ =
2
1
γd
+
1
γm
+ 1
γs
2
=
4γmγsγd
2γmγs + γmγd + γsγd
(5.22)
This definition allows to get a compatibility map which is richer in contrast than the one
proposed in Lachaise et al. (2012b).
The differential interferogram values are then divided into three classes by means of ξ:
• compatible areas: both master and slave interferograms agree, they can be corrected if
necessary
• incompatible areas: the master and slave interferograms disagree or one of them has locally
a very low coherence; such regions are for example, in shadow or layover, temporary flooded
areas, melting glaciers, etc. They are excluded from a potential correction because the
available information does not match.
• low compatible areas: they are those which cannot be clearly determined to belong to one
or the other category. These regions are corrected depending on their neighbourhood.
Figure 5.14 depicts the compatibility mask together with the master and slave coherences.
The distribution of ξ can be seen in Fig. 5.14d. An adaptive thresholding permits to segment
the incompatible and low compatible pixels. In the presented example of the Marble Canyon,
incompatible areas (in black in Fig. 5.14c) are due to the radar shadow and the Paria river.
5.3.4 Unwrapping of the differential phase and correctness check
The differential interferogram exhibits a higher noise so that an extra fringe-direction adaptive
filtering (which is computationally efficient) is applied on its phase after the multi-looking.
Interferometric phase filtering is studied extensively in different contexts but is not the matter
of this thesis and will not be further discussed.
The filtered differential phase is unwrapped with the MCF algorithm. In most cases, its un-
wrapping is straightforward due to its high HoA. However, in very steep terrain, in presence of
high noise level or when the baselines configuration is not optimal (µ→ 0.5, µ→ 1 or µ→ 2),
errors may arise. Similarly to eqs. (5.1) and (5.3), the estimated absolute unwrapped phase of
the differential interferogram can be written as:
φˆd = ψd + 2kˆdPUpi + kˆ
d
offpi = ψ
d + 2
(
kdPU + εkdPU
)
pi + kˆdoffpi (5.23)
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(e) zoom of in ξ mask
Fig. 5.14. Coherences of the master and the slave interferograms (a-b) and mask of the compatibility (c) for the Marble
Canyon example. The incompatible (in black) and low compatible (in gray) regions are found by means of an adaptive
thresholding on the compatibility distribution in (d). (e) is a zoom to distinguish the low compatible pixels.
where εkdPU reflects a possible misestimated ambiguity band kˆ
d
PU, thus a potential PU error.
The absolute phase offset estimation (kˆdoffpi) is performed together with the evaluation of the
unwrapping results.
In the ITP, the assessment of the estimated unwrapped phase of an interferogram is per-
formed using the stereo-radargrammetric phase derived from the coregistration shifts. The
goal here is to follow the same approach. Nonetheless, no coregistration shifts, i.e. no stereo-
radargrammetric phase, exist for the differential interferogram. Therefore, a substitute is
adopted.
The shifts come from the parallaxes between the satellites. The phase stemming from them is
absolute and reflects the interferometric geometrical configuration (section 3.2.1). Consequently,
an equivalent stereo-radargrammetric phase φdrdgr can be deduced from φ
m
rdgr and φ
s
rdgr. By
converting these two phases into height, two equivalent height maps are obtained (characterised
by different level of noise). These maps are averaged in order to reduce the noise and enhance
the quality and accuracy. Finally, an equivalent of φdrdgr is generated by converting the resulting
height to the differential interferogram geometry by means of hd2pi. Altogether, φ
d
rdgr is obtained
as follows:
φdrdgr =
1
hd2pi
(
φmrdgrh
m
2pi + φ
s
rdgrh
s
2pi
2
)
(5.24)
The correctness check can now be performed with the ITP algorithm described in Rossi et al.
(2012) and section B.3.5.2. A downsampled version of the estimated unwrapped phase φˆd is
compared to φdrdgr, which is approximately equal to (eq. (3.16)):
φdrdgr ≈ ψd + 2kPUpi + kˆdoffpi (5.25)
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Referring to φˆdDoSa as the downsampled version of φˆ
d, the phase difference is approximately
equal to:
φdrdgr − φˆdDoSa ≈ 2εkdPUpi + kˆ
d
offpi (5.26)
The absolute offset and the possible errors in the estimation of the ambiguity band during the
unwrapping procedure remain unchanged in the downsampled version of φˆd.
The main peak of the distribution of the phase differences defines the absolute phase offset kˆdoffpi.
If the distribution is unimodal, no correction of the differential ambiguity band is required and
the next step is to correct the master unwrapped phase. On the contrary, if both phases diverge,
the distribution is multimodal. Inasmuch as the stereo-radargrammetric phase is absolute, lo-
cal maxima correspond directly to the unwrapping errors in the (low resolution) estimated
differential unwrapped phase. However, the coarser resolution forbids from mitigating errors
pixel-wise.
Figure 5.15 presents the unwrapping results of the differential phase and its assessment for
the Marble Canyon example. The AAD map in Fig. 5.15b allows to get a visual impression
of the PU errors localisation of the unwrapped phase depicted in Fig. 5.15a. The outputs
of the correctness check with the stereo-radargrammetric phase are provided by Figs. 5.15c
and 5.15d. The histogram of the phase differences φdrdgr− φˆdDoSa presents several peaks pointing
out (automatically) the existence of PU errors. The estimated absolute phase offset is given
by the ambiguity band where the main peak is located. The three secondary peaks are in
compliance with the three distinct regions observable in Fig. 5.15b.
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Fig. 5.15. Differential interferogram unwrapping results and assessment for the Marble Canyon example: (a) differential
phase unwrapped with the MCF algorithm converted to slant range height, (b) Absolute Ambiguity Deviation (AAD)
with respect to SRTM (visual check); and automatic correctness check by means of the stereo-radargrammetry: (c)
histogram of the phases differences and (d) correctness mask: green means agreement between the unwrapped and the
stereo-radargrammetric phases (representing the main peak of the distribution depicted in (c)) and black the presence of
probable PU errors (the resolution of the stereo-radargrammetric phase is about 13×21 coarser than the interferometric
one).
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5.3.5 Differential interferogram unwrapped phase correction by
means of the stereo-radargrammetry
Contrary to a single interferogram (refer to section 4.2.2), the correction of the differential
interferogram with the stereo-radargrammetric phase is possible. This phase is obtained by
averaging φmrdgr and φ
s
rdgr, therefore it has a better accuracy. In addition, the higher HoA of the
differential interferogram (about 100 m/cycle) makes it less subject to PU errors. The correction
must still be carried out carefully due to the coarser resolution of the stereo-radargrammetric
absolute measurements.
5.3.5.1 Principle
The correction of the unwrapped phase of the differential interferogram is a critical point in
the whole DB-PUC framework. Indeed, this phase and the stereo-radargrammetric one differ in
resolution and quality. Not only the correction cannot be performed pixel-wise but also regions
must be big enough to counter the limited accuracy of the stereo-radargrammetry.
Every secondary peak of the distribution of the phase differences presented in section 5.3.4,
represents a part of the unwrapped phase which has been wrongly estimated by a certain
integer εkdPU . The correction to apply on the ambiguity band (this one is thereby not estimated
again) equal to −εkdPU is retrieved as follows:
−εkdPU = −
φdrdgr − φˆdDoSa − kˆdoffpi
2pi
 (5.27)
where be is the round function to the nearest integer. In other words, the difference in cycles
between the main and a secondary peak corresponds to the correction to apply (see Fig. 5.15c).
However, to be able to correct the differential unwrapped phase, it is necessary to go back
to the full interferogram resolution. As a consequence, regions detected as erroneous in the
coarser difference map have to be identified in the original unwrapped phase. The critical step
is to find the exact boundaries of these regions. After that, the correction is performed and the
master unwrapped phase can be analysed.
The edges are composed of the borderlines of the discrepancies found by comparing the mas-
ter and the differential height maps, of the incompatible regions, and of the residues and
branch-cuts. The discrepancy map and the incompatible regions provide a first idea of the bor-
derlines position, which is enhanced by examining the residues and the branch-cuts. Indeed, the
former are an indicator of phase gradient exceeding pi and consequently, of possible sources of
PU errors. As for branch-cuts, they may be wrongly placed by the MCF algorithm, hence are
possible lines of demarcation for incorrect regions. The regions are then clearly delimited. A re-
gion growing allows to find the corresponding area to each low resolution region. The ambiguity
bands to correct are finally applied to the recovered areas. Figure 5.16 illustrates the results of
the edge detection as well as the correction achieved for the differential interferogram for the
Marble Canyon example.
5.3.5.2 Theoretical feasibility and limits of the correction
Given the errors σ∆χm and σ∆χs of the shifts estimated either by coherent or incoherent cross-
correlation (see section 3.2.1 and Bamler and Eineder (2005); De Zan (2014)), the standard
deviations of the stereo-radargrammetric phases φmrdgr and φ
s
rdgr are:
σφm
rdgr
= σ∆χm
2pif0
fRS
and σφs
rdgr
= σ∆χs
2pif0
fRS
(5.28)
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Fig. 5.16. Correction of the unwrapped differential interferogram: (a) edges which delimit the potential regions to correct,
(b) zoom of the edge mask (c) the detected regions to rectify and (d) resulting Absolute Ambiguity Deviation (AAD)
map with respect to SRTM where the incompatible regions have been masked out (the remaining discrepant pixels are
due to the resolution differences with SRTM).
Assuming Gaussian distributions of the shifts, σφd
rdgr
is derived as follows:
σφd
rdgr
=
1
2
∣∣∣∣∣hm2pihd2pi
∣∣∣∣∣
√√√√σ2φm
rdgr
+
(
hs2pi
hm2pi
)2
σ2φs
rdgr
(5.29)
or, as a function of the HoA ratio µ:
σφd
rdgr
=
|1− µ|
2
√√√√
σ2φm
rdgr
+
σ2φs
rdgr
µ2
(5.30)
Accordingly, the master and slave stereo-radargrammetric phase accuracies influence differently
σφd
rdgr
since σφs
rdgr
is divided by µ.
The coregistration shifts are estimated by means of the coherent cross-correlation (when possi-
ble). σφd
rdgr
is then equal to:
σφd
rdgr
= |1− µ|
√
3
2Nc
osf 3/2
f0
fRS
√√√√1− γm2
γm2
+
1− γs2
µ2γs2
(5.31)
Incoherent correlation is used for low coherent patches. In this case, the differential coherence
and the compatibility are also low so that the concerned areas are incompatible and are not
considered in the correction process. For this reason, the case of the incoherent shifts is not
addressed.
If σφm
rdgr
is assumed to be equal to σφs
rdgr
i.e. that γm = γs, the ratio between σφd
rdgr
and σφm
rdgr
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can be derived from eq. (5.30):
σφm
rdgr
σφd
rdgr
=
2µ
|1− µ2| (5.32)
The behaviour of this ratio is depicted on Fig. 5.17. For the typical HoA ratio µ = 0.7, σφd
rdgr
is about 3 times smaller than σφm
rdgr
. Thus, possible phase unwrapping errors are detectable in
the unwrapped phase of the differential interferogram with these settings.
Phase unwrapping correction principle
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Fig. 5.17. Ratio of the standard deviations of the master and differential stereo-radargrammetric phases versus the HoA
ratio µ (eq. (5.32)).
To derive the correct ambiguity band, σφd
rdgr
must be smaller than 1/3 of a cycle thus:
σφd
rdgr
≤ 2pi
3
[rad] or σφd
rdgr
≤ 120 [◦] (5.33)
Equation (5.31) is depicted on Fig. 5.18 for different µ lower than 1 (the behaviours are inverted
for 1 < µ < 2). It can be noticed that the error gets lower as µ approaches 1. For optimal HoA
ratio µ = 0.7, σφd
rdgr
is lower than 120◦ only for higher coherences. Consequently, the PU error
cannot be determined patch-wise but only region-wise i.e. for several patches (since the resulting
error is improved by the square root of the number of averaged patches Npatches). Finally, the
minimum amount of patches necessary to achieve the required accuracy (eq. (5.33)) is:
Npatches ≥
(
3σφd
rdgr
2pi
)2
or Npatches ≥
(
σφd
rdgr
120
)2
(5.34)
This holds only for uniform patches i.e. flat terrain. It implies a perfect removal of the terrain
phase. Any residual artefacts or non-Gaussian scatterers degrade the accuracy. In practice,
Npatches must be higher.
5.3.6 Summary
In this section, the differential interferogram has been presented. It is obtained by demodulating
the master and the slave interferograms with respect to each other.
Its aim is to support the correction of the master unwrapped phase. For this reason, its HoA
must be greater than the two other. Consequently, it can be helpful only if 0.5 < µ < 1 <
µ < 2. As µ approaches 1, the height noise tends to infinity so that no correction of the
master unwrapped phase is conceivable. By contrast, if it gets close to 0.5 or 2, its HoA
has the same order of magnitude than hm2pi and h
s
2pi. A compromise on µ is thus when µ ∈
[0.65, 0.85] or [1/0.85, 1/0.65].
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(a) µ = 0.6 (b) µ = 0.7
(c) µ = 0.8 (d) µ = 0.9
Fig. 5.18. Standard deviation of the stereo-radargrammetric phase σφd
rdgr
as a function of the master and slave coherences
γm and γs for different HoA ratios: (a) µ = 0.6, (b) µ = 0.7, (c) µ = 0.8 and (d) µ = 0.9. The contour lines emphasise the
multiples of the required accuracy i.e. 120◦. The number of patches to average to reach 120◦ can be then deduced directly
from the contour lines following eq. (5.34): e.g. for σφd
rdgr
= 360◦, at least
(
σφd
rdgr
/120
)2
= 9 patches are mandatory
(theoretically).
A second requirement to enable a correction is that the absolute estimated unwrapped phase
of the differential interferogram is correct. The assessment and the error mitigation is achieved
by means of the stereo-radargrammetry. Contrary to the correction of a TDM interferogram
(cf. section 4.2.2), the rectification of the misestimated ambiguity band is feasible because of
the enhanced accuracy of the derived stereo-radargrammetric phase (average of the master and
slave measurements) and because the differential interferogram is less subject to numerous (and
small size) PU errors. Nevertheless, the mitigation is only possible region-wise. The theoretical
minimum number of stereo-radargrammetric patches depends on the HoA ratio and both mas-
ter and slave coherences. This number decreases as µ or the coherences increase. Practically, it
should not be lower than 50 patches meaning that the minimum size for a PU error that can
be corrected in the differential interferogram is about 110×110 pixels.
5.4 Master unwrapped phase correction
The correction of the master unwrapped phase is the ultimate aim of the DB-PUC framework.
This section recalls briefly the discrepancy check, this time, applied to the absolute master and
differential unwrapped phases and the correction process. An analysis of the feasibility and the
requirements is proposed afterwards.
5.4.1 Final PU error detection and correction
The discrepancy check and the PU error detection follow the same idea as the one exposed in
section 5.2. The master and the differential estimated unwrapped phases φˆm (given by eq. (5.1))
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and φˆd (provided by eq. (5.27)) are compared in the slant range height domain:
∆hˆ =
hm2pi
2pi
(
ψm + 2
(
kmPU + εkmPU
)
pi +
(
kmoff + εkmoff
)
pi
)
−
hd2pi
2pi
(
ψd + 2
(
kdPU + εkdPU
)
pi +
(
kdoff + εkdoff
)
pi
)
(5.35)
The differential interferogram is supposed to be correctly unwrapped after the steps described
in section 5.3, thus εkdPU = 0. Furthermore, the trend due to possible residual global offsets is
compensated as introduced in section 5.2.2 (εkm
off
= εkd
off
= 0). As a result, eq. (5.35) can be
rewritten as:
∆hˆ =
hm2pi
2pi
(
ψm + 2
(
kmPU + εkmPU
)
pi + kmoffpi
)
− h
d
2pi
2pi
(
ψd + 2kdPUpi + k
d
offpi
)
(5.36)
Since
∆hˆ =
hm2pi
2pi
(ψm + 2kmPUpi + k
m
offpi)−
hd2pi
2pi
(
ψd + 2kdPUpi + k
d
offpi
)
= hmN − hdN = ∆hN (5.37)
the observed height difference ∆hˆ is equal to:
∆hˆ = hm2piεkmPU + ∆hN (5.38)
The height discrepancy is considered as a PU error when
∣∣∣∆hˆPU∣∣∣ > hm2pi/2. Considering that the
differential interferogram is (supposed to be) correctly unwrapped, the detection is straightfor-
ward.
Finally, the correction to apply on the ambiguity band (equal to −εkmPU) is easily derived from
eq. (5.38):
−εkmPU =
⌊
∆hˆ+ ∆hN
hm2pi
⌉
(5.39)
Only the ambiguity band of the unwrapped phase is modified. Accordingly, the algorithm is
congruent.
The correction is performed on the previously detected regions to avoid the creation of outliers,
a typical issue of pixel-wise approaches. The incompatible areas remain unaltered if they are
not adjacent to a region to correct. Otherwise, they are masked out (and set to a simulated
phase value to avoid artefacts during the geocoding).
Figure 5.19b presents the (absolute) rectified ambiguity band for the master scene of the Marble
Canyon example. The incompatible regions are masked out from the corrected unwrapped phase.
The corrections are in compliance with the AAD map obtained by comparing the estimated
unwrapped phase with respect to SRTM after the MCF algorithm (Fig. 5.19c). Figure 5.19a
illustrates where and in which phase (differential, master or both) a correction was required.
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Fig. 5.19. Master unwrapped phase correction of the Marble Canyon example: (a) mask of the corrected regions (b) map
of the corrected ambiguity band in the master unwrapped phase with the help of the differential interferogram, (c) recall
of the Absolute Ambiguity Deviation (AAD) map of the unwrapped phase with respect to SRTM for visual comparison.
5.4.2 Constraints and requirements on the data
Similarly to section 5.2.4, the conditions required for a successful correction, especially those
on the master and slave coherences, are investigated. The height noise standard deviation is:
σ∆h =
√
σhm2 + σhd2 =
√√√√(hm2pi
2pi
σφm
)2
+
(
hd2pi
2pi
σφd
)2
(5.40)
where σφd is approximated by (see section 5.3.2):
σφd =
√
σ2φm + σ
2
φs (5.41)
thus
σ∆h =
hm2pi
2pi
√√√√σ2φm +
(
hs2pi
hs2pi − hm2pi
)2 (
σ2φm + σ
2
φs
)
(5.42)
or as a function of hm2pi and µ:
σ∆h =
hm2pi
2pi
√√√√σ2φm + σ2φm + σ2φs
(1− µ)2 (5.43)
Figure 5.20 depicts the minimum coherence required to correct an ambiguity error in the mas-
ter unwrapped phase. Because hd2pi tends to infinity when h
s
2pi approaches h
m
2pi, the height noise
tends to infinity too, thus the correction is impossible (minimum required coherences tend to
1.). The minimum required coherence is the lowest when µ approaches 0.5 or 2 since hd2pi → hm2pi
or hs2pi, but as already mentioned, the differential interferogram is not helpful in these config-
urations. Finally, µ = 2/3 or µ = 3/2 turns out to be again the best compromise between
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the coherence and the suitability of the differential interferogram. Under these conditions, a
minimum coherence of only 0.37 is required.
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Fig. 5.20. Minimum coherence necessary to correct a PU error with respect to hm2pi and h
s
2pi assuming 25 looks (and that
both interferograms have the same coherence). Significant values of the HoA ratio µ are plotted as lines. The red strips
emphasise where it is not worthy to compute the differential interferogram (because of the resulting HoA, which is lower
than the data to correct).
5.5 Summary
In this chapter, the Dual-Baseline Phase Unwrapping Correction (DB-PUC) framework has
been presented. Briefly, its aim is to correct wrongly unwrapped phases by altering the mis-
estimated ambiguity bands by means of the (corrected) unwrapped phase of the differential
interferogram (Fig. 5.21). Phase unwrapping correction principle
Fig. 5.21. Master unwrapped phase correction principle.
The differential interferogram is obtained by demodulating the two interferograms with re-
spect to each other. Its higher height of ambiguity makes it easier to unwrap. The stereo-
radargrammetry, which is an absolute measurement resulting from the parallaxes between the
satellites, is used to correct the possible PU errors of the differential interferogram unwrapped
phase region-wise.
The DB-PUC has been designed and developed to cope with the constraints of the TanDEM-X
mission. Hence, through this chapter, the different requirements on the data for a successful
use of the workflow have been verified. They are:
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• the master and the slave HoAs must be sufficiently different (hm2pi 6= hs2pi) (see sections 5.2.4
and 5.3.1);
• all in all, the HoA ratio should optimally be µ ≈ 2/3 or µ ≈ 3/2 (refer to sections 5.2.4,
5.3.2 and 5.4.2);
• with this optimal HoA ratio, coherences have to be better than (only) 0.36, otherwise, the
requested minimum coherences are higher (see sections 5.2.4 and 5.4.2);
• large-scale terrain changes should not be present in the data, the possible affected regions
have to be masked out (incompatible regions from section 5.3.3.2);
• the stereo-radargrammetry allows to correct PU errors in the differential interferogram,
which are bigger than about 110× 110 pixels (consult section 5.3.5).
These requirements conform to the initially planned acquisitions (summarised in section 4.1.1)
of the TanDEM-X mission where hm2pi and h
s
2pi have the same order of magnitude with a ratio
µ ≈ 0.7.
The proposed method has the following advantages:
• it is independent of the amount of interferometric pairs available (starting from two);
• the algorithm is independent of any external reference such as a DEM
• phases do not have to be perfectly calibrated (i.e. absolute), especially a wrongly estimated
pi-ambiguity coming from the synchronisation link is not problematic (if the data are
sufficiently coherent for the offset determination);
• small to medium scale terrain changes are not dramatic, they can be handled as noise
inside the ambiguity bands (it depends however on the baseline configurations and its
resulting sensitivity to noise, see section 5.2.4);
• it is computationally efficient so that it can process more than 400 scenes per day;
• since the approach is to correct unwrapping errors, it is flexible and independent of the
phase unwrapping algorithm itself, another one could be used if required (as long as its
solution is congruent).
This framework is the core of the Integrated TanDEM-X Processor (ITP) when it comes to the
treatment of dual-baseline data. It is used operationally for the processing of all acquisitions
from the second global coverage but also for the correction of wrongly unwrapped data from the
first coverage (see appendix A.3). It has already processed more than 100,000 scenes. Complete
results and assessments are proposed in chapter 6.
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6 Results and assessment
This chapter demonstrates the ability of the Dual-Baseline Phase Unwrapping Correction (DB-
PUC) framework to address the demanding requirements of the TanDEM-X mission (TDM).
It also clarifies how this approach manages to deal with interferometric data of various quality
and with the different acquisition configurations presented in chapter 4. This thesis is focussed
on the multi-baseline processing of the second global coverage data. Only results related to it
are shown hereafter.
Due to the huge amount of data to process (cf. Table 4.1), one important concern is the time
efficiency. For this reason, the DB-PUC is applied by default only to scenes where single-baseline
phase unwrapping (1B-PU) may fail. The criteria for a successful 1B-PU are stringent: 1) the
quality ratio must be qratio > 0.994 i.e. more than 99.4% of the scene (in the coarse resolution)
has to agree with the stereo-radargrammetric phase (scenes not fulfilling this criterion are
depicted in Fig. 6.1a) and 2) the average coherence must be higher than 0.65 to ensure the
above-mentioned assessment to be trustworthy (acquisitions violating this limit are identified
in Fig. 6.1b). All in all, 36% of the second global coverage data are processed with the DB-PUC
framework. It may be needed at any place in the world and may map all possible kind of terrain
under disparate conditions.
In the first section, the results obtained with the DB-PUC for the test sites presented in
section 4.3 are illustrated. Then, the influence of the modifications of the acquisition plan on
the outcomes are investigated (Lachaise et al., 2014a,b). Finally, a global assessment of the DB-
PUC results for the second global coverage is provided as well as an overview of the resulting
absolute height accuracy of the final TDM DEM.
6.1 Demonstration of the DB-PUC framework
In section 4.3, examples for three typical issues for phase unwrapping (PU) have been depicted:
these are (large) incoherent regions, surface discontinuities and mountainous terrain. It has
been proven that none of the evaluated algorithms is able to deliver correctly reconstructed
absolute phases under the constraints of a global mapping as compulsory for the TanDEM-X
mission. The outputs of the proposed framework are depicted hereafter. Results for other test
sites have been already published in Lachaise et al. (2012a, 2013).
The various results are provided for the complete overlap of the master with one slave im-
age. The PU quality ratio qratio obtained by comparing the unwrapped and the stereo-
radargrammetric phases is the only quality control parameter delivered automatically by the
Integrated TanDEM-X Processor (ITP) (refer to section 4.2.2). The other statistical quality
indicators used for the systematic assessment were introduced in section 4.3.1. Similarly as in
section 4.3, the statistical analysis of the three initially estimated (1B) unwrapped phases φˆm,
φˆs and φˆd is performed only for pixels having a coherence greater than 0.25. The analysis of
the two corrected unwrapped phases is done only for compatible pixels. Note that the whole
master phase is unwrapped in one go to be assessed prior to the DB-PUC. The smaller parts,
which were selected for the evaluations in section 4.3, are emphasised by a brown rectangle on
the master Absolute Ambiguity Deviation (AAD) map of the 1B-PU outputs. Since the size
of the (master) wrapped phases are different, outcomes of the Minimum Cost Flow (MCF)
algorithm may differ from those presented there.
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Second year: PU ratio 1BL (only 2BL)
1B-PU 
quality ratio
DB-PUC
(a) Scenes exhibiting a single-baseline phase unwrapping (1B-PU) quality ratio lower than 0.994 (28,242 scenes)
Sec acq: coherence (only 2BL)
Coherence
DB-PUC
(b) Scenes with an average coherence lower than 0.65 (36,008 scenes)
Fig. 6.1. Maps of the TanDEM-X acquisitions of the second global coverage which violate (a) the (single-baseline) phase
unwrapping (PU) quality ratio and/or (b) the coherence thresholds. The union of both maps give all the candidates to
the Dual-Baseline Phase Unwrapping Correction (DB-PUC) (representing 51,279 scenes i.e. 35.93% of the second global
coverage acquisitions, data processed till 12/01/15)).
6.1.1 Challenging case 1: large waterbodies
The first studied challenging case was that of large waterbodies and more generally, incoherent
regions. It has been illustrated by a scene surrounding the Preikestolen in Norway.
Figure 6.2 depicts the different steps of the DB-PUC workflow for this test site. The same
colour scheme as in Fig. 5.1 is adopted to distinguish the master (cyan), slave (turquoise)
and differential (orange) data and the different steps of the framework (darker gray for the
differential interferogram processing and light gray for the master unwrapped phase correction).
The master and slave interferograms have a height of ambiguity (HoA) of -113 m/cycle and
76 m/cycle respectively (see Figs. 4.10a and 4.10e), and are characterised by a HoA ratio of
1.49=1/0.67 that is optimal.
First, the wrapped phases ψm and ψs are unwrapped separately with the MCF algorithm.
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The corresponding AAD maps of the estimated absolute phases calculated with respect to a
simulated phase from SRTM DEM are shown on the left side of Fig. 6.2. These maps only
allow to assess qualitatively and visually the unwrapping results and are not used in the
operational processing. The brown rectangle on the master AAD indicates the smaller re-
gion depicted in section 4.3.2. Since the distribution of the height difference is not unimodal,
the differential interferogram is computed, unwrapped and its estimated absolute phase φˆd
is checked with its equivalent stereo-radargrammetric phase. It can be observed that its un-
wrapped phase includes PU errors at different positions than in the master one. The upper
right part illuminates the mask of the areas which necessitated a correction in the differential
and/or in the master unwrapped phases and the applied ambiguity band correction. Finally,
the corrected master unwrapped phase converted to slant range height and its corresponding
AAD map are provided. The only remaining discrepancies are located close to the Preikestolen
cliff, which is inaccurate in SRTM DEM and subject to layover. Figure 6.3 presents the 3-D
view of the master SAR amplitude image colour-coded with the corrected terrain height.
MB_PULPIT_1102744_4
1041
‐24 [m]
Fig. 6.3. 3-D view of the master SAR image of the Preikestolen test site colour-coded with the corrected terrain height
The green lines delimit the half of which the correction process is illustrated in Fig. 6.2.
Table 6.1 summarises the statistical assessments for the initial estimated phases φˆm, φˆs and
φˆd unwrapped with the MCF (1B-PU) and the final differential and master unwrapped phases
corrected during the DB-PUC process. The PU quality ratios qratio obtained using the stereo-
qratio %(AD=0) AD σAD mAD NMAD
% coherent /
compatible pixels
initial φˆm (1B-PU) 0.802* 67.77% -0.31 0.50 0.077 0.144 90.45%
initial φˆs (1B-PU) 0.941 93.48% -0.13 0.57 0.056 0.082 81.92%
initial φˆd (1B-PU) 0.841 94.14% -0.06 0.28 0.021 0.031 94.72%
corrected φˆd (DB-PUC) 0.998 99.19% -0.006 0.12 0.020 0.029 84.07%
corrected φˆm (DB-PUC) 1.000* 99.07% -0.006 0.20 0.038 0.056 86.76%
Table 6.1. Summary of the performances of the DB-PUC framework for the Preikestolen region (see section 4.3.1 for the
explanation of the statistical quality indicators used for the assessment). The results of the master, slave and differential
phases unwrapped with the MCF algorithm, respectively φˆm, φˆs and φˆd, and the DB-PUC outputs are assessed (*the
master qratio are given for the whole scene). Only coherent (γ > 0.25) or compatible pixels are taken into account for the
statistics, their percentage is indicated in the last column.
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radargrammetry are given. For the master phases, the specified ratios are obtained for the
whole scene whereas for the other phases, they are only available for the overlap. These ratios
are the main drivers to initiate and to enable the DB-PUC but also to verify that the estimated
absolute differential phase is suitable for the correction of the master unwrapped phase. The
different qratio agree with the percentage of correctly unwrapped pixels with respect to the
simulated phase from SRTM DEM (%(AD=0), two first columns of Table 6.1). In this test site,
the HoAs are high and the coherences good (γm = 0.80 and γs = 0.73). Moreover, the water
clearly delimits the area to correct in the differential interferogram. The correction of the
differential interferogram was successful (qratio = 0.998). Hence, it can be used to correct the
master unwrapped phase. The final correction worked well so that the final qratio is 1.
6.1.2 Challenging case 2: surface discontinuity
Surface discontinuity occurs for example at the border of high plains. In section 4.3.3, two
scenes have been analysed: one in the Ubajara National Park in Brazil and the other around
the Mount Roraima in eastern Venezuela. The latter example emphasises more especially the
need of being independent of any reference since SRTM DEM is wrong by about 420 m there.
The results of the scene in the Ubajara National Park are summarised in Fig. 6.4 and 6.5
and Table 6.2. The master interferogram has a HoA of 41 m/cycle with an average coherence
of 0.76 and the selected slave, a HoA of 50 m/cycle and γs = 0.88 (see Figs. 4.14a and 4.14e).
The HoA ratio is thus µ = 0.82.
Due to the layover caused by the steep and high border of the plateau, the scene is split into two
parts and 1B-PU of all three phases fail (qratio = 0.546 for the (full) master and qratio ≈ 0.62
for the slave and differential single-baseline unwrapped phases and %(AD=0) ≈ 60%). The mas-
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Fig. 6.4. Dual-Baseline Phase Unwrapping Correction (DB-PUC) results for the scene in the Ubajara National Park:
(a) Absolute Ambiguity Deviation (AAD) map of the initial master unwrapped phase (1B-PU, the rectangle delimits
the part illustrated in section 4.3.3), (b) correction map applied to the differential (difgrm) and/or master unwrapped
phases, (c) final reconstructed slant range height and (d) final AAD map of the corrected master unwrapped phase.
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ter unwrapped phase is incorrect there by 3 cycles (Fig. 6.4a). Notwithstanding, the differential
interferogram can be easily corrected because the plateau to recover has a clear border marked
by the incoherent pixels of the layover (Fig. 6.4b). The proposed approach based on correcting
the ambiguity band region-wise allows to avoid or at least to strongly reduce the noise due to
ambiguity changes from one pixel to the next (σAD = 0.264 and NMAD=0.077 for the corrected
master phase whereas σAD = 0.31 and NMAD=0.12 for the Graph-Cuts Total Variation (GC-
TV) in Table 4.3 and as it can be noticed by comparing Fig. 6.4d and Fig. 4.16). 98.66% of
the pixels agree in ambiguity with SRTM (%(AD=0)). The discrepancies, located on the surface
discontinuity (Fig. 6.4d) come from the incoherent pixels and the resolution differences between
SRTM and TDM DEMs.
qratio %(AD=0) AD σAD mAD NMAD
% coherent /
compatible pixels
initial φˆm (1B-PU) 0.546* 59.48% 1.17 1.48 0.18 0.26 98.21%
initial φˆs (1B-PU) 0.622 59.63% 1.19 1.49 0.16 0.23 97.98%
initial φˆd (1B-PU) 0.621 60.16% 0.40 0.50 0.055 0.082 99.39%
corrected φˆd (DB-PUC) 0.994 99.73% 0.002 0.062 0.017 0.026 99.39%
corrected φˆm (DB-PUC) 1.000* 98.66% -0.0002 0.264 0.052 0.077 99.77%
Table 6.2. Summary of the performances of the DB-PUC for the test site in the Ubajara National Park (see section 4.3.1
for the explanation of the statistical quality indicators used for the assessment). The results of the master, slave and
differential phases unwrapped with the MCF algorithm, respectively φˆm, φˆs and φˆd, and the DB-PUC outputs are
assessed (*the master qratio are given for the whole scene). Only coherent (γ > 0.25) or compatible pixels are taken into
account for the statistics, their percentage is indicated in the last column.
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Fig. 6.5. 3-D view of the master SAR image for the Ubajara National Park area colour-coded with the corrected terrain
height. The green lines delimit the half of interest in Fig. 6.4.
The second provided example is the Mount Roraima. The results are presented in Fig. 6.6
and 6.7 and Table 6.3. The master interferogram has a HoA of 39 m/cycle and an average
coherence γm = 0.66 and the selected slave, a HoA of -48 m/cycle with γs = 0.71 (see Fig. 4.18).
The HoA ratio is thus µ = 0.81. The difficulties of this scene are the plateaus, which are also
wrong in the reference DEM from SRTM. The master phase φˆm has been successfully corrected:
the qratio is 1 (refer to Table 6.3). The final AAD over the Mount Roraima (bottom left) is 11 to
82
12 ambiguity bands corresponding to about 420 m to 460 m (see Fig. 6.6d). This is in agreement
with the height difference found between the highest point in the SRTM DEM (2,354 m) in
this region and the known highest point of the Mount Roraima (2,810 m 10 ). Therefore, it may
be assumed that the DB-PUC performed correctly in this case.
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Fig. 6.6. Dual-Baseline Phase Unwrapping Correction (DB-PUC) results for the Mount Roraima example: (a) Absolute
Ambiguity Deviation (AAD) map of the master unwrapped phase (1B-PU, the rectangle delimits the part illustrated in
section 4.3.3), (b) correction map applied to the differential interferogram (difgrm) and/or master unwrapped phases,
(c) reconstructed slant range height and (d) AAD map of the corrected master unwrapped phase (the residual apparent
errors are consequences of a wrong SRTM DEM).
qratio %(AD=0) AD σAD mAD NMAD
% coherent /
compatible pixels
initial φˆm (1B-PU) 0.955* 93.14% 0.19 0.95 0.089 0.13 92.60%
initial φˆs (1B-PU) 0.919 95.71% 0.04 0.22 0.024 0.036 95.98%
initial φˆd (1B-PU) 0.957 91.81% -0.21 0.87 0.084 0.12 91.22%
corrected φˆd (DB-PUC) 0.966 95.60% -0.07 0.39 0.024 0.036 95.98%
corrected φˆm (DB-PUC) 1.000* 93.15% -0.38 2.04 0.09 0.13 96.15%
Table 6.3. Summary of the performances of the DB-PUC for the Mount Roraima example (see section 4.3.1 for the
explanation of the statistical quality indicators used for the assessment). The results of the master, slave and differential
phases unwrapped with the MCF algorithm, respectively φˆm, φˆs and φˆd, and the DB-PUC outputs are assessed (*the
master qratio are given for the whole scene). Only coherent (γ > 0.25) or compatible pixels are taken into account for the
statistics, their percentage is indicated in the last column.
6.1.3 Challenging case 3: mountainous terrain
Mountainous terrain is a more complicated case than the previous ones. PU errors are numer-
ous, of variable size and their delimitations are unclear. The chosen example is an acquisition
10 http://www.peakbagger.com/peak.aspx?pid=8684
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Fig. 6.7. 3-D view of the master SAR image for the Mount Roraima example colour-coded with final corrected terrain
height. The green lines delimit the half of interest in Fig. 6.6.
surrounding the Isolation Peak in the Rocky Mountains, USA.
The results of the DB-PUC for this test site are shown in Fig. 6.8 and 6.9 and Table 6.4. The
master interferogram has a small HoA of 32 m/cycle and moderately low coherence (γm =
0.57). The selected slave interferogram has a HoA -42 m/cycle with γs = 0.62 (see Figs. 4.21a
and 4.21b). As a result, the HoA ratio is µ = 0.76. The 1B-PU of the master and slave phases
were unsuccessful (the percentage of correctly unwrapped pixels is respectively %m(AD=0) = 5.40%
with a median value of mAD = 2.69 and %
s
(AD=0) = 79.03%, see Table 6.4). In this example, the
two qratio are not in compliance with the two %(AD=0) because the coherences are quite low and
the PU errors so numerous that it is not possible to distinguish the different local maxima of the
distributions of the stereo-radargrammetric and downsampled unwrapped phase differences (see
appendix B.3.5). As for the differential interferogram, its phase has been properly unwrapped
(qratio = 1.0 and %(AD=0) = 99.07%), thus only the master unwrapped phase had to be corrected
(see the correction map which is only green in Fig. 6.8b). The final AAD map (Fig. 6.8d) reveals
isolated discrepancies with respect to SRTM DEM. This is due to the resolution differences as
perceptible from Fig. 6.8e, which depicts the difference between the corrected master unwrapped
qratio %(AD=0) AD σAD mAD NMAD
% coherent /
compatible pixels
initial φˆm (1B-PU) 0.563* 5.40% 0.16 2.62 2.69 3.99 83.69%
initial φˆs (1B-PU) 0.992 79.03% -0.15 0.57 0.19 0.28 92.25%
initial φˆd (1B-PU) 1.000 99.07% 0.0034 0.14 0.052 0.077 84.37%
corrected φˆd (DB-PUC) 1.000 99.07% 0.0034 0.14 0.052 0.077 84.37%
corrected φˆm (DB-PUC) 1.000 85.52% 0.062 0.53 0.19 0.29 80.30%
Table 6.4. Summary of the performances of the DB-PUC for the Isolation peak example (see section 4.3.1 for the
explanation of the statistical quality indicators used for the assessment). The results of the master, slave and differential
phases unwrapped with the MCF algorithm, respectively φˆm, φˆs and φˆd, and the DB-PUC outputs are assessed (*the
master qratio are given for the whole scene). Only coherent (γ > 0.25) or compatible pixels are taken into account for the
statistics, their percentage is indicated in the last column.
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phase and the simulated phase from SRTM DEM. The smooth transitions indicate the inability
of SRTM DEM to represent correctly the steep slopes on small scales.
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(d) Final AAD map
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Fig. 6.8. Dual-Baseline Phase Unwrapping Correction (DB-PUC) results for the Isolation peak example: (a) Absolute
Ambiguity Deviation (AAD) map of the master unwrapped phase (1B-PU, the rectangle delimits the part illustrated in
section 4.3.4), (b) correction map applied to the differential interferogram (difgrm) and/or master unwrapped phases,
(c) the reconstructed slant range height, (d) the AAD map of the corrected master unwrapped phase and (e) difference
with the simulated phase from SRTM DEM.MB_ISOLATION_PEAK_1072179_6
4065
2392 [m]
Fig. 6.9. 3-D view of the master SAR image for the Isolation peak example colour-coded with final corrected terrain
height. This is only the half presented in Fig. 6.8.
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6.1.4 Summary
In this section, the results of the proposed DB-PUC framework for the examples introduced
in section 4.3 have been given. For the two first challenging cases of large waterbodies and
surface discontinuities, PU problems arose in the three single-baseline unwrapped phases (mas-
ter, slave and differential). Nonetheless, the borders of the wrongly unwrapped regions are
clearly delimited by the incoherent/incompatible areas due to the water and layover/shadow
and the correction is straightforward. In contrast, in mountainous terrain, shadow and layover
lead to more problems. Errors are numerous and might be of small scale (and thus could not
be mitigated through the stereo-radagrammetry). In the presented example, the differential
interferogram was correctly unwrapped enabling a successful final correction. Especially for
mountainous terrain, the higher HoA of the differential interferogram is helpful. Often, this one
does not need to be unwrapped. These four test sites exhibited all sufficiently good character-
istics (µ and γ) to enable a correct DB-PUC.
The approach developed in this thesis, the Dual-Baseline Phase Unwrapping Correction (DB-
PUC) framework, outperforms the evaluated algorithms: the Minimum Cost Flow (MCF)
(Costantini, 1998), the Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) (estimation in slant range
adapted from Eineder and Adam (2005)) and the Graph-Cuts Total Variation (GC-TV) (Fer-
raioli et al., 2009). It corrected successfully all master unwrapped phases. Its multi-level ap-
proach makes it flexible, computationally efficient and well adapted to the various PU error
scenarios. Last but not least, the region-wise error determination and correction in terms of
ambiguity bands allow it to be less sensitive to noise and to potential terrain changes.
6.2 Challenges ensued from the adapted acquisition plan
As explained in sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3, interferometric data had to be acquired differently as
originally planned because of the unexpectedly high volume decorrelation over dense forested
regions. This affected the HoAs and HoA ratios. Additionally, the time span between the acqui-
sitions may vary extremely. This section describes the encountered difficulties, the consequences
for the operational DB-PUC process and how this framework is still able to deal with them
(Lachaise et al., 2014a,b).
6.2.1 Height of ambiguity and HoA ratio
Typical HoAs are 40 to 50 m/cycle for the first global coverage and 30 to 35 m/cycle for the
second coverage acquisitions so that the HoA ratio µ is about 0.7 (Table 4.1). Nevertheless, a
significant amount of HoAs are out of these narrow ranges (refer to section 4.1.3.1). For this
reason, µ may not be anymore optimal for the DB-PUC framework (see section 4.1.3.2). Un-
deniably, the resulting large range of HoA ratios influences dramatically the correction process
and more especially the processing of the differential interferogram. Since the whole correction
procedure relies on the assumption of having a trustworthy absolute differential phase, this is
of major importance. The worst cases are (detailed in section 5.3):
• both HoAs are exactly equal (µ = 1): it is not possible to compute the differential inter-
ferogram,
• both HoAs are similar (µ approaches 1.0): the resulting HoA of the differential interfero-
gram gets very large and the PU error correction in the master phase is compromised,
• µ is smaller than 0.5 or greater than 2: the HoA of the differential interferogram is smaller
than the ones of two interferograms; moreover, PU errors in the master estimated phase
are usually not detectable (explained in section 5.2.4).
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In these cases, the differential interferogram is not helpful. Figure 6.10 illustrates on a global
map the HoA ratios µ between the master scenes from the second coverage and each of their
slave supporting scenes coming either from the first global coverage (Fig. 6.10a) or the addi-
tional acquisitions over dense forested and difficult terrain (Fig. 6.10b). The dark red (µ ≈ 1)
and dark blue (µ ≤ 0.5 or µ ≥ 2.0) dots represent HoA ratios for which the differential in-
terferogram cannot be computed or is not useful. The orange and lighter blue marks denote
suboptimal ratios for which the differential interferogram is still used. Finally, the green dots
are for the ratio which are considered as optimal. For example, for the west coast of North
America, the second coverage acquisitions have an unsuitable HoA ratio with those of the first
global coverage but they have a favourable possible combination by means of the additional
acquisitions.
Sec acq: HoA ratio 1st (only 2BL, s allest)
HoA ratio
(a) Acquisitions from the first global coverage used as slave
Sec acq: HoA ratio add (only 2BL, smallest)
HoA ratio
(b) Additional acquisitions used as slave
Fig. 6.10. Global maps of the height of ambiguity (HoA) ratios of the scenes of the second global coverage processed
with the Dual-Baseline Phase Unwrapping Correction (DB-PUC) framework. The master is the acquisition of the second
coverage (HoAs mapped in Fig. 4.1c) and the slave is either from (a) the first global coverage (HoAs mapped in Fig. 4.1a)
or (b) the additonal acquisitions over forested and difficult terrain (HoAs mapped in Fig. 4.1b). For µ ≈ 1 (red) and
µ ≤ 0.5 or µ ≥ 2.0 (dark blue), the differential interferogram cannot be computed. The orange and lighter blue marks
denote suboptimal ratios for which the differential interferogram is used. Finally, the green dots are for the ratio which
are considered as optimal.
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The amount of inadequate scene combinations (µ ≈ 1, µ ≤ 0.5 or µ ≥ 2.0) is not negligible but
also and especially they might be the only pairs available for the DB-PUC. As a consequence,
the scenes with unfavourable HoAs have to be used as far as practicable. Yet, the only handy
information is the slave interferogram. Its 1B-PU output can be assessed only by means of the
stereo-radargrammetry. The 1B-PU is said successful if the qratio greater than 0.97. Under these
circumstances, the qratio has to be trusted. This is a strong limiting factor but it enables the
use of the DB-PUC workflow for most of the scene combinations.
Last but not least, the differential interferogram contains the noise of both interferograms. In
consequence, in mountainous or forested terrain, a correct PU may not be achievable or the
resulting corrected master unwrapped phase may be of low quality. The differential absolute
phase is thus verified prior to the correction of the master estimated phase. Also in this case,
the outcomes of the stereo-radargrammetric assessment have to be relied on.
Figure 6.11a recalls the joint distribution of the master and the slave HoAs. It shows all the
scenes that fulfil the requirements for the DB-PUC. It displays also those that could eventually
be used using the above-mentioned improvement (i.e. the use of slave interferograms for the
correction if µ is unfavourable and their unwrapping is successful according to the stereo-
radargrammetry) and depicted in red or dark blue in Fig. 6.10. Figures 6.11b and 6.11c illustrate
the minimum coherences required to detect or to correct a PU error. These are the same figures
as Fig. 5.8 and 5.20 with the difference that the combinations of master and slave HoAs which
do not exist in TDM, are masked out. Thresholds on µ to achieve the best performance
in the DB-PUC are µ ≥ 0.55 and µ ≤ 0.76. These limiting ratios have been determined for
a threshold on the minimum coherence of 0.65 and 3σ assuming 25 looks. The limitation for the
former is the ability to detect PU error (see Fig. 6.11b) whereas for the latter, it is the required
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(a) Joint distribution of the master and slave HoAs (recall from Fig. 4.4)
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Fig. 6.11. Minimum coherences necessary to (b) detect and (c) correct a PU error for the joint distribution of the
master and slave HoAs (a) assuming 25 looks (3σ and that both interferograms have the same coherence). Significant
values of the HoA ratio µ are plotted as lines. In (b), µ = 0.55 is the lower limit for the HoA ratio obtained for a maximum
allowed minimum coherence of 0.65 to detect a PU error. In (c), µ = 0.76 is the upper limit for a straightforward
master estimated phase correction. The red strips emphasise where the differential interferogram is not helpful for the
DB-PUC.
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quality of the differential interferogram for a successful correction of the master unwrapped
phase. The 3σ ensure that the detection and the correction of PU errors is successful for 99.7%
of the pixels. These thresholds emphasise consequently the ideal conditions for the DB-PUC
framework. 46% of the used configurations conform with these ideal requirements on the HoA
ratio. If the number of looks is greater, the thresholds can be relaxed.
6.2.2 Time span between the acquisitions and temporal changes
A time span of several months or more separates the different acquisitions. Thus, temporal
changes such as seasonal ones may take place. Figure 6.13 shows the difference in months
between the acquisition dates of the master and the slave interferograms coming either from
the first global coverage or the additional acquisitions over dense forested and difficult terrain
(absolute value of the difference wrapped into ±6 months). One year difference between both
acquisitions results into 0 month of difference whereas a difference of 10 months is represented
like one of 2 months to emphasise the season differences. The vegetation may have different
heights or, and it is not the least effect, snow or ice may be present in only one scene (see
an example of frozen/non-frozen water in Fig. 6.12). This is very likely to happen for the
additional acquisitions over Russia of the Alps (see Fig. 6.13b). This is an important issue
because such height discrepancies that are not detected as incompatible regions may locally
disturb the correction.
Fig. 6.12. Seasonal changes: the two acquisitions on the left (second coverage) were taken in summer thus the water
is incoherent whereas the first coverage acquisition (on the right) is from early spring and the river is still frozen thus
coherent.
Figure 6.14 depicts the influence of possible seasonal changes on the phases of the different
interferograms. Both the different vegetation height and the presence of snow in only one of
the scenes are studied. In late spring/summer (slave interferogram), the ground and trees are
mapped at a certain height hs = hsummer. In late autumn/winter (master interferogram, the
one to correct), trees and ground may be covered with snow and thus have a different height
(the penetration may also be different due to, e.g., the leaf loss). Without loss of generality, the
height discrepancy denoted εh is considered in the master interferogram. The height is then
hm = hwinter = hsummer + εh. The corresponding phases are:
φs =
2pi
hs2pi
hsummer and φ
m =
2pi
hm2pi
(hsummer + εh) (6.1)
The differential interferogram exhibits then a phase, which is neither the ground phase nor the
ground plus snow nor the ground plus trees phases but an intermediate one:
φd =
2pi
hd2pi
hsummer +
2pi
hm2pi
εh (6.2)
Accordingly, the height corresponding to the differential phase is:
hd = hsummer +
hd2pi
hm2pi
εh = hsummer + εh
1
1− µ (6.3)
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Sec acq: delta acq time (1st only 2BL, smallest)
Diff. acq. time
(month)
(a) Acquisitions from the first global coverage used as slave
Sec acq: delta acq time (add only 2BL, smallest)
Diff. acq. time
(month)
(b) Additional acquisitions used as slave
Fig. 6.13. Global maps of the difference in months (absolute value of the difference wrapped into ±6 months) of the
acquisition times of the scenes of the second global coverage processed with the Dual-Baseline Phase Unwrapping Cor-
rection (DB-PUC) framework. The master is the acquisition of the second coverage and the slave is either from (a) the
first global coverage or (b) the additonal acquisitions over forested and difficult terrain. One year difference between
both acquisitions results into 0 month of difference whereas a difference of 10 months is represented as one of 2 months
to emphasise the season differences.
In Fig. 6.14, εh = −5 m < 0 over the forest, so that the resulting height is lower than the real
ones. On the contrary, on the ground, εh = 2 m > 0 because of the snow and the height coming
from the differential interferogram is higher.
Figure 6.15a shows the maximum allowed height noise to detect a PU error (Fig. 5.7 where the
combinations of master and slave HoAs which do not exist, are masked out). In section 5.2.1,
the case of no terrain changes or small ones which are considered as noise has been studied.
Consequently, this plot can equivalently be interpreted as representing the maximum height
discrepancy allowed so that this one is not recognised as a PU error. Figure 6.15b shows for
which configurations a height discrepancy of 5 m like the height difference over the forest in
the example of Fig. 6.14 would be detected as a PU error (in dark red). For the illustrated
configuration (marked by a blue star), the 5 m would still be considered as noise and would
not disturb the correction. This specific height discrepancy is not problematic for any HoAs
combinations for which µ ∈ [0.55, 0.76].
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Fig. 6.14. Description of the effect of seasonal changes on the phase and height of the differential interferogram. The
master scene was acquired in winter and is covered by snow whereas the slave was acquired in summer. The heights are
different by 5 m in the forest and by 2 m on the ground. The corresponding heights in the differential interferogram are
respectively 20 m and 8 m i.e. 4 times bigger than the height discrepancy (eq. (6.3)) and totally different from both real
heights.
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(b) Configurations which detect εh =5 m as a PU error
Fig. 6.15. Maximum allowed height discrepancy εh which is seen as noise and not as a PU error represented as a function
of hm2pi and h
s
2pi. (b) emphasises the configurations which would consider εh = 5 m as a PU error (in dark red). The blue
star is the configuration of Fig. 6.14. Significant values of the HoA ratio µ are plotted as lines.
In contrast, if the height discrepancy is detected as a PU error or if there is a PU error and
a height discrepancy, the correction performed by means of the differential interferogram is
misleading. If the unwrapped phase over the forest is misestimated in one of the interferograms
of Fig. 6.14, the discrepancy would be detected, the differential interferogram computed, and
the ambiguity band of the master unwrapped phase would be modified to be in agreement with
a differential phase equivalent to a “height” of 20 m which does not represent the ground truth
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of any acquisitions.
6.2.3 Joint analysis of the two effects and summary
In this section, the effects of the large ranges of heights of ambiguity (HoAs) and more especially,
the influence of the HoA ratios on the DB-PUC framework were first analysed. The amount
of acquired regions affected by an inappropriate ratio being not negligible, the DB-PUC has
been adapted so that master scenes which have slave interferograms with an unsuitable HoA
ratio can still be corrected. However, this is achievable only under the condition that the
slave is correctly unwrapped according to the stereo-radargrammetry. Table 6.5 summarises
the repartition of the slave scenes fulfilling (or not) the ideal requirements on the HoA ratio and
those exhibiting a relatively good average coherence. 37% of the used slave scenes have the ideal
conditions to perform a successful DB-PUC (depicted in green in Fig. 6.16a). These thresholds
(µ ∈ [0.55, 0.76]) were computed for 25 looks and an error of 3σ i.e. they ensure that 99.7% of
the pixels can be corrected without uncertainty (considering a Gaussian distribution). However,
the framework is robust enough to use data exhibiting conditions less ideal. Figure 6.16a depicts
in green master scenes for which at least two slave with suitable HoA ratio are available. On the
contrary, the red colour shows all master scenes which had to be processed with data exhibiting
an unfavourable combination (µ and/or γ).
The second part of this section brought to the reader’s attention the consequences of the
combination of scenes acquired at different seasons (and per extension of any terrain height
changes). It was shown that areas with wrong height may occur in deciduous forests or snow and
ice covered regions if data from totally different seasons have to be combined. Notwithstanding,
for typical HoAs and HoA ratios µ, temporal height discrepancies below 5 to 8 m do not affect
the DB-PUC. 85% of the data have a difference of less than 4 months between their acquisitions
time (absolute value of the wrapped difference into ± 6 months) and are depicted in red in
Fig. 6.16b. Red points indicate that at least one of the slave scenes used for the DB-PUC was
acquired at the opposite season (winter/summer) than the master scene.
Red dots in Fig. 6.16 indicate where the DB-PUC may encounter problems because the HoA
ratio is not ideal and the coherence low and/or because the season is opposite in the considered
acquisitions (summer vs winter). The worst possible case is when both the conditions on µ and
on the (same) season are not fulfilled. However, the DB-PUC framework is robust and still
performs good as it is shown in section 6.3.
fulfil ideal conditions do not fulfil ideal conditions
HoA ratio µ ∈ [0.55, 0.76] 46.33% 53.67%
coherence γ > 0.55 82.82% 17.18%
µ ∈ [0.55, 0.76] and γ > 0.55 37.18% 62.82%
difference acquisition time (≤ 4 months) 84.58% 15.42%
Table 6.5. Repartition of the slave scenes used during the Dual-Baseline Phase Unwrapping Correction (DB-PUC) with
respect to the ideal requirements for a straightforward DB-PUC procedure (µ ∈ [0.55, 0.76] and γ > 0.55).
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Sec acq: good conditions (add only 2BL, highest)
Good
conditions
Yes
No
(a) Conditions for the DB-PUC: good (green) means that at least 2 slave scenes exist with ideal HoA ratios and coherences
better than 0.55, red indicates that no or only one favourable combination is available.
Sec acq: delta acq time (add only 2BL, smallest)
Same season
Yes
No
(b) Acquisition at the same season: green indicates that all slave have been acquired at the same season whereas red
means that the difference between the acquisition times is greater than 4 months (absolute value of the wrapped difference
into ± 6 months) for at least one slave. Scenes inside ±30◦ of latitudes are not shown because seasonal changes are not
likely to happen.
Fig. 6.16. Location of scenes according to their (a) conditions in terms of HoA ratio and coherence for the Dual-Baseline
Phase Unwrapping Correction (DB-PUC) and (b) relative acquisition seasons. Green means that either the condition on
the HoA ratio and coherence or the season are ideal for the correction process. On the contrary, red emphasises where
the scene combinations is not optimal and where problems could occur.
6.3 Results of the DB-PUC framework and vertical ac-
curacy of the final TanDEM-X DEM
Figure 6.18 exhibits on a global map the 1B-PU quality ratio for the regions where the DB-
PUC has been processed automatically. These regions are the union of scenes exhibiting a PU
ratio lower than 0.994 and of those with an average coherence lower than 0.65 (see Fig. 6.1).
Green means success and other colours possible failures. The other scenes were processed only
using 1B-PU (data that exhibit errors which escaped that check are reprocessed in a second
iteration using a forced DB-PUC approach). 36% of the second coverage data were processed
with the DB-PUC. Figure 6.19 represents on a global map the PU quality ratio after the DB-
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PUC procedure. Almost every scene has been corrected successfully: the overall success rate is
96.5% (see Table 6.6).
Number of scenes 142,716
Number of scenes processed with DB-PUC 51,279 35.93%
Scenes successfully unwrapped
and/or corrected (qratio > 0.97)
137,666 96.46%
Table 6.6. Summary of the results of the phase unwrapping (PU) for the TanDEM-X second global coverage.
The absolute vertical accuracy of the final TanDEM-X DEM is displayed on a global map on
Fig. 6.17. According to Wessel et al. (2013), “the absolute vertical accuracy is the uncertainty in
the height of a pixel with respect to its true height caused by random and uncorrected systematic
errors. The value is expressed as a linear error at 90% confidence level. The absolute height
error is computed with respect to the ICESat points which were not used during the calibration
process (see appendix A.6). This map shows the 90% error of every DEM tile with respect to
the ICESat points lying in it. Consequently, it shows the discrepancy to ICESat points such as
possible remaining PU errors but also different signal penetration. 99.8% of all ICESat points
used for the assessment achieve the absolute height error required by the specification i.e. below
10 m. The mean offset over all ICESat validation points is 0.16 cm and the accumulated absolute
height accuracy (90%) is 1.1 m thus significantly below the requirements (see Table 6.7).
Final DEM Status: 99.8% of all data achieve absolute height error specification
over 9.5M ICESat validation points: Mean Offset = 16cm, 90% error = 1.1m
Final DEM Status of Absolute Height Accuracy
9 0
%
 A
c c
u r
a c
y
6. TerraSAR‐X / TanDEM‐X Mission Status Meeting Slide 119
Fig. 6.17. Absolute vertical accuracy (9,6 1 DEM tiles, courtesy of TanDEM-X System Performance Working Group,
final DEM processed till 22/04/2015).
Number of DEM tiles 9,691
Number of assessed points (w.r.t ICESat) 8,741,165
Linear Error for Absolute Height
Accuracy (<10 m, 90% error)
99.77%
Mean height deviation 0.15 m
Accumulated absolute height accuracy (90% error) 1.07 m
Table 6.7. Summary of the vertical accuracy of the final TanDEM-X DEM (courtesy of TanDEM-X System Performance
Working Group, final DEM processed till 22/04/2015).
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Figure 6.20 display two 3-D views of the first processed tile of the final TanDEM-X DEM
which contains difficult terrain. It is over the Kamchatka peninsula in Russia. This contains
scenes which required DB-PUC and scenes acquired from two different incidence angles to fill
in shadow and layover regions.
Fig. 6.20. 3-D views of the final TanDEM-X DEM over the Kamchatka peninsula in Russia (courtesy of Nils Sparwasser
from the Science Communication and Visualisation Department of DLR-EOC).
The presented results showed that the proposed Dual-Baseline Phase Unwrapping Correction
(DB-PUC) framework performed very well even under not ideal conditions. It is computationally
efficient, flexible and robust. It has been successfully used for the processing of the second global
coverage acquisitions. Finally, the vertical accuracy of the final TanDEM-X is well below the
requirements.
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7 Conclusion and outlook
7.1 Conclusion
The aim of this thesis was to combine multi-temporal bistatic high-resolution interferometric
data in order to perform a correct and accurate phase unwrapping on a global scale. More
particularly, it was to
”develop a robust and fast multi-channel phase unwrapping algorithm which is reliable,
fully automatic and usable operationally for the TanDEM-X mission”
In order to achieve this goal, which was crucial for the success of the TanDEM-X mission,
this work had four main phases reflected in the four main parts of this thesis. First of all,
the fundamentals of elevation retrieval from InSAR data have been explained and a review of
the existing methods have been carried out in chapters 2 and 3. Second, the peculiarities of
the TanDEM-X bistatic interferometric data have been presented and three representative algo-
rithms have been assessed in chapter 4. Third, the proposed approach, the Dual-Baseline Phase
Unwrapping Correction (DB-PUC) framework, has been described and analysed in chapter 5.
Finally, in chapter 6, an assessment of the developed method has been presented for selected
examples followed by an analysis of the results of the operational processing.
The design of an adequate phase unwrapping (PU) method intended to an operational usage
on a global scale was challenging. The following conclusions can be drawn based on the inves-
tigations carried out:
• A global mapping requires a robust, versatile and computationally efficient PU method,
which is able to deal with data of heterogeneous quality and acquired with very different
baseline configurations.
• Designing a totally new phase unwrapping algorithm is not always an appropriate solution.
For example, elevation extraction based on statistical estimation with dual-baseline (or
few multi-baseline) data acquired at different time periods does not allow to recover a
satisfactory height map. A more suitable solution is to use an existing single-baseline
phase unwrapping (1B-PU) algorithm of which the advantages and limits are well-known
and then, to correct its outputs.
• Because temporal changes of the topography occur, a global mapping requires to be inde-
pendent of external (possibly outdated or partially erroneous) reference.
As a result, a new PU approach, the Dual-Baseline Phase Unwrapping Correction (DB-PUC)
framework, has been designed and developed considering the above-mentioned facts. Its key
characteristics are to:
• perform the correction region-wise,
• only correct the misestimated ambiguity bands,
• take benefit of the differential interferogram as a third reliable information,
• use the absolute measurements stemming from the radargrammetric shifts,
• be independent of external reference data,
• be versatile, robust and computationally efficient.
The proposed DB-PUC framework follows a multi-stage approach. Its first step is to seek
possible discrepancies between the master and slave height maps in the slant range geome-
try. Logically, the correction is made only in the presence of inconsistencies. The second step
consists in the unwrapping of the phase of the differential interferogram, which has typically a
higher height of ambiguity (HoA). The differential unwrapped phase is validated and potentially
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corrected region-wise by means of the stereo-radargrammetric phase. Finally, the master un-
wrapped phase is corrected in terms of ambiguity bands with the help of the absolute differential
phase. The region-wise correction of the ambiguity bands ensures that the correction process
is less sensitive to external perturbation such as noise and, more important, temporal changes.
The DB-PUC framework was the default phase unwrapping method to process operationally
the acquisitions of the second global coverage. The proposed approach has been also used to
correct phase unwrapping errors, which arose during the single-baseline processing of the other
acquisitions.
In the following, results of both the studies performed along this thesis and the operational
processing of more than 100,000 bistatic scenes are summarised:
• The DB-PUC framework performs optimally for dual-baseline data exhibiting a HoA ratio
µ within 0.55 and 0.76 (or within 1/0.76 and 1/0.55) and sufficient coherence (γ ≥ 0.55).
These thresholds on µ have been obtained for 25 looks. If more looks can be used, the
thresholds can be relaxed.
• The differential interferogram is helpful, i.e. its HoA is higher than the master and
slave ones, only if µ ∈ ]0.5, 2[ (but µ 6= 1). Out of this range, the slave interferograms are
used as a replacement for the differential interferogram under the condition of a correct
phase unwrapping (consistent with the radargrammetry).
• Terrain changes for example due to seasonal changes (presence of snow or vegetation only
in one of the two acquisitions) are not problematic for the ideal acquisition configurations
(µ ∈ [0.55, 0.76]) if they do not exceed 5 to 8 m.
• 36% of the data of the second global coverage required a correction of the 1B-PU outputs.
The success rate of this correction is 96.5%. For the other 3.5%, available data are not
of sufficient quality, have unfavourable HoA ratios and/or exhibit terrain changes due to
different climatic conditions.
7.2 Outlook
In this thesis, a multi-level approach to correct PU errors in terms of ambiguity bands, the DB-
PUC framework, has been developed and successfully applied within the TanDEM-X mission.
In this section, recommendations for possible improvements are outlined and a recommendation
for a future mission is formulated. Finally, further research and applications are suggested.
Three algorithmic improvements are conceivable:
• In case that µ /∈ ]0.5, 2[, the differential interferogram is not useful. However, if the interfer-
ogram of longer baseline is multiplied by a small integer, the computation of a differential
interferogram with a favourable HoA is enabled again (linear combinations of interfero-
grams). Scenes or at least parts of them could be restored. This has however, a limited
impact since it is only worth considering for scenes having a high coherence because the
noise is also amplified.
• In the proposed approach, the correction of the master unwrapped phase by means of
the differential interferogram phase is ensured to work satisfactory with an adequate HoA
ratio and a sufficiently good coherence. However, the variety of possible baseline com-
binations and interferometric quality complicates dramatically the task. Until now, the
wrongly estimated ambiguity band is the master unwrapped phase is corrected to the
nearer ambiguity band suggested by the differential interferogram. A cluster analysis of
the master and differential ambiguity bands distributions with respect to each other could
improve the robustness in case of extreme configurations or very low SNR as suggested by
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Yu et al. (2011); Liu et al. (2015). Furthermore, the slave interferogram is only used to
compute the differential interferogram. The cluster analysis could be enhanced to work in
3-D to take the three unwrapped phases into account.
• Additional acquisitions might be acquired to fill the gaps in the final DEM in the on-going
TanDEM-X mission. These new data would have up to four years difference with the
actual ones. Moreover, a gap in the final DEM hints that available data are not suitable to
retrieve a trustworthy height map. A robust change detection and possibly segmentation
would then become important. It should be based on the complex interferogram values.
With the experience gained during the TanDEM-X mission, a recommendation for a future
mission can be formulated. The bistatic mode allows to avoid temporal decorrelation within
an interferogram but there is still decorrelation between the two interferograms used in the
DB-PUC. Also terrain changes may occur between the acquisitions. In consequence, a multi-
static acquisition system would allow several interferograms with various baselines and possibly
different frequencies to be acquired simultaneously. The interferometric cartwheel configuration
proposed by Massonnet (2001) seems to be a low cost but effective solution. He suggested to form
a constellation of several passive micro-satellites in an orbit configuration forming a cartwheel
and flying close to an active satellite. As a result, several bistatic interferograms can be acquired
simultaneously.
Besides the algorithmic improvements, the extension of the DB-PUC method to multi-geometry
and/or repeat-pass data is an appealing research topic. Likewise, its application to higher
resolution data is a great challenge.
• Regarding repeat-pass data, the framework has been already applied successfully and
operationally to pursuit-monostatic data i.e. to repeat-pass interferometric data with a
very short time lag. By incorporating the necessary corrections such as atmospheric com-
pensation, an extension of the method to repeat-pass data with higher time separation
could be promising for further use.
• The proposed approach works in the slant range geometry. As such, it can use only data
from the same acquisition geometry. An interesting research topic would be to adapt it
to process data from different viewing geometries. In the TanDEM-X mission, a pair of
interferograms acquired from the crossing orbit is available for difficult terrain. A first
step could be to separately unwrap the two sets of dual-baseline data with the DB-PUC
approach and then, to correct and fuse the resulting geocoded height maps with a similar
correction concept but in the ground projected geometry. It is also conceivable to use a
radargrammetric approach to obtain a coarse DEM fusing the two geometries. This one
could support in a second step the accurate unwrapping of the interferometric pairs.
• The developed method is strongly related to the TanDEM-X mission. Nonetheless, it
remains flexible and relatively independent of the 1B-PU method and the sampling of
the input phases. Consequently, it can be applied to generate DEMs of higher resolution
in height and space with TanDEM-X data. 1) To get a higher height accuracy, the HoA
has to be smaller (e.g. about 20 m/cycle or less). It leads to potential difficulties in the
unwrapping of the phase of the differential interferogram. As a result, the success of the
DB-PUC is compromised. To overcome this problem, the simulated phase from the final
TanDEM-X DEM could be removed to ease and speed-up the 1B-PU. The DB-PUC would
be then applied on the unwrapped residual phases. 2) The method can also be applied on
filtered phases with state-of-the-art techniques such as non-local ones. In that case, the
noise is reduced while the details are preserved and DEMs of higher resolution and spacing
can be derived.
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A The TanDEM-X mission
The TanDEM-X (TerraSAR-X add-on for Digital Elevation Measurement) mission is the first
free flying bistatic Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) space mission. A single-pass high resolution
SAR interferometer (Fig. A.1) has been formed in June 2010 by adding a second (almost
identical) TanDEM-X satellite (TDX) to the TerraSAR-X satellite (TSX), launched in June
2007.
The primary mission objective is the generation of a global consistent high resolution Digital
Elevation Model (DEM). However, TDX and TSX also form a configurable platform allowing
the demonstration of different SAR techniques and applications.
Both satellites fly in a close HELIX formation (Moreira et al., 2004b) and are typically separated
by distances varying between 200 and 500 metres. In addition, baselines are adjustable in
across- and along-track directions. Hence, acquisition of highly accurate cross- and along-track
interferograms with almost no temporal decorrelation and atmospheric perturbations is made
possible.
The TanDEM-X mission is, like the TerraSAR-X mission, a public-private partnership between
the German Aerospace Center (DLR) and Airbus Defense and Space (former EADS Astrium).
Airbus Defense and Space cares for the spacecraft itself and DLR for the mission planning
and operation as well as the scientific use of the data. The Airbus Defence and Space German
subsidiary company, Infoterra GmbH, is responsible for the commercial exploitation of the DEM
data (the global DEM is sold under the name WorldDEMTM).
Fig. A.1. The tandem formation TSX and TDX: the first single-pass radar interferometer in space employing two satellites.
A.1 Mission goals
The main goal is the generation of a world-wide, consistent, high-precision DEM. This DEM
will be the basis for a broad range of scientific research, global positioning systems, and many
geoscience and commercial applications (like hydrology, glaciology, oceanography, land environ-
ment (Moreira et al., 2004a)). Indeed, they all need precise and up-to-date information about
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the Earth’s topography. In 2003, when the TanDEM-X mission idea arose (Moreira, 2003), no
global coverage was available at sufficiently high spatial resolution.
Having a global reliable map of the Earth’s topography has always been of first matter. The very
first global map has been compiled from heterogeneous data sources and with inhomogeneous
resolution, accuracy and quality. In 2000, the Shuttle Radar Topographic Mission (SRTM)
(Rabus et al., 2003; Farr et al., 2007) acquired in 10 days the first nearly complete and consistent
DEM. It was the first global radar mission and brought spectacular progress (it is still the
reference). The DEM generated at that time has a spatial resolution down to 30 metres and
fulfils the DTED-2 (Digital Terrain Elevation Data Level 2) specification. Nevertheless, it was
limited to latitudes between 56◦S and 60◦N due to the inclined orbit of the space shuttle and
its mapping geometry. SAR data were acquired both by wide swath SIR-C (complete coverage)
and X-SAR (only limited surfaces due to smaller swathes) sensors.
The TDX/TSX formation has been designed to provide a global DEM with an extended
coverage and a significantly improved resolution and accuracy. Table A.1 compares both DTED-
2 and TanDEM-X DEM specifications. As for Fig. A.2, it emphasises visually the resolution and
accuracy differences between SRTM and TanDEM-X DEMs over a small mountainous region.
Requirement Specification DTED-2 TanDEM-X
Relative vertical accuracy
90% linear point-to-point 12 m (slope < 20%) 2 m (slope < 20%)
error over a 1◦ × 1◦ cell 15 m (slope > 20%) 4 m (slope > 20%)
Absolute vertical accuracy 90% linear error 18 m < 10 m
Absolute horizontal accuracy 90% circular error 23 m < 10 m
Spatial resolution independent pixels
30 m 12 m
(1 arc sec @ equator) (0,4 arc sec @ equator)
Table A.1. Specifications of DTED-2 standard and TanDEM-X DEM (Wessel et al., 2013).
(a) SRTM DEM (b) TanDEM-X DEM
Fig. A.2. Comparison of SRTM and TanDEM-X DEMs over a small mountainous area.
Besides the global DEM, TanDEM-X data are also used to generate local DEMs of very high
quality (e.g. for hydrology), for along-track interferometry (e.g. measurement of ocean currents
or traffic monitoring), and to evaluate new bistatic applications (e.g. single-pass polarimetric
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SAR interferometry). More precisely, further important goals are (list taken from TanDEM-X
Science Website):
• development of close formation flying technology being a basis for many future missions;
• development of precise orbit and baseline determination techniques using dual-frequency
GPS;
• achievement of a long term availability of X-band data for scientific and commercial users,
ensuring a sustainable product development and data delivery;
• new applications based on velocity measurements with along-track interferometry: ocean
currents, glacier movements, road traffic, etc.;
• demonstration of innovative SAR techniques in bistatic measurement configuration: digital
beam-forming, super resolution, polarimetric SAR interferometry, etc.
A.2 Mission concept
The originally developed mission concept enables the acquisition and generation of a global
DEM within three years. It includes multiple data takes with different baselines, different
incidence and viewing angles to deal with difficult terrain like mountains or high vegetation.
A.2.1 Orbit configuration and flying formation
The TSX spacecraft keeps its original sun-synchronous dawn-dusk orbit and 11 days repeat
cycle. Its trajectory is thus maintained for the entire mission in a 250 m tube around a predefined
reference orbit (D’Amico et al., 2004). TDX flies a few hundred metres away in a precisely
controlled formation: the so-called HELIX formation (Moreira et al., 2004a,b). As depicted
in Fig. A.3, both orbits never cross each other. Collisions are accordingly avoided and a safe
spacecraft operation is enabled without the necessity for autonomous control. Additionally,
this formation ensures on one hand, a maximal horizontal cross-track orbital displacement
at equator by small ascending node differences and on the other hand, a maximum vertical
(radial) separation at poles by orbits with slightly different eccentricity. Exclusion zones have
been defined in which one of the satellites is not allowed to transmit radar pulses in order to
avoid mutual illumination (Krieger et al., 2013, sect. 13.2.3). Finally, since there is no crossing
of the orbits, it is possible to shift arbitrarily the satellites along their orbits with cross- and
along-track baselines ranging respectively from 200 m to 10 km and from 0 km to several 100
km, depending on the acquisition requirement (note that for cross-track interferometry, the
along-track baseline has to be as small as possible). The fine tuning of the satellite position
is possible using different specific components of the spacecrafts (see Miller (2008); Pitz and
Miller (2010); Krieger et al. (2013, sect. 13.3 and 13.6) for more details).
The HELIX formation allows an interferometric mapping of the Earth with a controlled height of
ambiguity (HoA) and very small along-track baselines. Specifically, a given orbit configuration
allows the DEM generation only within certain latitudes. Another advantage of this flying
formation is that southern and northern latitudes can be mapped with the same formation using
ascending orbits (northern hemisphere, NH) and descending orbits (southern hemisphere, SH)
as shown in Fig. A.3. The different HELIX equations and parameters can be found in Krieger
et al. (2007).
A.2.2 Interferometric acquisition modes
The SAR instruments of TSX and TDX are fully compatible and both offer transmit and receive
capabilities as well as polarimetry. Table A.2 summarises the main TanDEM-X parameters.
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Helix configuration
Fig. A.3. HELIX satellite formation for TanDEM-X. Left: orbit configuration with the vertical (radial) and horizontal
(cross-track) baselines. Right: effective baseline with respect to the orbit position during one complete orbit cycle in
northern (NH) and southern hemisphere (SH) (from Krieger et al. (2007, 2013)).
Parameter Value
Satellite height (@equator) 514 km
Carrier frequency f0 9,65 GHz
Chirp bandwidth WR 100 MHz (up to 300 MHz)
Sampling Frequency fRS 110 MHz and 165 MHz
Along-track baseline < 1 km
Swath width ∼ 30 km
Table A.2. TanDEM-X parameters (Krieger et al., 2007).
The TanDEM-X formation can acquire data in different operational modes like bistatic, pursuit
monostatic, alternating bistatic as illustrated in Fig. A.4. In bistatic mode, one satellite (either
TDX or TSX) emits and illuminates a radar footprint on the Earth’s surface and both receive the
scattered signal making efficient use of transmit power. It allows to avoid temporal decorrelation
and possible atmospheric disturbances. The different requirements such as pulse repetition
frequency synchronisation, an overlap of the Doppler spectra will not be further detailed here.
Pursuit monostatic mode is comparable to a repeat-pass system with a small temporal baseline
of few seconds. For this reason, temporal decorrelation is avoided for most terrain types (it was
intended as a backup mode for DEM generation). Finally, alternating bistatic mode is similar to
bistatic but the transmitter switches from pulse to pulse between the two satellites. As a result,
this mode provides two baselines simultaneously. Operationally, the bistatic interferometric
StripMap is used but other imaging modes like ScanSAR or (High Resolution) Spotlight are
also available. More details and explanations can be found in Fritz et al. (2012).
A.2.3 Radar synchronisation
Independent oscillators are used for modulation and demodulation of the radar pulses during
the bistatic data acquisition. Nonetheless, any deviation between the two oscillators causes a
residual modulation of the recorded radar echoes and oscillator phase noise may cause sig-
nificant errors in both SAR focusing and interferometric phase (Eineder, 2003b; Krieger and
Younis, 2006). For this reason, both satellites exchange radar pulses establishing a synchroni-
sation link (Krieger et al., 2013, section 13.3). For this, the nominal bistatic SAR data acqui-
sition is interrupted for some transmit pulses, and the radar signal is redirected from the main
SAR antenna to one of six dedicated synchronisation horns of the other satellite. The pulse
is recorded afterwards by the other satellite, which in turn transmits a synchronisation pulse
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Acquisition modes
Fig. A.4. Interferometric acquisition modes. From left to right: (pursuit) monostatic mode, bistatic mode and alternating
bistatic mode (from Krieger et al. (2007, 2013)).
(see Fig. A.5). This technique allows mutual phase referencing without exact knowledge of the
distance between both satellites. A correction signal can be then derived during the processing
on ground from the recorded synchronisation pulses to compensate the oscillator induced phase
errors ensuring interferometric phase stability (Breit et al., 2011).
Sat synchronozation
Fig. A.5. Synchronisation scheme of TSX and TDX satellites: exchange of radar pulses (from Krieger et al. (2007, 2013)).
A.3 Mission status and acquisition plan
TanDEM-X has an ambitious time schedule to reach the main mission goal. The TDX and
TSX satellites have been designed for a nominal lifetime of five and a half years. Hence, a joint
operation time of only three years could be guaranteed. The acquisition concept was thus based
on such a short joint operation phase. However, this overlap is already over and predictions
based on the current status of system resources indicate several more years of joint lifetime.
A.3.1 Initial acquisition plan
As explained in section 4.1.1, two coverages of the whole landmass were planned to be acquired
within two years with different HoAs. The HoA ratio would be around 0.7 (second year over first
one). A time span of ideally one year is planned between both acquisitions to avoid seasonal
changes. Besides that, the second coverage is shifted by half a swath width (different beam
angles) with respect to the first one. This forms the so-called clapboard pattern (Fig. A.6).
In this way, the edges of the antenna pattern characterised by a lower gain overlap the high
antenna gain in the centre of the main lobe of the other coverage. Performance is improved and
more homogeneous over the whole range (Bachmann et al., 2013). All in all, the acquisition plan
allowed to reach the high requirement on relative accuracy and to get a homogeneous global
DEM. Fig. A.7 exhibits the predicted height accuracy as a function of ground range position for
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Fig. A.6. The so-called clapboard pattern: from left to right, first (orange) and shifted second (green) year acquisitions
with their respective noise pattern and the lower and more homogeneous error (purple) ensured from their combination.
representative first and second acquisition HoAs as well as the resulting height accuracy (taken
from Krieger et al. (2007)). The dashed green and dotted blue lines exhibit also the clapboard
pattern obtained with the shifted beams. The red line depicts the resulting pretty flat height
error distribution over the whole range, which is achievable only with (at least) two coverages.
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Fig. A.7. Theoretic performance (taken from Krieger et al. (2007)): curves are computed for HoAs of 45 m/cycle (dotted
blue) and 30 m/cycle (dashed green); the solid red curve shows the final error, resulting from the combination of both
swaths.
More acquisitions were planned to be acquired with different viewing geometries over diffi-
cult terrain. Mountainous areas, for example, need to be acquired with the opposite viewing
geometry to solve shadow and layover effects.
More than 300,000 interferometric image pairs have to be acquired driven by the HoA (and thus
the acquisition geometry). Therefore, the HELIX configuration has to be adjusted frequently
so that an optimised global acquisition plan is required (Krieger et al., 2013, section 13.5).
Considering TanDEM-X main parameters (Table A.2) and typical data take length of 1,000-
1,500 km, nine adjacent swaths are needed to map the ground area at the equator with look
angles from 28◦ to 44◦. Further north or south, the number of adjacent swaths reduces since
the ground distance between two orbits gets smaller. Furthermore, the acquisition plan has to
take into account TerraSAR-X acquisitions and to deal with the limited on-board memory and
downlink capacity, the power limitations and the thermal behaviour of the radar instruments.
Acquisition planning is further detailed in Fiedler et al. (2008); Ortega-Miguez et al. (2012);
Kraus et al. (2012); Weigt et al. (2012); Krieger et al. (2013, section 13.5).
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A.3.2 Actual adapted acquisition plan and mission status
The acquisition plan had to be adjusted due to unexpectedly strong volume decorrelation over
forests. Fig. A.8 exhibits the different mission phases and the actual various HoAs measured
during interferometric processing. From end of December 2010 till March 2012 (Fig. 4.1a), a first
global acquisition excluding Antarctica has been performed with HoAs between 40 m/cycle and
up to 60-80 m/cycle depending on terrain type to ensure a better and more robust phase
unwrapping (depicted in light blue in Fig. A.8). Thanks to InSAR quality monitoring (see
appendix A.7), the minimum HoA to acquire with has been changed to 45 m/cycle in April
2011 for dense vegetated areas to reduce the strong volume decorrelation. The discontinuity
of the HoAs is clearly visible in Fig. A.8. In addition, new acquisitions have taken place with
HoAs larger than 60 m/cycle over strongly varying forests and some difficult terrain (in salmon
pink in Fig. A.8 and see Fig. 4.1b for their location on a global map). During that time the
formation was adjusted to reach the minimum allowed separation of 150 metres between both
satellites. The second global acquisition with smaller HoAs between 35 and 45 m/cycle has
been acquired from April 2012 to April 2013 (light green in Fig. A.8) together with missing
acquisitions retake.
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Fig. A.8. Acquisition timeline: heights of ambiguity over the different mission phases (status of May 2014). Bottom: zoom
in the smaller HoAs.
Between April 2013 and July 2013, a dedicated phase took place to acquire Antarctica in local
winter. Acquisitions took place partly in left-looking because standard configurations were not
usable due to the inclination of the orbit (Borla Tridon et al., 2013). It was the first time that
Antarctica was acquired with a space-borne X-band SAR. The acquisition plan elaboration
required a special performance study to retrieve data of sufficient quality. Indeed, acquisitions
are done with very large incidence angles (larger than 50◦ and 60◦) so that they are subject to
strong azimuth and range ambiguities (Borla Tridon et al., 2014).
After the first Antarctica coverage, the third year acquisitions dedicated to difficult terrain
(mountainous regions and deserts) took place from August 2013 till April 2014 (dark blue in
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Fig. A.8). The flying formation has been changed in early August 2013 so that the northern
hemisphere can be acquired in descending and the southern one in ascending direction (opposite
as before) with suitable HoAs. Deserts, especially sandy ones, were also acquired again because
they suffered of very low backscatter leading to a high height error (Martone et al., 2012,
2014). There, acquisitions with steeper incidence angles were performed. Figure A.9 displays
the difficult terrain, which has been acquired from an other viewing geometry (regions affected
by shadow and layover in red and deserts in orange). Both have been reacquired twice with
different heights of ambiguity to enable the Dual-Baseline Phase Unwrapping Correction (DB-
PUC) processing. In April 2014, the HELIX formation has been reversed and a second coverage
of the Antarctica could be acquired in April-June 2014 one year after the first one. Afterwards,
some further gap filling were acquired. Data acquisition for the global DEM was finished in the
second half of 2014 (Zink et al., 2014).
due to the helix like formation [2], [5]. In the other two 
quadrants of the satellite orbits, the height of ambiguity is very 
high and hence useless for DEM acquisition. To enable 
acquisitions from the other viewing geometry, the formation 
of the satellites needs to be changed such that the rotation 
direction which the TanDEM-X satellite describes around the 
TerraSAR-X satellites is reversed (see Figure 1). This leads to 
the fact that the height of ambiguity is now in a good range on 
the northern hemisphere in descending and on the southern 
hemisphere in ascending direction. .    
Another target for further acquisitions are deserts. 
Especially sandy deserts suffer from a very low backscatter. 
This leads to a high height error. To mitigate this effect, 
acquisitions with steeper incidence angles are planned over 
these areas. Experimental data over these areas show a 
significant improvement of the height error due to these 
measures [8].  Figure 2 shows the shadow and layover regions 
in red as well as sandy deserts in orange.  
 
During the whole time acquisitions for scientific purposes 
are performed in order to exploit the potential of the mission 
for the scientific community. After the completion of the 
global DEM acquisition in mid of 2014 and a commissioning 
phase for the scientific modes, the mission will continue with 
a dedicated science phase. Here, large baselines with up to 
4 km cross-track distance as well as the capabilities of the 
dual-receive antenna mode can be exploited [6].  
 
III. INTERFEROMETRIC PERFORMANCE 
The interferometric performance is measured in terms of the 
relative height error. Each acquisition is processed into scenes 
of 50 km by 30 km in size, so-called RawDEMs. These 
RawDEMs are the basis for the evaluation of the relative 
height error. Detailed annotation statistics on the quality for 
each RawDEM as well as quick-look images for the coherence 
or the processing quality are added by the processing system 
[7].  
 
The key parameter for the evaluation of the interferometric 
performance is the coherence of each scene. It represents the 
norm lized correlation coefficient between the master and 
slave SAR images and gives information about the amount of 
noise in the interferogram [8]. An estimation of the 90% 
relative height error of one scene can then be obtained starting 
from the interferometric coherence annotated per scene, or 
directly by consid ring th  difference from repeated DEM 
acquisitions [9]. However, the latter meth d is only possible 
on a local scale.  
  
 
Fig 1.  Relative movement of the TanDEM-X satellite with r spect 
to TerraSAR-X in the cross-track/radial plane before (blue) and 
after (black) formation change  
 
 
  Fig 2.  Areas to be acquired from other viewing geometry: shadow/layover in red, deserts in orange.  
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Fig. A.9. Map of the areas acquired from opposite viewing geometries: mountainous terrain exhibiting shadow and layover
in red and deserts in orange.
Besides these acquisitions for the global DEM generation, acquisitions for the scientific com-
munity are performed. From October 2014, the mission will continue with a devoted science
phase (Borla Tridon et al., 2014; Zink et al., 2014).
A.4 The ground segment
TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X missions share both the same space and ground segments
(Scha¨ttler et al., 2011). The ground segment was originally developed for TerraSAR-X (Buck-
reuss and Scha¨ttler, 2010) and has been extended for TanDEM-X. A key issue is that both
missions have to be operated jointly. Since they have different goals, they also have different ac-
quisition strategies: the TerraSAR-X mission requests are typically single scenes for individual
scientific and commercial customers, whereas the global DEM requires a global mapping
strategy depending on the current formation flying geometry (Mrowka et al., 2011).
The ground segment is divided into three main segments:
• the Mission Operations Segment (MOS),
• the Instrument Operations and Calibration Segment (IOCS),
• the Payload Ground Segment (PGS).
Fig. A.10 gives an overview of the different parts of the joint TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X
ground segment and summarises the different roles of each segment (the sub-segments in grey
were already available for TerraSAR-X). The challenging mission concept required the intro-
duction of several new and innovative elements in all three segments (in black in Fig. A.10).
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Especially, the TanDEM-X acquisition planner including a systematic monitoring of the inter-
ferometric performance in IOCS (see appendix A.7) or an automated chain for the reception,
archiving and processing of all TanDEM-X data in PGS have been created (Scha¨ttler et al.,
2011). Ground segment
Fig. A.10. Sub-segments of the joint TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X ground segment (from Scha¨ttler et al. (2011)).
A.4.1 Spatial baseline determination
A prerequisite to get a high resolution DEM is a precise knowledge of the spatial baseline. The
latter is known at millimetre accuracies thanks to the on ground processing of the navigation
information derived from double differential GPS carrier phase measurements between both
satellites. The use of differential information allows to eliminate ionospheric errors and other
typical GPS perturbations.
Three approaches have been implemented to operationally provide baseline products by two
institutes: the German Research Centre for Geosciences (GFZ), which supplies the two baselines
called GFZ and GFZ-B, and the German Space Operations Center (GSOC) at DLR, which
provides the MOS baseline. These three baselines are based on three different softwares:
• Earth Parameter and Orbit determination System (EPOS-OC) (Zhu et al., 2004) produc-
ing the GFZ baseline;
• Bernese (Beutler et al., 2007) delivering the GFZ-B baseline;
• Filter for Relative Navigation of Spacecraft (FRNS) (Kroes, 2006) generating the MOS
baseline.
The determined baselines have relative accuracies within millimetres. Nonetheless, offsets of a
few millimetres may not be excluded from this approach. Therefore, they have been calibrated
during the TanDEM-X pursuit monostatic commissioning phase and combined to provide a
final baseline product with a precision in the order of 2 mm (Hueso Gonza´lez et al., 2012;
Antony et al., 2013).
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A.4.2 Payload ground segment
Both satellites downlink their huge amount of data (about 350 terabytes in total) to four ground
stations: Kiruna in Sweden, Inuvik in Canada, O’Higgins in the Antarctic, and Chetumal in
Mexico. Data are then quality checked directly at the receiving stations and sent to the pro-
cessing facilities in DLR, Oberpfaffenhofen to the Integrated TanDEM-X Processor (ITP). It
is a new TanDEM-X specific development. This processor major design drivers result from the
multiple coverage acquisition strategy requiring the application of multi-baseline processing
techniques based on supporting intermediate products. The ITP is further explained in ap-
pendix B. All interferometric data sets are processed into so-called single Raw DEMs, which
are mosaicked and calibrated into a global, homogeneous DEM in a final step by the DEM
Mosaicking and Calibration Processor (MCP) (appendix A.6).
A.5 Bistatic and interferometric system calibration
Calibration is a mandatory process to reach the best possible height accuracy for the InSAR
DEM. Indeed, besides the noise-like contributions, accuracy depends also on systematic non-
deterministic errors, which come mainly from inaccuracies in the baseline determination and
drifts in the SAR instrument. These sources cause additional absolute height errors up to several
metres, which have to be corrected.
A.5.1 DEM calibration workflow
Several Raw DEMs are processed with the precise (non-calibrated) baseline over dedicated
areas. In this way, baseline biases perpendicular to flight direction can be monitored and de-
termined by comparison to external reference DEMs to calibrate the baseline (Hueso Gonza´lez
et al., 2012). Finally, the calibrated baseline is used for the instrument calibration and the
generation of the precise Raw DEMs. During the final DEM calibration process in MCP (ap-
pendix A.6), the DEM acquisitions are calibrated relative to each other and against globally
distributed ICESat reference points (ICESat (Ice, Cloud and land Elevation Satellite) is a
spaceborne laser altimeter providing a very good global coverage (Zwally et al., 2002)) and
subsequently mosaicked to ensure the 2 m relative height accuracy of the final TanDEM-X
global DEM.
A.5.2 Calibration of instrument and external delays
The SAR instrument is mainly affected by temperature drifts due to the warming of the trans-
mit/receive modules over an acquisition and by initial offsets due to small differences in the
interferometic behaviour of the two (independent) satellites.
As explained in appendix B, the global remaining ambiguity of the interferometric phase is
correctly resolved by the absolute stereo-radargrammetric phase. This absolute phase is derived
from the travel times of the radar signals. Hence, it is very sensitive to differential instrument
delays, which are caused by the following effects (Hueso Gonza´lez et al., 2012):
• unbalanced global internal delays of both satellites;
• internal delays either dependent on the chirp bandwidth or the synchronisation horn com-
bination or coming from different receiver gain settings;
• relativistic effects on the time references dependent on the relative position of the satellites,
which affect the processing of the synchronisation pulses (Krieger et al., 2012);
• differential tropospheric delays.
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The dependencies were derived by statistical evaluations and dedicated analyses of the stereo-
radargrammetric shifts delivered by the ITP during the Raw DEMs processing. All these con-
tributions are compensated during the interferometric processing so that the ambiguity of the
interferometric phase can be solved. After that, about 90% of the DEMs have an absolute
height error better than ±10 m (Bachmann et al., 2012). Most outliers are due to a remaining
pi-ambiguity caused by the synchronisation link processing. In fact, it combines the sum of two
synchronisation phases, one from each satellite, in a common average. This ambiguity is finally
solved through a reprocessing, where the height offset is determined by comparison to reference
ICESat points (appendix A.6).
Instruments and SAR performance of both spacecrafts as well as the baseline have been suc-
cessfully verified and calibrated during the 11-month commissioning phase (Hueso Gonza´lez
et al., 2010; Schwerdt et al., 2011).
A.6 DEM mosaicking and calibration
The Mosaicking and Calibration Processor (MCP) is in charge of calibrating and mosaicking
all the Raw DEMs into the final global TanDEM-X DEM (Wessel et al., 2008).
In a first data-driven preparation step, the Raw DEMs generated by the ITP (appendix B) are
processed. A water body detection mask and a list of calibration (tie) points are then produced.
Some measures for height discrepancies and overall quality are also performed triggering a
possible reprocessing (to solve the pi-ambiguity and correct phase unwrapping errors).
The second step is the DEM calibration. It estimates for each data take its offset, tilt in range
and slope in azimuth direction. This calibration is based on two key elements: relative height
offset measurement on chips of 1 km2 in overlapping parts of the different data takes and
absolute height measurements based on ICESat data. ICESat points are carefully selected
depending on their amount, the width of peaks in the waveforms (indicator for vegetation),
their standard deviation. The received signal level and the chosen points are averaged thereafter
(Huber et al., 2009, 2010). They are eventually compared to TanDEM-X data from which water,
shadow, layover and height discrepancies have been masked out. DEM calibration is performed
on blocks of larger connected DEM data takes (up to continental scale). A polynomial correction
is estimated for each data take by means of a least-squares adjustment under the constraint
that the heights in overlapping areas are identical (apart from noise) after application of the
error function (Gruber et al., 2009; Wessel et al., 2009). This approach guarantees smooth
height transitions at data take borders. The DEM calibration of larger blocks could start after
the end of the first global acquisition once whole continents were available.
The final step is the DEM mosaicking, which merges different corrected DEM acquisitions. The
calibrated corrections are applied to each Raw DEM and the different coverages are mosaicked
through an average of the consistent elevation values weighted by their single height errors.
The amplitude and Height Error Mask (HEM) are similarly fused and a Water Indication
Mask (WAM) (Wendleder et al., 2013) is generated. The latter is not a global water mask but
gives supplementary information to support the DEM editing process (for example of water
surfaces, which appear noisy). Finally, the resulting DEM mosaic and additional product layers
are tiled into one-by-one degree geocells and an interactive quality control is performed on them
(Gruber et al., 2012; Huber et al., 2012). Figure A.11 is the first processed mosaic: it is over
Iceland and contains only first year acquisitions.
At the time of writing (May 2014), all efforts are concentrated in producing the final DEM for
regions where only first and second acquisitions are required. Until end of April 2014, most of
Australia (see Fig. A.12), flat parts of Northern America and Russia have been finished while
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South Africa and parts of South America are in production (Wessel et al., 2014; Zink et al.,
2014).
First mosaick
Fig. A.11. Mosaick of Iceland from the first year acquisitions only.
A.7 Interferometric and DEM quality monitoring of
TanDEM-X
Interferometric capabilities and processed DEMs are meticulously monitored in order to be
sure that the TanDEM-X requirements will be met. Key parameters such as the interferometric
coherence, the phase unwrapping quality indicator delivered by the ITP, and the relative vertical
height accuracy are considered. Note that the relative vertical accuracy is the requirement
(Table A.1) the most difficult to meet. It is related to the relative vertical height error, which
corresponds to the uncertainty due to white noise-like disturbance contributions and therefore
cannot be removed by the final calibration and mosaicking process. This monitoring allowed the
detection of different problems so that strategies could be defined to reacquire data to obtain
better performance (Rizzoli et al., 2012a; Martone et al., 2012).
A.7.1 Interferometric performance analysis through the coherence
The coherence is the key parameter for the evaluation of the interferometric performance since
it gives information about the amount of phase noise in the interferogram (see section 2.1.3.2),
which in turns influences the height accuracy. Figure 4.2a depicts on a world map, the coherence
of about 132,000 data sets from the first global acquisition phase in 2011. More than 90% of the
landmass exhibits an average coherence greater than 0.6 and about 45% higher than 0.8. From
the coherence, the mean height error per scene can be theoretically derived and is depicted in
Fig. A.13. After the first acquisition year, about 25% of all single Raw DEMs already show
a predicted relative height error better than 1.8 m (for example over Australia) i.e. already
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Fig. A.12. First tile of the final TanDEM-X DEM: Flinders Ranges in Australia.
fulfilling the TanDEM-X DEM requirements. Nevertheless, over vegetated areas like over rain
forest (north of South America or Indonesia), coherence is much lower that the theoretical one
derived from the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (Zebker and Villasenor, 1992). This is due to the
unexpectedly high volume decorrelation (De Zan et al., 2013). Indeed, these areas have been
acquired with typical HoAs around 40 m/cycle i.e. in the order of trees height increasing thus
dramatically volume decorrelation. For this reason, the minimum HoA has been changed to
45 m/cycle for acquisitions over vegetated areas (appendix A.3.2) in order to ensure a better
coherence and to enable a more reliable phase unwrapping (Martone et al., 2012).
As a result of the performance analysis, a mission phase with larger HoAs especially dedicated
to the identified difficult areas has been introduced at the end of the first global coverage. These
additional acquisitions complement the first global data set to form a robust basis to process
the second coverage data. Figure 4.2b depicts their improved coherence.
Another problematic area, sand deserts, can be identified from very low coherence (dark areas in
Fig. 4.2a) and consequently high height error (red regions in Fig. A.13). There, the backscattered
signal is too weak (Martone et al., 2012, 2013, 2014). Consequently, additional acquisitions with
steeper incidence angles have been planned and acquired during the third mission phase (see
appendix A.3.2).
A.7.2 Global DEM quality monitoring and relative height error
Rizzoli et al. (2012b) calculated relative height errors for typical flat and mountainous terrain
from the high-pass filtered DEM difference of two repeated acquisitions (of same geometry)
to verify if they meet the relative height accuracy specifications (estimated 90% height error).
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Fig. A.13. Height error map of the TanDEM-X first year acquisitions (December 2010 to January 2012, from (Rizzoli
et al., 2012a; Martone et al., 2012, 2013)).
Figure A.14 shows the obtained results for 6 different scenes over soil and rock flat terrain.
It shows very similar (or even better) behaviour to the predicted height error (cf. Fig. A.7)
for ground areas characterised by stable backscatter. It also confirms that for several test sites
acquired with HoA smaller than 40 m/cycle, one acquisition is already sufficient to achieve the
required specification. The authors also analysed the relative height error for different land cover
classes such as ice, agricultural areas or rain forest. There, DEM specifications are not fulfilled
because volume decorrelation and seasonal changes have additional impacts. The combination
of several acquisitions reduces the overall height error.
Fig. A.14. Height error (90%) range profiles with respect to incidence angles for six different test sites over flat soil and
rocks terrain (taken from Rizzoli et al. (2012b)).
Analysis over the whole Earth’s landmass is performed by means of the coherence quicklooks de-
livered by the ITP. The quicklooks are used to monitor and predict the final Raw DEM quality
before the DEM mosaicking is achieved. Every pixel can be associated either to terrain with
slopes lower then 20% or to mountainous terrain, where slopes exceed 20% as required by the
specifications from Table A.1. Finally, the global relative height error (point-to-point) can be
evaluated from the mean cumulative density function (Gonzalez et al., 2014). Rizzoli et al.
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(2014) announce that the required accuracy is already reached for about 88% of the first
coverage for rather flat terrain. The mosaicking of the several coverages increases significantly
the confidence level (Table A.3).
Case Relative height error < 2m Relative height error < 4m
(slope < 20%) (slope > 20%)
First global coverage 88.1% 91.0%
1st, 2nd and additional coverages 96.0% 97.0%
Table A.3. Confidence level for the global relative height error derived from quicklook mosaics (from Schulze et al. (2014)).
A.7.3 Final global DEM absolute height accuracy
The absolute height calibration has been presented in appendix A.5. The final height is validated
by comparing the final DEM with ICESat tracks. In March 2014, 1,722 final DEM tiles were
already checked: they exhibit an average offset of +0.26 m. Figure A.15 displays the height
differences between TanDEM-X DEM and ICESat tracks over Australia. Some cross-checks
have been also performed with GPS tracks (over restricted areas) and an average offset of
−0.37 m has been measured (Zink, 2014).
+5m
‐5m
0 m
Fig. A.15. TanDEM-X amplitude mosaic of Australia over plotted by the height difference between the final DEM and
ICESat tracks (taken from Zink (2014)).
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B The Integrated TanDEM-X processor (ITP)
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) data from the TanDEM-X mission are operationally processed
by the Integrated TanDEM-X Processor (ITP) (Breit et al., 2010b, 2012; Fritz et al., 2011,
2012). It is a new and optimised processing chain even though it strongly benefits from the
heritage of the TerraSAR Multimode SAR Processor (TMSP) (Breit et al., 2004) and DLR’s
InSAR processor of the SRTM mission.
This appendix presents an overview of the ITP and its different algorithms. At the end, a
description of the dual-baseline chain is given.
B.1 Overview
The main task of the ITP is to process fully automatically bistatic data takes to Raw DEMs for
the global Digital Elevation Model (DEM) generation. The processor has thus been designed
to respond to the high throughput requirement to process in-line with the reception of the data
at the processing facility (about 400 new acquired scenes/day). It is a strong constraint on
operations and performance. Consequently, the SAR data workflow has a consistent systematic
and data driven screening and processing approach. In addition, there is a need for fast feedback
on instrument characteristics, data take quality and suitability for interferometric processing.
This is quite challenging since acquisitions are downlinked as separated interferometric channels
in segments of data take files at different receiving stations without having access to auxiliary
data (like orbit products or calibrated baselines). As a result, the ITP is subdivided into three
major steps:
1. screening of the downlinked data take segments at the receiving station,
2. quality check and assessment of screening results at the processing facility,
3. processing of the data take into several separated Raw DEMs when all necessary input
data are available.
The quality check (Interferometric Quality Pre-Check (IQPC)) provides the necessary fast
feedback on the success of the joint acquisition. A last constraint is that the operational
Raw DEM processing chain has to deal with a systematic global acquisition in several cov-
erages. These have to be combined later on to achieve the final product specifications. As a
result, the processor requires archived intermediate products as additional inputs for processing.
It has also to be able to reprocess scenes of insufficient quality. For example, Raw DEMs from
the first coverage where single-baseline phase unwrapping (1B-PU) was unsuccessful have to
reprocessed using the Dual-Baseline Phase Unwrapping Correction (DB-PUC) framework.
The main task of the ITP is to process acquisitions for the global DEM. As it is designed
in a generic way, it can also process customised DEMs or experimental acquisitions for the
scientific community without any external manual intervention. The long operational standard
data takes are subdivided into slightly overlapping scenes of approximately 50 km azimuth
extent. Moreover, there is a fix framing on ground in order to minimise the overhead for later
reprocessing. These scenes are processed individually and in parallel. Nevertheless, an important
functionality is a consistent processing parameter generation for the entire data take and both
channels. Bistatic focussing parameters like geometric Doppler estimation, antenna pattern
projection and geolocation grid generation are determined with the help of a reference DEM.
Additionally, consistent calibration data and interferometric processing parameters (baselines,
coregistration grids) are calculated over the entire data take time span. The processor consists
thus of individual modules and is organised as sequences of single processing steps divided into
two main blocks (from Breit et al. (2010b)):
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(1) the bistatic SAR processing comprising:
• synchronisation pulse analysis and evaluation for timing and phase corrections (Eineder,
2003b; Krieger and Younis, 2006; Balss et al., 2010; Breit et al., 2011);
• generation of a bistatic focusing replica from calibration pulses of both channels;
• calculation of the time variant bistatic acquisition geometry and focusing parameters
(Bamler et al., 2007);
• determination and analysis of common ground coverage and beam illumination overlap;
• mutual Doppler centroid deviation analysis;
• bistatic SAR data focusing (Breit et al., 2010a).
(2) the interferometric processing consisting of:
• filtering of both interferometric channels to common spectra (the master image is the one
coming from the active sensor) (Yague-Martinez et al., 2010b);
• high resolution slave image co-registration (Yague-Martinez et al., 2010a) and resampling;
• single and dual-baseline phase unwrapping (Lachaise et al., 2007, 2012a,b, 2013, 2014b,a);
• generation of the Raw DEM and a set of geocoded quality maps (Rossi et al., 2010).
A schematic overview of the bistatic processing workflow for Raw DEM generation is illustrated
in Fig. B.1. Besides the essential processing steps (in blue boxes), the diagram depicts the
SAR data input and both main outputs: the Coregistered Single-look Slant-range Complexes
(CoSSCs) and the Raw DEM. Additional inputs for the DB-PUC are represented with the
dashed box. They are scenes acquired with a different baseline in an earlier phase of the mission,
called supporting CoSSCs. SAR data acquired in new and experimental acquisition modes are
all processed to CoSSCs (hence not unwrapped and geocoded) for the scientific community (see
Fritz et al. (2012) for further details). The reprocessing starts directly from the CoSSCs with the
interferogram generation. The operational implementation of the ITP on 20 processing nodes
can produce more than 1,200 scenes/day (about one Raw DEM every minute) for single-baseline
processing and more than 400 scenes/day for dual-baseline processing.
B.2 Bistatic SAR processing
In comparison to repeat-pass interferometry, requirements on instrument accuracy are much
more demanding for bistatic operations. In particular, the oscillators of the two instruments
are running independently and drift (Eineder, 2003b; Krieger and Younis, 2006). Thus, an ex-
tended bistatic system calibration phase of half a year took place to analyse and compensate
all instruments and physical effects of the bistatic system (see appendix A.5). These include,
for example, differential electronic delay variations from instrument gain settings, relativistic
effects, ambiguities in the synchronisation link phases but also differential tropospheric signal
propagation due to the slightly different viewing geometries of both instruments. As a conse-
quence, the ITP bistatic SAR processing comprises two major blocks. First, the SAR data are
corrected for instrument related effects. Second, the corrected SAR data of both channels are
focussed following the bistatic acquisition geometry.
B.2.1 Timing and phase synchronisation
As explained in appendix A.2.3, the two satellites exchange directly interleaved synchronisation
pulse signals in order to quantify the differential phase. The active satellite is used as reference
and the timing of the passive satellite is evaluated relative to it. The frequencies of both USOs
(Ultra Stable Oscillators) slightly differ and drift independently within a data take. Accordingly,
USO derived instrument timing parameters such as the radar frequency f0, the pulse repetition
frequency or the range sampling frequency differ. Another effect is an ambiguity of pi of the
synchronisation link phase due to the combination of two 2pi ambiguous signals from the two
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Fig. B.1. Processing workflow of the Integrated TanDEM-X Processor (combined from (Breit et al., 2012) and (Fritz
et al., 2011).
instruments. Also, phases resulting from the relative motion and the limited speed of light
during pulse exchange for example yield several degrees in phase offsets (Krieger and De Zan,
2012).
Both SAR channels are first individually corrected to compensate instrument characteristics like
antenna phase patterns, electronic delays, and calibration networks effects already known from
the TerraSAR-X mission. Then, the passive bistatic channel must be additionally corrected for:
• a pulse-by-pulse phase and range time values compensating the frequency deviation and
phase drifts of the oscillators (both up to 2 cm),
• a range time offset due to the data take start time difference (several metres),
• differential range time offsets dependent of Rx-gain settings (up to 2 cm),
• synchronisation horn delays (up to 2 cm).
Centimetre level offsets are not detectable in a single image but dependent range time offsets
become noticeable as radargrammetric height estimates. Therefore, the bistatic interferometric
calibration required iterative processing of thousands of individual Raw DEMs and the ex-
ploitation of processing parameter coming from the ITP especially the coregistration shifts (see
appendix B.3.2). Besides the above mentioned effects, statistical analysis exhibited trends and
offsets depending on instrument modes and settings as well as on the master-slave role of the
satellites. After on-ground analysis and processing, differential phase variations and frequency
offsets of both instruments oscillators have been determined. Details on the synchronisation
concept are given in Breit et al. (2011, 2012).
The synchronisation and calibration of differential bistatic range measurements are successful
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down to millimetres. Together with the exploitation of the high geometric precision of the
instruments and the SAR processor (Cong et al., 2012; Balss et al., 2012), radargrammetric
height estimates allowed to maximise the accuracy of the final product and to acquire a truly
independent measurement of the absolute topographic heights.
B.2.2 Focussing
The moderate bistatic acquisition geometry of TanDEM-X allows to use the TerraSAR-X chirp
scaling focussing algorithm extended by a bistatic computation of an equivalent monostatic
range history (Bamler et al., 2007). The true bistatic range history for a given target on ground
is determined by the distance of the target to the active satellite at the time of transmit and
the distance to the passive satellite at the time of receive. The true range history is computed
iteratively interpolating precise orbits. Finally, the monostatic equivalent range is fitted to the
true range to derive the azimuth focussing parameters but also the along- and across-track shifts
caused by the bistatic geometry. The along-track shift of the bistatic channel is compensated
during the azimuth focussing step to facilitate the interferometric image coregistration.
B.3 Interferometric processing
B.3.1 Spectral shift filtering
The interferometric processing begins with the spectral shift filtering. Due to the different
viewing geometry of TerraSAR-X satellite (TSX) and TanDEM-X satellite (TDX), master and
slave received spectra are composed of a coherent and a non-coherent bands both in range
and azimuth. The non-coherent bands yield geometrical decorrelation in range (Gatelli et al.,
1994) implying a loss of coherence of about 3 to 5% for TanDEM-X. For this reason, they are
eliminated to increase the coherence. The common band in azimuth is determined with the help
of Doppler estimates and azimuth processing bandwidth. In range, the spectral displacement is
determined based on a simulation of a phase corresponding to flat terrain at the scene average
height. Implementation details can be found in Yague-Martinez et al. (2010b).
B.3.2 Coregistration and coregistration shifts
SAR image coregistration consists in estimating and correcting the grid of the slave image
with respect to the master grid in order to obtain a precise match of the two images. Both
rasters differ because of the parallax effect due to the different viewing geometries. An imprecise
coregistration implies again coherence losses in the interferogram resulting in a lower relative
height accuracy. The high resolution of TanDEM-X causes a severe impact of the topography
on the mutual shift between the slave and the master samples. Consequently, mutual shifts
estimation is more demanding.
The coarse coregistration in along-track direction of the passive bistatic (slave) SAR image is
already performed during focussing (appendix B.2.2). However, this coregistration has to be
refined according to the local topography to ensure optimal coherence. The precise estimation
of the mutual shifts consists in two steps (Yague-Martinez et al., 2010a). First, a geometrical
estimation on a regular grid (every 64 pixels) of the range and azimuth shifts is performed
(similarly to Sansosti et al. (2006)). An external DEM and precise orbit information of both
satellites are used as input information. Secondly, the two SAR signals are directly used in
order to refine the geometric estimation through the cross-correlation (performed on patches
of typically 32× 32 pixels). The a-priori estimates coming from the geometrical coregistration
are used to extract patches in the slave scene to maximise the overlap with the patches of
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the master image. Coherent cross-correlation is first performed. If the correlation coefficient is
too low, incoherent cross-correlation is applied afterwards (see section 3.2.1.2 for theoretical
explanations and Bamler (2000); De Zan (2014)). Finally, outliers are eliminated and replaced
by shifts interpolated bilinearly.
The coregistration procedure has an accuracy better than a hundredth of a pixel for a coherence
of 0.8 (Crame´r-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) given by eq. (3.14) for a patch size of 32 × 32 and
an oversampling factor of 1.1, see Fig. B.4a). The correlation patch size has been selected as a
trade-off between achieved accuracy and computation time.
The coregistration shifts are the core of the ITP for the calibration (see appendices A.5 and B.2)
but also to assess the unwrapping quality of the interferometric phases. Indeed, since they
come from the geometric parallaxes between both satellites, they allow to get a coarsely sam-
pled but absolute radargrametric DEM (operationally about 13× 13 to 21× 21 times smaller
than the interferogram, see appendix B.3.5, section 3.2.1.2, and section 4.2.2). For this reason,
the coregistration shifts are called radargrammetric shifts in this thesis. In the dual-baseline
phase unwrapping chain, the phase derived from the coregistration shifts, the so-called stereo-
radargrammetric phase, even supports the correction of unwrapping errors.
B.3.3 Interferogram formation
After the coregistration, the slave image is resampled to the master grid using the shifts matri-
ces. The outputs of the operational processing so far are two co-registered complex images (the
so-called CoSSCs). For experimental products not acquired for DEM generation, the processing
is finished here (a full-resolution interferogram is also generated). The other data acquired for
the global DEM are processed further to Raw DEMs.
The interferogram is generated by performing the complex conjugate multiplication of the two
CoSSCs. It is multilooked and downsampled to achieve the approximate required ground resolu-
tion. A coherence estimate, which is not corrected for the topographic phase, is also obtained.
Table B.1 presents the typical possible size of CoSSCs, interferograms and radargrammetric
shifts. The number of looks gives the size of the averaging window to compute wrapped phase
estimates. A standard boxcar filtering is applied here because the overall processing time has
to remain low (less than 20 minutes). Eventually, a new coherence is estimated on a 11 × 11
window, where the terrain is compensated through a phase simulated from a reference DEM
(SRTM when available, GLOBE 11 otherwise). Figure B.2 exhibits an example of a part of a
wrapped phase and coherences respectively not corrected and corrected for the topography.
B.3.4 Single-baseline phase unwrapping (1B-PU)
Phase unwrapping is a complicated task in this accuracy class. The (single-baseline) Minimum
Cost Flow (MCF) phase unwrapping (PU) algorithm (see section 2.2.2.1) is used for the first
coverage. It is an optimised version for large interferograms of Costantini (1998)’s algorithm
(Eineder et al., 1998). It has been successfully applied for the unwrapping of SRTM data
(Suchandt and Eineder, 2003). The costs functions have been defined thanks to the experience
gained from the SRTM mission. They have been fixed to the square of the terrain corrected
coherence. The use of the amplitude is not appropriate for TanDEM-X due to the relatively
low backscatter. On the contrary, the coherence gives good results and the square of it allows
to gain contrast. Beside the unwrapped phase, the optimised MCF algorithm delivers also a
control file depicting the residues (positive in green and negative in red) and the branch-cuts
(single in blue and multiple in pink) overlaid on the wrapped interferometric phase (gray level,
see Fig. B.3).
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Interferometric files
PHASE.ras COHER_NO_TC.ras COHER.ras(a) Wrapped phase
Interferometric files
PHASE.ras COHER_NO_TC.ras COHER.ras(b) Coherence estimate
Interferometric files
PHASE.ras COHER_NO TC.ras COHER.ras(c) Terrain corrected coherence estimate
Fig. B.2. Example of an interferometric wrapped phase and coherences (crop of 700×1, 000 pixels, Grand Canyon, USA),
the terrain corrected coherence is a less biased estimate.
Width of a CoSSC 13,000 to 23,000 samples
Height of a CoSSC 20,000 to 31,000 lines
Subsampling in range 3 to 7
Subsampling in azimuth 3 to 5
Looks in range and azimuth subsampling + 2
Width of radargrammetric shifts 200 to 360 samples
Height of radargrammetric shifts 310 to 490 lines
Width of an interferogram 3,000 to 6,000 samples
Height of an interferogram 4,000 to 10,000 lines
Table B.1. Typical size of CoSSCs, radargrammetric shifts and interferograms.
For the more sensitive second coverage and to correct PU errors in the first one, the more
sophisticated DB-PUC framework is used (see appendix B.4).
B.3.5 Absolute phase offset determination and PU check
B.3.5.1 Absolute phase offset
After unwrapping, the phase image has still a global 2pi-ambiguity plus a pi-ambiguity due to
the synchronisation link phases. The extensive calibration phase (appendices A.5 and B.2) en-
sured the consistency between the unambiguous coarse radargrammetric (coregistration) shifts
and the accurate, but ambiguous, interferometric phase. As a consequence, the absolute phase
derived from the radargrammetric shifts, the so-called stereo-radargrammetric phase, can be
used for absolute phase offset determination as described in section 3.2.1.2. The main steps of
the algorithm are (Rossi et al., 2012):
• computation of the phase differences of the stereo-radargrammetric phase and a downsam-
pled version of the interferometric unwrapped phase;
• noise reduction through median filtering;
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MCF control
Fig. B.3. Control image of MCF algorithm exhibiting single (blue) and multiple (pink) branch-cuts.
• peak(s) detection of the phases differences histogram;
• the absolute phase offset is the main peak of the histogram.
The integer part (modulo 2pi) of this offset is used to ensure that the Raw DEMs of a same
data take are correctly connected. To put it simply, height discrepancies and discontinuities
between the Raw DEMs can be avoided in this way (Rossi et al., 2012). This procedure is
also capable to derive the absolute pi-ambiguity phase offset for averagely coherent data. A by-
product is an accurate fractional offset for the scene, which is an input for absolute calibration.
B.3.5.2 Phase unwrapping quality check
Coregistration or radargrammetric shifts also serve as independent coarse measurements to
detect and assess errors in the unwrapped phase. Taking into account the high amount of data,
it is an important advantage of the ITP. Indeed, it enables quality and production control in
a fully automatic way for the entire globe. For this matter, the so-called phase unwrapping
quality ratio qratio gives an idea of the success of the interferometric processing. It is the ratio or
percentage of correctly unwrapped pixels with respect to all pixels (in the coarse shift matrices
size, Table B.1).
During the absolute offset determination, a map of possible phase unwrapping problems is also
generated for quality control. This map is obtained with the help of the computed histogram of
the phase differences. This main lobe represents the principal region inside the scene (depicted
in green in Fig. B.6a). If a phase unwrapping error occurred, at least one more lobe would
appear in the histogram and the corresponding pixels would be masked out in this map (black
in Fig. B.6a) (Rossi et al., 2012). This approach also ensures that absolute phase offsets are
not biased by PU errors. However, since the radargrammetric phase is of lower resolution and
noisy, small PU errors or the finer boundaries of a PU error are not detectable as exhibited in
Fig. B.6.
B.3.5.3 Accuracy of the absolute phase offset
The accuracy of the absolute phase offset is proportional to the accuracy of the cross-correlation
shifts (see section 3.2.1.2 for theoretical explanations). Shifts are estimated by means of the
coherent cross-correlation. Incoherent cross-correlation is a fall-back solution when the first
estimate is not reliable or the coherence is too low (see appendix B.3.2). Their accuracies σ∆χcc
and σ∆χic are given respectively by eq. (3.14) from Bamler and Eineder (2005) and eq. (3.15)
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from De Zan (2014). σ∆χcc is the CRLB and depends only on the coherence and the size of the
estimation window Nc. Figure B.4a depicts the shift estimation errors for the ITP configuration
i.e. Nc = 1, 024 and osf = fRS/WR = 1.1.
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Fig. B.4. Error of the shifts estimation using coherent σ∆χcc (green) and incoherent σ∆χic (purple) cross-correlation for
Nc = 1, 024 and osf = 1.1.
Following eq. (3.17), an accuracy of the coregistration shifts better than 1/300 of a pixel is
required to have 3σ∆χ and 1/100 for only one sigma (Rossi et al., 2012). These are obtained
respectively for a coherence greater than 0.95 and 0.8 for coherent cross-correlation and only for
coherences close to 1.0 for speckle tracking. This is thus the limit to detect phase unwrapping
errors for an individual patch.
Moreover, the CRLB given by eq. (3.14) is valid for uniform patches i.e. for more or less flat
terrain meaning that the topographic phase has to be removed perfectly from the data so that
any residual artefacts or non-Gaussian scatterers degrade the accuracy. Notwithstanding, sev-
eral thousand (coherent) patches are averaged per scene to measure the global offset (typically
more than Npatches =10,000, Rossi et al. (2012)). Hence, the achieved accuracy is improved
by a factor of
√
Npatches as it can be seen from Fig. B.4b. For this reason, coregistration shift
accuracy is not limiting the absolute phase offset estimation and the pi-ambiguity coming from
the synchronisation link can be solved for average coherences (see appendix A.5).
When PU errors happen, several local phase offsets appear. Their accuracy is lower because of
the reduced number of patches to average. Consequently, the stereo-radargrammetric phase is
not adapted to deal with PU problems. Another limiting factor is the size of the phase. Indeed,
the shifts are computed on a grid which is about 13 × 13 down to 21 × 21 coarser than the
interferometric phases (appendix B.3.2). The phase unwrapping check and a possible a fortiori
correction is not possible pixel-wise. However, the coarse PU error detection is reliable for scene
exhibiting a good coherence.
B.3.5.4 Back-up solution
The coregistration shifts are not always usable. Indeed, in very low coherent scenes or in scenes
containing little landmass like small islands, coherent and incoherent shifts estimates are not in a
sufficient amount to compute the absolute phase offset. In this case, it is computed by averaging
phase differences between the unwrapped phase and a simulated phase from a reference DEM
(SRTM or GLOBE). Nonetheless, the offset is not truly reliable since PU errors can bias the
offset or the reference DEM can be erroneous. A map is also generated to visually check the
consistency with the reference DEM. It gives an idea of phase unwrapping correctness in regions,
where the reference data is reliable (see Fig. B.6b, notice the size difference between both maps
due to the different samplings). Fig. B.5 depicts how this map should be interpreted. Areas in
agreement with the reference DEM (the yellow continuous line) are displayed in green in the
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map (the green continuous line in this plot). Discrepant regions are depicted according to their
possibly wrong ambiguity band in red or blue depending on the sign. Note that artefacts in the
reference DEM are also visible in this map like in Fig. B.7.
Comparison with SRTM
Reference phase
(coarser)
TanDEM-X phase
moderate terrain moderate terrainmountainriver
+2
-2
Fig. B.5. Explanation plot for the interpretation of the visual comparison map with the reference DEM.
PU control files
(a)
PU control files
(b)
PU control files
(c)
Fig. B.6. Comparison maps: (a) with respect to the stereo-radargrammetry (autonomous check, qratio = 0.96), (b) with
respect to the reference DEM where (c) is the cropped area depicted previously.
B.3.6 Raw DEMs generation: geocoding
Geocoding refers to the generation of a DEM starting from the interferometric unwrapped
phase. It involves the conversion to terrain height and the transformation from slant-range
coordinates to an Earth-related reference frame. The algorithm is based on the technique de-
scribed in Schwa¨bisch (1998). This concept allows to obtain the desired output in a single step,
since it links all the parameters involved for geocoding: azimuth and range times, interfero-
metric phase and terrain height (Rossi et al., 2010). During the processing, atmospheric path
delay is taken into account. The ionospheric delay, which has a small impact on the geolocation
accuracy at X-band, is modeled with a constant delay over the whole scene corresponding to 5
TECU (Breit et al., 2010a). Last but not least, the tropospheric delay, which is the dominant
source of geolocation errors, is modelled by a height-dependent model (Breit et al., 2010a). The
phase screen is also corrected for differential tropospheric propagation. The latter is caused by
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dInSAROut – wrong SRTM ‐ 2
(a)
dInSAROut – wrong SRTM ‐ 1
(b)
Fig. B.7. Example of an error in mountainous terrain in SRTM DEM: (a) comparison of unwrapped phase with the
simulated phase from SRTM DEM, (b) the 3-D scene.
the difference of local incidence angles between the two satellites, which imply small variations
in the length of the signal (Breit et al., 2012). In a typical TanDEM-X scenario, for a height
of ambiguity of 40 m/cycle and a point on ground at the sea level, the differential slant range
correction is varying between about 0.5 and 1.5 millimetres for incidence angles varying between
30◦ and 45◦, yielding an absolute height correction of 0.7 to 2.0 metres. These effects are only
corrected during the geocoding and are thus still present in all CoSSC products.
Two quality maps assessing the generated Raw DEM are also delivered. The first map is the
Height Error Map representing, for each pixel, the standard error of the corresponding elevation
value in the DEM. The second quality map represents a coarse overview of possible problematic
regions providing an indication about shadow, layover, water, phase unwrapping residues and
branch-cuts (see Rossi et al. (2010) for more details).
Raw DEMs are finally stored in the archive from which they are ingested in the Mosaicking
and Calibration Processor (MCP) (see appendix A.6) for further processing.
B.4 Dual-baseline phase unwrapping chain
Dual-baseline phase unwrapping is operationally applied to all incoming data from the second
coverage on. Furthermore, Raw DEMs from the first global coverage exhibiting significant PU
errors are automatically triggered for reprocessing. The following description of the chain is
based on Lachaise et al. (2012a).
B.4.1 Key steps of the chain
The dual-baseline chain is activated as soon as some previously processed CoSSCs are provided
to support the current interferometric processing (see Fig. B.1). The chain can handle as many
supporting CoSSCs as available under the assumptions that they overlap, have a sufficiently
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different baseline and the same acquisition geometry. In this sense, it can also be seen as a
multi-baseline PU algorithm. Nonetheless, the whole processing is done for every CoSSC pair
separately, hence referred to as dual-baseline. The interferometric data of the current processing
are called master data and these from the supporting CoSSCs slave data.
The basic idea of the DB-PUC approach is to unwrap both interferograms separately using the
MCF phase unwrapping (appendix B.3.4) and to compare them in slant range height domain
to detect regions where the unwrapped phases differ significantly. These local discrepancies
are then corrected pixel-wise for an integer multiple of 2pi determined from the (corrected)
unwrapped differential interferogram. This is described in details in chapter 5. More specifically,
it consists of (Fig. B.8):
• coregistrating the slave CoSSC on the master interferogram (vm);
• cropping to the common part;
• forming the slave interferogram vs and unwrapping it;
• checking phase unwrapping consistency of both master and slave unwrapped phases (in
slant range height domain);
• if phase unwrapping is inconsistent:
· calculation of the differential interferogram (vd);
· possibly, correction with the stereo-radargrammetric phase;
· correction of the master unwrapped phase.
A final overall step is the mosaicking of the different corrected master unwrapped phases coming
from every overlap with a different slave interferogram.
Dual‐bas line inte ferometric processing chain
Master
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Supporting CoSSCs
(slaves) processing
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(see B.4.3)
RAW DEM
generation
Coregistration 
+ cropping
(see B.4.2)
Interferogram
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Consistency 
check
Differential 
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Mask 
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Fig. B.8. Overview block diagram of the dual-baseline InSAR chain inside the ITP.
B.4.2 Preparation of the supporting CoSSCs
Since the input of the dual-baseline chain (and as a result of the DB-PUC) are coregistered SSCs
and a master interferogram (which is therefore already coregistered), only both master SSCs
have to be coregistered. After that, the resampling matrix is applied to both channels of the
supporting CoSSC. Nevertheless, since there is a large time span (typically of about one year)
between both acquisitions, the usual ITP coregistration algorithm based on coherent cross-
correlation (see appendix B.3.2) cannot be used because of the high temporal decorrelation.
Notwithstanding, since all the data have the same acquisition geometry but different baselines,
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it is possible to rescale the signal based coregistration shifts (equivalent to a coarse stereo-
radargrammetric DEM) to the new baseline. When the slave bistatic data are coregistered to
the master bistatic data, a repeat-pass monostatic pair is formed. As a result, the rescaling of
the shifts has to take into account the different acquisition configuration with the help of the
shifts coming from the simulated acquisition geometry. Thus, the relation between the signal
slave-master monostatic shifts and the master bistatic shifts is the same as the relation between
their respective geometrical estimates:
[signal shifts]slave-mastermonostatic
[signal shifts]masterbistatic
=
[geometrical shifts]slave-mastermonostatic
[geometrical shifts]masterbistatic
(B.1)
Consequently, the equivalent precise monostatic signal shifts can be derived as follows:
[signal shifts]slave-mastermonostatic =
[geometrical shifts]slave-mastermonostatic
[geometrical shifts]masterbistatic
[signal shifts]masterbistatic (B.2)
These shifts are correct as long as the reference DEM used for the simulation or the mas-
ter bistatic signal shifts do not exhibit significant errors.
The obtained shifts are then used to resample the slave data to the master geometry. Once both
scenes are coregistered, the common part is cropped. Finally, the interferogram is calculated
and unwrapped using the MCF algorithm (appendix B.3.4).
B.4.3 Mosaicking of the different corrected parts
The phases coming from the different overlapping slave interferograms, which were corrected
by means of the DB-PUC framework explained in chapter 5, are finally mosaicked to rebuild
the entire scene. Remaining offsets between the different parts are corrected. In the overlapping
areas of the corrected phases, the corrected values can be either equal (straightforward) or
different by a multiple of 2pi. In this case, the final corrected phase is chosen according to the
correction quality.
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C Maps of the height of ambiguity slopes
First acq: slope HoA
HoA slope (%)
(a) First global coverage (acquired from end of December 2010 to March 2012)
Add acq: slope HoA
HoA slope (%)
(b) Additional acquisitions (acquired from April 2011 to March 2012)
Sec acq: slope HoA
HoA slope (%)
(c) Second global coverage (acquired from March 2012 to March 2013)
Fig. C.1. Maps of the height of ambiguity (HoA) slopes for the different coverages.
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D Complex correlation of the differential in-
terferogram
The complex correlation of the differential interferogram is (Papoulis, 1991):
ρd =
E [vmvs∗]− E [vm] E [vs∗]√(
E
[
|vm|2
]
− |E [vm]|2
) (
E
[
|vs|2
]
− |E [vs]|2
) (D.1)
where vm = um1 u
m
2
∗ and vs∗ = us1
∗us2, thus:
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m
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Following the moment theorem for four jointly circular Gaussian random values (Reed, 1962),
an expression of the first term of the numerator of eq. (D.2) can be derived:
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m
2
∗us1
∗us2] = E [u
m
1 u
m
2
∗] E [us1
∗us2] + E [u
m
1 u
s
1
∗] E [um2
∗us2] (D.3)
Since the coherences of the two interferograms are (eq. (2.14)):
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(D.4)
and the cross-interferograms coherences are defined as:
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s
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(D.5)
eq. (D.3) can be rewritten as:
E [um1 u
m
2
∗us1
∗us2] = ImIs (γ
mγs∗ + γ1γ∗2) (D.6)
The term E
[
|um1 um2 ∗|2
]
of the denominator of eq. (D.2) is equal to:
E
[
|um1 um2 ∗|2
]
= Im
2 (
1 + |γm|2
)
(D.7)
Finally the complex correlation of the differential interferogram of eq. (D.2) is:
ρd =
ImIs (γmγs∗ + γ1γ∗2)− γmImγsIs√(
Im
2 (
1 + |γm|2
)
−
(
|γm| Im
)2)(
Is
2 (
1 + |γs|2
)
−
(
|γs| Is
)2) = γ1γ2 (D.8)
In this way, the complex correlation coefficient of the differential interferogram is simply the
product of the coherences of the two cross-interferograms.
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1.1 Example of a 2pi-periodic signal: the sinusoidal wave. The phase is proportional
to the travel distance of the wave and the wavelength. However, the measured
phase is circular and only its fractional part can be monitored. The integer
number of cycles is thus lost and the acquired phase is wrapped between −pi
and pi. 1
1.2 Interferometric phases of the same scene but acquired with different baselines.
The wrapped phase depicted on the left side of the scene has a large baseline so
that the height accuracy is good but phase unwrapping (PU) difficult. On the
other hand, the phase on the right side exhibits less fringes and is thus easier to
unwrap but has a lower accuracy. 2
1.3 Comparison of the SRTM and TanDEM-X DEMs of the Misti volcano, Peru.
The level of details brought by the new TanDEM-X DEM is clearly visible. 4
2.1 SAR acquisition geometry and geometrical distortions: smooth terrain where
the three points A, B and C are mapped conventionally to A’, B’ and C’, and
the different distortion areas: foreshortening where A and B are mapped closer
than they really are; layover where the top of the mountain B is mapped before
its base A; and finally shadow where no information can be mapped. 6
2.2 Across-track bistatic interferometric configuration: the master or active antenna
emits and receives, whereas the slave or passive sensor only receives (θ1, R1
refer to the master antenna and θ2, R2 to the slave one). 7
2.3 Interferometric phase probability density functions (pdfs) (a) for different
coherences and 1 look and (b) for |γ| = 0.75 and different number of looks. The
green curve represents in both plots the pdf for |γ| = 0.75 and 1 look. 10
2.4 (a) Standard deviation of the interferometric phase (the dashed lines represent
the Crame´r-Rao bounds) and (b) bias of the estimated coherence for different
number of looks and coherences. 11
2.5 Path dependency in phase unwrapping: from the wrapped phase (a), two
distinct unwrapped phases (b) and (c) can be obtained by following two
different paths (all values are in cycle, i.e 2pi ≡ 1). 13
2.6 Residues calculation for the example of Fig. 2.5a: two residues found. 13
2.7 Example of the equivalent network to the phase unwrapping problem of 2.5a:
(a) the network itself: positive and negative residues (respectively depicted
in green and red) are the supply and demand nodes, neighbouring nodes are
connected by arcs or possible flow paths, (b) placement of a possible branch-cut
(in blue) discharging the residues. 15
3.1 Relationship between the wrapped phases ψA and ψB with two different HoA
ratios µ but the same low level of noise (σA = 0.2 rad, σB = 0.33 rad). (a) when
the HoA ratio is small (here µ = 0.31), the line segments are well separated and
points can be projected to the correct line whereas in (b), the lines are closer
because of the greater HoA ratio µ = 0.77, in this case, the projection is not
anymore straightforward already with little noise. 19
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3.2 Height likelihood functions: optimum but unrealistic case. Different HoAs
(h12pi = 67 m/cycle, h
2
2pi = 50 m/cycle, h
3
2pi = 30 m/cycle and h
4
2pi = 37, 5 m/cycle)
and two coherences (γ1 = γ3 = 0.7 and γ2 = γ4 = 0.4) are considered. (a,b,c)
overplot of the single-channel likelihoods; (d,e,f) multi-channel likelihood
function. One channel is added per new pair of plots (2 channels in a,d, 3 in
b,e and 4 in c,f). The different wrapped phases are supposed to be equal to
the respective wrapped nominal phases so that the single-channel likelihoods
overlap perfectly at the actual height h = 600 m. The number of global
maxima decreases and the first-to-second peak ratio increases by adding new
measurements. 21
3.3 Height likelihood functions: realistic case. Different HoAs (h12pi = 67 m/cycle,
h22pi = 50 m/cycle, h
3
2pi = 30 m/cycle and h
4
2pi = 37, 5 m/cycle) and two
coherences (γ1 = γ3 = 0.7 and γ2 = γ4 = 0.4) are considered. (a,b,c) overplot
of the single-channel likelihoods; (d,e,f) joint likelihood function. One channel
is added per new pair of plots (2 channels in a,d, 3 in b,e and 4 in c,f). The
measured wrapped phases deviate from their respective wrapped true phases so
that the pdfs do not overlap perfectly at the real height h = 600 m. The joint
likelihoods exhibit more peaks and at different positions. 21
3.4 Stereo-radargrammetric acquisition geometry: ∆x is the displacement in ground
range or shift due to the parallax i.e. the difference between the two projections
of the target P with height h on the ground observed by two sensors at different
positions. 25
3.5 Normalised error of the coherent and incoherent shifts estimations
√
Ncσ∆χcc
and
√
Ncσ∆χic respectively in green and purple (with osf = 1). 27
3.6 Delta-k method: the received signals are filtered bandpass to have non-
overlapping lower and upper sub-bands with bandwidth WR1 and WR2 centred
in f1 and f2 respectively. 28
4.1 Global maps of the heights of ambiguity (HoAs) for the different TanDEM-X
coverages (data processed till 12/01/15). Each dot represents the average HoA
over one scene. 32
4.2 Global maps of the coherence for the different TanDEM-X acquisition phases
(data processed till 12/01/15). Each dot represents the average coherence over
one scene. 33
4.3 Distributions of the heights of ambiguity (HoAs) of the three acquisition phases
of the TanDEM-X mission (top) and their joint distribution with the coherence
(bottom). A significant amount of scenes have a HoA greater than 50 m/cycle.
Moreover, the coherence improves as the HoA increases. 34
4.4 Joint distributions of the master HoAs and (first row) slave HoAs and (second
row) HoA ratios: from left to right, supporting scenes coming from the first
coverage, additional acquisitions and both together. The straight line depicts
µ = 0.7. µ exhibits a large variation due to the higher HoAs and especially
these of the additional acquisitions. 35
4.5 Global maps of the acquisition season of the different TanDEM-X mission
phases, seasons are given with reference to the Northern hemisphere and winter
is considered starting beginning of December (data processed till 12/01/15). 36
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4.6 Data from the Integrated TanDEM-X Processor (ITP) available for the
dual-/multi-baseline phase unwrapping (PU): for every coverage, (a) the
interferometric phase, (b) the coherence, (c) the HoA map, (d) the stereo-
radargrammetric phase and (e) the simulated absolute phase from a reference
Digital Elevation Model (DEM) (SRTM or GLOBE) as a visual help. 37
4.7 Error of the shift estimation of one patch in pixels using coherent σ∆χcc (green)
and incoherent σ∆χic (purple) cross-correlation for Nc = 1, 024 pixels and
osf = 1.1. 38
4.8 Global maps of single-baseline phase unwrapping (1B-PU) quality ratios
(after unwrapping with MCF algorithm) of the different mission phases. The
Integrated TanDEM-X Processor (ITP) considers that a ratio greater than
0.97 means success of the phase unwrapping. Other colours indicate scenes
exhibiting potentially PU errors. 39
4.9 Relief map, reference height and height range for the test site of the Preikestolen
region. 41
4.10 Wrapped phases and coherences of the master and the two slave interferograms
for the Preikestolen region. The respective HoAs are hm2pi = −113 m/cycle,
hs12pi = 81 m/cycle and h
s2
2pi = 76 m/cycle. Average coherences (for γ > 0.25) are
γm = 0.80 (81% of the pixels), γs1 = 0.74 (75% of the pixels) and γs2 = 0.73
(75% of the pixels). 42
4.11 Minimum Cost Flow (MCF) results for the Preikestolen region: (a) estimated
master unwrapped phase converted to slant range height, (b) Absolute
Ambiguity Deviation (AAD) map with respect to the reference DEM and (c)
statistical assessment. 42
4.12 Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) and Graph-Cuts Total Variation
(GC-TV) results for the Preikestolen region with (top) two and (bottom)
three scenes: pixel-wise estimation for (a-b) uncalibrated and (c-d) calibrated
wrapped phases and (e-f) estimation using neighbourhood information for the
calibrated wrapped phases. (a,c,e) reconstructed slant range height; (b,d,f)
Absolute Ambiguity Deviation (AAD) map with respect to the reference DEM
(search interval of ±3 cycles around the reference height, height increment is
9 m and λ = 2.8). 43
4.13 Relief map, reference height and height range for the test site of the Ubajara
National Park area. 44
4.14 Wrapped phases and coherences of the master and the two slave interferograms
for the Ubajara National Park area. The respective HoAs are hm2pi = 41 m/cycle,
hs12pi = −48 m/cycle and hs22pi = 50 m/cycle. Average coherences (for γ > 0.25)
are γm = 0.65 (95% of the pixels), γs1 = 0.79 (98% of the pixels) and γs2 = 0.79
(98% of the pixels). 44
4.15 MCF results for the Ubajara National Park area: (a) master unwrapped phase
converted to slant range height, (b) Absolute Ambiguity Deviation (AAD) map
with respect to the reference DEM and (c) statistical assessment. 45
4.16 MLE and GC-TV results for the Ubajara National Park area for search intervals
of (a-b) ±4 cycles or ±180 m, (c-d) ±7 cycles or ±300 m and (e-f) ±12 cycles
or ±500 m around the reference height: (a,c,e) reconstructed slant range height,
(b,d,f) Absolute Ambiguity Deviation (AAD) map with respect to the reference
DEM. The top part of the figures depicts the results of the GC-TV whereas the
bottom shows the MLE outcomes. 45
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4.17 Reference slant range height from SRTM, reference height profile and height
range for the test site of the Mount Roraima example. 46
4.18 Wrapped phase and coherence of the master interferogram for the Mount
Roraima example. The HoA is hm2pi = 39 m/cycle and the average coherence (for
γ > 0.25) is γm = 0.68 (80% of the points). 46
4.19 MLE reconstructed slant range height of the Mount Roraima for a search
intervals of ±12 cycles around the reference height. 46
4.20 Relief map, reference height and height range for the test site of the Isolation
Peak area. 47
4.21 Wrapped phases and coherences of the master and slave interferograms
for the Isolation Peak region. The respective HoAs are hm2pi = 32 m/cycle,
hs12pi = −42 m/cycle, hs22pi = 79 m/cycle, hs32pi = 296 m/cycle and
hs42pi = −106 m/cycle. Average coherences (for γ > 0.25) are γm = 0.64 (83%
of the pixels), γs1 = 0.67 (87% of the pixels), γs2 = 0.77 (88% of the pixels),
γs3 = 0.76 (89% of the pixels) and γs4 = 0.74 (89% of the pixels). 47
4.22 MCF results for the Isolation Peak region for the master phase: (a) unwrapped
phase converted to slant range height, (b) Absolute Ambiguity Deviation
(AAD) map with respect to the reference DEM and (c) statistical assessment. 49
4.23 MLE results processed with 2 (a-d) and 4 supporting CoSSCs (e-j) for
the Isolation Peak region for search intervals of ±4 cycles (a-b, e-f), ±7
cycles (c-d,g-h) and ±12 cycles (i-j) around the reference phase: (a,c,e,g,i)
reconstructed slant range height, (b,d,f,h,j) Absolute Ambiguity Deviation
(AAD) map with respect to the reference DEM. 49
5.1 Flowchart of the Dual-Baseline Phase Unwrapping Correction (DB-PUC)
framework: the basic idea is to estimate the absolute unwrapped master (in
cyan) and slave (in turquoise) phases separately and to compare them in slant
range height domain. In this way, regions where the absolute unwrapped phases
differ significantly can be detected. These local discrepancies are then corrected
for an integer multiple of 2pi determined from the (corrected) unwrapped
differential interferogram phase (in orange). In the diagram, the green symbols
indicate a decision and the purple boxes, algorithmic steps. The absolute
unwrapped phase estimation consists of the phase unwrapping by means of the
MCF algorithm and the absolute phase offset estimation. 52
5.2 Marble Canyon (USA) example: 3-D view and relief map overlaid by the
master (green) and slave (blue) scene frames. 53
5.3 Influence of wrongly estimated absolute phase offsets: (a) estimated
master absolute phase: correctly φˆm = φm (solid line) and wrongly
φˆm = φm+ 2pi (dotted line), (b) estimated slave absolute phases: φˆs = φs = µφm
(green), φˆs = φs + 2pi (light blue) and φˆs = φs − 2pi (dark blue) and (c) the
resulting ∆hˆoff(r) for the 2×3 cases. 56
5.4 Absolute Ambiguity Deviation (AAD) maps with respect to the reference height
from SRTM for the Marble Canyon example: (a) master and (b) slave maps. 57
5.5 Height discrepancies: regions in green indicate that hˆm > hˆs and in red the
contrary. The black part represents the main peak of the histogram where both
estimated heights are consistent. 57
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5.6 Histogram of the estimated height difference ∆hˆ. The main peak indicates
the consistent area and the other peaks, the height discrepancies i.e. the PU
errors. The strips on the histogram indicate the part below the minimum height
threshold to detect a PU error. 57
5.7 Maximum allowed height noise (hm2pi − hs2pi) to detect a PU error represented as
a function of hm2pi and h
s
2pi. Significant values of the HoA ratio µ are plotted as
lines. 58
5.8 Minimum coherence necessary to detect a PU error with respect to hm2pi and
hs2pi considering 25 looks (it is assumed that both interferograms have the same
coherence). Significant values of the HoA ratio µ are plotted as lines. 59
5.9 Height of ambiguity (HoA) of the differential interferogram hd2pi with respect to
the master and slave HoAs. hd2pi is positive if h
s
2pi > h
m
2pi (greenish to purple) and
negative otherwise (yellow to red). Its limit as hm2pi approaches h
s
2pi is ±∞ (the
abrupt change from purple to red). 60
5.10 Wrapped phases of the (a) master, (b) slave and (c) differential interferograms
for the Marble Canyon example. The differential phase exhibits less fringes
than both the master and slave wrapped phases and is consequently easier to
unwrap. 60
5.11 Differential phase standard deviation σφd as a function of γ
m and γs for (a) 1
look and (b) 25 looks. 63
5.12 Differential phase standard deviation σφd as a function of γ
m for (a) γs = γm
and (b) γs = 0.4 for different number of looks. The solid lines show the
differential phase standard deviation when the master and slave interferograms
are multi-looked before the differential interferogram computation whereas
the dash-dotted lines depict σφd when the multi-looking is applied after the
formation of the differential interferogram. 63
5.13 Estimated differential coherence as a function of γm for (a) γs = γm and (b)
γs = 0.4 for different number of looks. 64
5.14 Coherences of the master and the slave interferograms (a-b) and mask of
the compatibility (c) for the Marble Canyon example. The incompatible (in
black) and low compatible (in gray) regions are found by means of an adaptive
thresholding on the compatibility distribution in (d). (e) is a zoom to distinguish
the low compatible pixels. 66
5.15 Differential interferogram unwrapping results and assessment for the Marble
Canyon example: (a) differential phase unwrapped with the MCF algorithm
converted to slant range height, (b) Absolute Ambiguity Deviation (AAD)
with respect to SRTM (visual check); and automatic correctness check by
means of the stereo-radargrammetry: (c) histogram of the phases differences
and (d) correctness mask: green means agreement between the unwrapped
and the stereo-radargrammetric phases (representing the main peak of the
distribution depicted in (c)) and black the presence of probable PU errors (the
resolution of the stereo-radargrammetric phase is about 13 × 21 coarser than
the interferometric one). 67
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5.16 Correction of the unwrapped differential interferogram: (a) edges which delimit
the potential regions to correct, (b) zoom of the edge mask (c) the detected
regions to rectify and (d) resulting Absolute Ambiguity Deviation (AAD) map
with respect to SRTM where the incompatible regions have been masked out
(the remaining discrepant pixels are due to the resolution differences with
SRTM). 69
5.17 Ratio of the standard deviations of the master and differential stereo-
radargrammetric phases versus the HoA ratio µ (eq. (5.32)). 70
5.18 Standard deviation of the stereo-radargrammetric phase σφd
rdgr
as a function
of the master and slave coherences γm and γs for different HoA ratios: (a)
µ = 0.6, (b) µ = 0.7, (c) µ = 0.8 and (d) µ = 0.9. The contour lines emphasise
the multiples of the required accuracy i.e. 120◦. The number of patches to
average to reach 120◦ can be then deduced directly from the contour lines
following eq. (5.34): e.g. for σφd
rdgr
= 360◦, at least
(
σφd
rdgr
/120
)2
= 9 patches are
mandatory (theoretically). 71
5.19 Master unwrapped phase correction of the Marble Canyon example: (a) mask
of the corrected regions (b) map of the corrected ambiguity band in the
master unwrapped phase with the help of the differential interferogram, (c)
recall of the Absolute Ambiguity Deviation (AAD) map of the unwrapped
phase with respect to SRTM for visual comparison. 73
5.20 Minimum coherence necessary to correct a PU error with respect to hm2pi
and hs2pi assuming 25 looks (and that both interferograms have the same
coherence). Significant values of the HoA ratio µ are plotted as lines. The
red strips emphasise where it is not worthy to compute the differential
interferogram (because of the resulting HoA, which is lower than the data to
correct). 74
5.21 Master unwrapped phase correction principle. 74
6.1 Maps of the TanDEM-X acquisitions of the second global coverage which violate
(a) the (single-baseline) phase unwrapping (PU) quality ratio and/or (b) the
coherence thresholds. The union of both maps give all the candidates to the
Dual-Baseline Phase Unwrapping Correction (DB-PUC) (representing 51,279
scenes i.e. 35.93% of the second global coverage acquisitions, data processed till
12/01/15)). 77
6.2 Illustration of the different steps and intermediate results of the Dual-Baseline
Phase Unwrapping Correction (DB-PUC) framework for the Preikestolen region.
On the left side, outputs of the MCF algorithm for the master and slave phases
are displayed with their resulting height difference. The dark gray insert
presents the unwrapping result and the necessary ambiguity band correction
of the differential interferogram. The corrected master absolute unwrapped
phase i.e. the output of the Dual-Baseline Phase Unwrapping Correction
(DB-PUC) is presented on the upper side of the light gray rectangle with the
final Absolute Ambiguity Deviation (AAD) map, the corrected ambiguity map
and the correction mask (difgrm stands for differential interferogram). Only
the incompatible regions adjacent to areas to be corrected are kept in the final
correction mask. 78
6.3 3-D view of the master SAR image of the Preikestolen test site colour-coded
with the corrected terrain height The green lines delimit the half of which the
correction process is illustrated in Fig. 6.2. 79
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6.4 Dual-Baseline Phase Unwrapping Correction (DB-PUC) results for the scene in
the Ubajara National Park: (a) Absolute Ambiguity Deviation (AAD) map of
the initial master unwrapped phase (single-baseline phase unwrapping (1B-PU),
the rectangle delimits the part illustrated in section 4.3.3), (b) correction map
applied to the differential (difgrm) and/or master unwrapped phases, (c)
final reconstructed slant range height and (d) final AAD map of the corrected
master unwrapped phase. 80
6.5 3-D view of the master SAR image for the Ubajara National Park area
colour-coded with the corrected terrain height. The green lines delimit the half
of interest in Fig. 6.4. 81
6.6 Dual-Baseline Phase Unwrapping Correction (DB-PUC) results for the
Mount Roraima example: (a) Absolute Ambiguity Deviation (AAD) map
of the master unwrapped phase (1B-PU, the rectangle delimits the part
illustrated in section 4.3.3), (b) correction map applied to the differential
interferogram (difgrm) and/or master unwrapped phases, (c) reconstructed
slant range height and (d) AAD map of the corrected master unwrapped phase
(the residual apparent errors are consequences of a wrong SRTM DEM). 82
6.7 3-D view of the master SAR image for the Mount Roraima example colour-coded
with final corrected terrain height. The green lines delimit the half of interest
in Fig. 6.6. 83
6.8 Dual-Baseline Phase Unwrapping Correction (DB-PUC) results for the
Isolation peak example: (a) Absolute Ambiguity Deviation (AAD) map
of the master unwrapped phase (1B-PU, the rectangle delimits the part
illustrated in section 4.3.4), (b) correction map applied to the differential
interferogram (difgrm) and/or master unwrapped phases, (c) the reconstructed
slant range height, (d) the AAD map of the corrected master unwrapped phase
and (e) difference with the simulated phase from SRTM DEM. 84
6.9 3-D view of the master SAR image for the Isolation peak example colour-coded
with final corrected terrain height. This is only the half presented in Fig. 6.8. 84
6.10 Global maps of the height of ambiguity (HoA) ratios of the scenes of the
second global coverage processed with the Dual-Baseline Phase Unwrapping
Correction (DB-PUC) framework. The master is the acquisition of the second
coverage (HoAs mapped in Fig. 4.1c) and the slave is either from (a) the first
global coverage (HoAs mapped in Fig. 4.1a) or (b) the additonal acquisitions
over forested and difficult terrain (HoAs mapped in Fig. 4.1b). For µ ≈ 1 (red)
and µ ≤ 0.5 or µ ≥ 2.0 (dark blue), the differential interferogram cannot be
computed. The orange and lighter blue marks denote suboptimal ratios for
which the differential interferogram is used. Finally, the green dots are for the
ratio which are considered as optimal. 86
6.11 Minimum coherences necessary to (b) detect and (c) correct a PU error for
the joint distribution of the master and slave HoAs (a) assuming 25 looks (3σ
and that both interferograms have the same coherence). Significant values of
the HoA ratio µ are plotted as lines. In (b), µ = 0.55 is the lower limit for
the HoA ratio obtained for a maximum allowed minimum coherence of 0.65
to detect a PU error. In (c), µ = 0.76 is the upper limit for a straightforward
master estimated phase correction. The red strips emphasise where the
differential interferogram is not helpful for the DB-PUC. 87
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6.12 Seasonal changes: the two acquisitions on the left (second coverage) were taken
in summer thus the water is incoherent whereas the first coverage acquisition
(on the right) is from early spring and the river is still frozen thus coherent. 88
6.13 Global maps of the difference in months (absolute value of the difference
wrapped into ±6 months) of the acquisition times of the scenes of the second
global coverage processed with the Dual-Baseline Phase Unwrapping Correction
(DB-PUC) framework. The master is the acquisition of the second coverage
and the slave is either from (a) the first global coverage or (b) the additonal
acquisitions over forested and difficult terrain. One year difference between both
acquisitions results into 0 month of difference whereas a difference of 10 months
is represented as one of 2 months to emphasise the season differences. 89
6.14 Description of the effect of seasonal changes on the phase and height of the
differential interferogram. The master scene was acquired in winter and is
covered by snow whereas the slave was acquired in summer. The heights are
different by 5 m in the forest and by 2 m on the ground. The corresponding
heights in the differential interferogram are respectively 20 m and 8 m i.e. 4
times bigger than the height discrepancy (eq. (6.3)) and totally different from
both real heights. 90
6.15 Maximum allowed height discrepancy εh which is seen as noise and not as a PU
error represented as a function of hm2pi and h
s
2pi. (b) emphasises the configurations
which would consider εh = 5 m as a PU error (in dark red). The blue star is the
configuration of Fig. 6.14. Significant values of the HoA ratio µ are plotted as
lines. 90
6.16 Location of scenes according to their (a) conditions in terms of HoA ratio and
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